Saturday 08 September

08:00

PC04
08:00 - 18:00

DISASTER MEDICINE

Animators: Francesco DELLA CORTE (ITALY), Jeffrey FRANC (CANADA), Ives HUBLJOUE (BELGIUM), Mick MOLLOY (IRELAND), Eric WEINSTEIN (USA)
Pre-Course Directors: Massimo AZZARETTO (ITALY), Luca RAGAZZONI (ITALY)

Complete the survey

PC07
08:00 - 18:00

SAFEER PSA - PROCEDURAL SEDATION AND ANALGESIA FOR EMERGENCY

Animators: Yannick GROUTARS (THE NETHERLANDS), Erick OSKAM (THE NETHERLANDS), Douwe RIJPSMA (THE NETHERLANDS), Ruth SNEEP (THE NETHERLANDS), Rebekka VEUGELERS (THE NETHERLANDS), Vanessa VALK (THE NETHERLANDS)
Pre-Course Director: Christian HERINGHAUS (THE NETHERLANDS)

Complete the survey

PC05
08:00 - 18:00

NON-VITAL TRAUMA

Animators: Rashid ABU-RAJAB (UK), Abdelouahab BELLOU (USA), Mohamed BEN AISSA (FRANCE), Alberto GREGORI (UK), Adeline HIGUET (BELGIUM), Francis LAUNOIS (FRANCE), Patricia O’CONNOR (UK), Régis PAILHÉ (FRANCE), Franck VERSCHUREN (BELGIUM)
Pre-Course Director: Jean-Jacques BANIMACHEMI (FRANCE)

Complete the survey

PC02
08:00 - 18:00

EMERGENCY MEDICINE CORE COMPETENCES: SURVIVAL SKILLS FOR YOU

Animators: Tobias BECKER (GERMANY), Veronique BRABERS (BELGIUM), Caroline HÄRD AF STEGERSTAD (SWEDEN), Nikolas SYRakis (GREECE)
Pre-Course Directors: Eric DRYVER (SWEDEN), Gregor PROSEN (SLOVENIA)

Complete the survey

08:30

PC06
08:30 - 18:00

EUROPEAN LEADERSHIP COURSE IN COOPERATION WITH IEDLI AND RCEM

Facultys: David CHUNG (UK), John HEYWORTH (UK)
Pre-Course Directors: Philip D ANDERSON (USA), Taj HASSAN (UK), Barbara HOGAN (GERMANY), Jan STROOBANTS (BELGIUM)

Complete the survey

PC10
08:30 - 17:00

ADVANCED PAEDIATRIC EMERGENCY CARE (APEC)
### Saturday 08 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Animators</th>
<th>Pre-Course Directors</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td><strong>ULTRASOUND BEGINNER &amp; ADVANCED</strong></td>
<td>Zeki ATESLI (UK), Tyler BEALES, Nick BURJEK, Eric CHIN (USA), Peter CROFT (USA), Rip GANGAHAR (UK), Hani HARIRI (SAUDI ARABIA), Beatrice HOFFMANN (USA), Robert JARMAN (UK), Kristy JEFFERS (USA), Ross KESSLER, Nicolas LIM (IRELAND), Nicole LOPEZ (USA), Dave MCKENZIE (USA), Najib NASRALLAH (ISRAEL), Joseph OSTERWALDER (SWITZERLAND), Efthychia POLYZOGOPOULOU (GREECE), Arthur ROSENDAAL (THE NETHERLANDS), Jesse SCHAEFER, Felipe TERAN (USA), Thomas VILLEN (SPAIN), Kirsty WILSON (UK)</td>
<td>Katharine BURNS (USA), James CONNOLLY (UK), Michael LAMBERT (USA)</td>
<td>Boisdale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td><strong>YOUNG INVESTIGATORS PRE-COURSE ON RESEARCH</strong></td>
<td>Zerrin Defne DUNDAR (TURKEY), Luis GARCIA-CASTRILLO (SPAIN), Mehmet Akif KARAMERCAN (TURKEY), Martin MOECKEL (GERMANY), Anna SLAGMAN (GERMANY)</td>
<td>Said LARIBI (FRANCE)</td>
<td>Elive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td><strong>NON-INVASIVE VENTILATION</strong></td>
<td>Abdo KHOURY (FRANCE), Roberta MARINO (ITALY), Patrick PLAISANCE (FRANCE)</td>
<td>Roberto COSENTINI (ITALY), Paolo GROFF (ITALY)</td>
<td>Forth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td><strong>SIMULATION: TRAIN THE TRAINERS PRE-COURSE</strong></td>
<td>Guillem BOUILLEAU (FRANCE), Abdo KHOURY (FRANCE), Felix LORANG (GERMANY), Mohammed MOUHAOUI (MOROCCO), Youyi YORDANOV (FRANCE)</td>
<td>Pier Luigi INGRASSIA (ITALY), François LECOMTE (FRANCE)</td>
<td>Fyne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sunday 09 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Animators</th>
<th>Pre-Course Director</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30</td>
<td><strong>GERIATRIC EMERGENCY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>Laura BLOMAARD (THE NETHERLANDS), Simon CONROY (UK), Jacinta A. LUCKE (THE NETHERLANDS), Simon. P. MOOJAART (THE NETHERLANDS), Arjan THAUR (UK), Sarah TURPIN (UK), James WALLACE (UK), Bas DE GROOT (THE NETHERLANDS), James VAN OPPEN (UK)</td>
<td>Christian NICKEL (SWITZERLAND)</td>
<td>Elive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Complete the survey

AIRWAY MANAGEMENT PRECOURSE FOR INNER-CLINICAL EM
Pre-Course Directors: Christian Hohenstein (GERMANY), Sabine Merz (GERMANY)

TOXICOLOGY
Whats new in Toxicology
Moderators: Kurt Anseeuw (BELGIUM), Jason Long (UK)
Coordinator: Alasdair Corfield (UK)
- Baclofen poisoning: toxicity of an off-label medication. Bruno Megarbane (FRANCE)
- Paracetemol - new approaches to an old problem. James Dear (UK)
- Practical tips for management of toxicology patients. Frederic Lapostolle (FRANCE)

INFECTIONIOUS DISEASES
Mixed bugs everywhere
Moderators: Christian Hohenstein (GERMANY), Annmarie Lassen (DENMARK)
Coordinator: Christian Hohenstein (GERMANY)
- Pneumonia - why there is the difference between the EP and internist in ordering diagnostic tests. Jim Ducharme (CANADA)
- Rare Infectious diseases you should know. Christian Backer-Mogensen (DENMARK)
- My career in pictures. David Carr (CANADA)

INSIGHTS FROM CHINA
Lessons from a country with a population of over 1,3 billion & 30,000 hospitals!
Moderators: Luis Garcia-Castrillo (SPAIN), Charles Reynard (UK)
Coordinator: Rick Body (UK)
- Active abdomen compression-decompression for CPR. Wang Zhong (CHINA)
- Traditional Chinese medicine and emergency clinical practice. Wei Jie (CHINA)
- Panel discussion. Wang Zhong (CHINA), Wei Jie (CHINA), Roberta Petrino (ITALY), Taj Hassan (UK), Said Laribi (FRANCE), Luis Garcia-Castrillo (SPAIN)

DOING THE BASICS RIGHT
Getting better at everyday topics - YEMD Session
Moderators: Martin Fandler (GERMANY), Riccardo Leto (BELGIUM)
- Everybody lies - Sono get's the truth. Katarzyna Hampton (USA)
- ECG Challenges. Delia Nebunu (ROMANIA)
- The healing touch. Vimal Krishnan (INDIA)
- Emergency radiology in pregnancy. Adan Atriham (MEXICO)
RESUSCITATION
End tidal CO2

Moderators: David LOWE (UK), Marc SABBEE (BELGIUM)
Coordinator: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK)

- Do you hypoventilate your cardiac arrest patient? Simon ORLOB (AUSTRIA)
- How to push hard and fast: improving the quality of chest compressions should focus on the dynamic mechanisms. Cao YU (CHINA)
- Cardiac arrest, why I still cool the brain to 33°C. Wilhelm BEHRINGER (GERMANY)

FREE PAPER 1
Biomarkers

Moderators: Mehmet Afik KARAMERCAN (TURKEY), Tiziana MARGARIA STEFFEN (IRELAND)

- #14703 - FP001 Low positive predictive values for a one hour high sensitivity cardiac troponin T rule-in acute myocardial infarction algorithm in United States and international populations. Richard NOWAK (GROSSE POINTE PARK, MICHIGAN, USA), Chau GANDOLFO, Gordon JACOBSEN, Robert CHRISTENSEN, Michael HUDSON, Michele MOYER
- #14746 - FP002 The N-terminal pro-B type natriuretic peptide/high-sensitivity cardiac troponin T ratio for differentiating type 1 from type 2 acute myocardial infarction. Richard NOWAK (GROSSE POINTE PARK, MICHIGAN, USA), Gordon JACOBSEN, Robert CHRISTENSEN, Michele MOYER, Michael HUDSON, James MCCORD
- #14831 - FP003 Assessment of the diagnosis value of early lactate and creatine kinase dosing after Generalized tonic-clonic seizures admitted to an emergency department. Fares MOUSTAFA (Clermont-Ferrand), Arthur RAISON, Bruno PEREIRA, Halthem DEBBABI, Marie VALETTE, Bastien PAYARD, Marine MONDET, Rami ESPENEL, Catherine MAURIN, Coralie SERRANO, Julien RACONNAT, Jeannot SCHMIDT
- #14917 - FP004 Endothelial glycocalyx damage in the early phase of acute respiratory distress syndrome secondary to respiratory virus infection. Maira Nilson BENATTI, Marcos De Carvalho BORGES, Carlos Henrique MIRANDA (Ribeirão Preto, BRAZIL)
- #15519 - FP005 Biomarker risk-stratification of patients with acute dyspnea at the emergency department using soluble urinase-type Plasminogen Activating Receptor: A prospective suPAR study from Sweden. Kevin BRONTON (Malmö, SWEDEN), Peter ALMGREN, Klas GRÅNSBÖ, Margaretha PERSSON, Olle MELANDER
- #15758 - FP006 A retrospective observational study to measure the relationship between FAST, early warning scores and diagnosis of acute stroke. Jasper COUPER (London, UK), Graham FLEMING, Laszlo SZTRIHA, Jeff KEEF
- #15855 - FP007 Use of the prognostic biomarker soluble urinase plasminogen activator receptor in the emergency department does not affect mortality, a cluster-randomised clinical trial. Martin SCHULTZ (Herlev, DENMARK), Line Jee Hartmann RASMUSSEN, Birgitte Nybo JENSEN, Lisbet RAVN, Thomas KALLEMSE, Theis LANGE, Lars KÖBER, Lars Simon RASMUSSEN, Jesper EUGEN-OLSEN, Kasper Karmark IVERSEN
- #15857 - FP008 Early discharge from the emergency department based on soluble urinase plasminogen activator receptor levels: a substudy of the triage iii trial. Martin SCHULTZ (Herlev, DENMARK), Line Jee Hartmann RASMUSSEN, Birgitte Nybo JENSEN, Lisbet RAVN, Thomas KALLEMSE, Theis LANGE, Lars KÖBER, Lars Simon RASMUSSEN, Jesper EUGEN-OLSEN, Kasper Karmark IVERSEN
- #15990 - FP009 Value of Vascular endothelial growth factor A in the detection of the Chronic Kidney Disease? Feteh LAMTI, Khaoula BEL HAJ ALI (monastril, TUNISIA), Sabra ALOUI, Mohamed Habib GRISSA, Adel SEKMA, Nasri BEZOUICH, Nizar FREDJ, Salima FERCHICHI, Abdellahi MILED, Semir NOUIRA

EPOSTERS RESEARCH
Displayed from Sunday 13:00 to Wednesday 13:00

- #15585 - "Keeping it real": realistic medicine and Emergency Department end of life care. David PEDLEY (Dumfries, UK), Catriona SCOTT
- #15134 - 4.000% improvement of caller location by Advance Mobile Location implementation for Emergency Services. Demetrios PYRROS (Brussels, BELGIUM)
- #14805 - 5 Hot topics behind the major trauma management: a review and an educational video. Vincenzo Giannicola MENDITTO, Alessandro MOR (Ancona, ITALY), Mattia SAMPAGLIESI, Marta BUZZO, Marco ROTINI
- #15418 - 7 years of analgesia & sedation in pre-hospital care: how safe are we? A clinical audit summary. Ahmad CHAUDHRY (Glasgow, UK), Kim MACHAEL
- #15779 - A cadaveric study comparing sutures to staples for securing arterial lines. John RIORDAN (Charlottesville, USA)
- #15586 - A Change of Culture - Overcoming Barriers to Sepsis Guideline Implementation and Reducing Blood Culture Contamination Rates in the Emergency Department. Arthur HENNESSY (Dublin, IRELAND), James DONNELLY, Mohammed HAMZA, Breida BOYLE, Geraldine MCMAHON
- #16080 - A critical literature review investigating temporal patterns of behaviour relating to monthly pay days. Christopher BRADSHAW (Cambridge, UK), Adrian BOYLE
- #14567 - A cross-sectional retrospective study in patients with a primary diagnosis of hypertension in the Emergency Department. Višnja NESEK ADAM, Višnja NESEK ADAM (Zagreb, CROATIA), Ingrid BOŠAN KILIBARDA, Ingrid PRKAČIN, Ivan JURIĆ, Stepić ANIKA, Ivana SRZIĆ
- #15764 - A host gene signature for diagnosis and risk stratification of acute infection and sepsis at hospital admission: HostIRTM Sepsis. Oliver LIENSENFELD (Burlingame, CA, USA), Jonathan ROMANOWSKY, Lubomir BUTUROVIC, Wensheng NIE, Mark ESHOO, Purvesh KHATRI, Timothy SWEENEY
- #15111 - A lung protective ventilation protocol: do or not to do. Koenaad MEISSCHAERT (Antwerp, BELGIUM), Philippe VETS, Esmael EL ABDELLATI, Sandra VERELST
- A multicenter evaluation of the safety and effectiveness of a 0h/1h protocol in the assessment of emergency department chest pain patients. 
  Arash MOKHTARI, Jakob LUNDAGER FORBERG, Caroline HARD AF SGERSTAD, Ardanan KHOSHWOOD, Mahin AKBARZADEH, UI EKELUND (Lund, SWEDEN)

- A novel approach to encouraging medical students into emergency and critical care research using student selected components. 
  Paul MCNAMARA (Paisley, UK), Monica WALLACE

- A novel nomogram of mortality prediction in geriatric emergency patients with dengue fever. 
  Hung-Sheng HUANG (Tainan, TAIWAN), Chien-Chin HSU, Chien-Cheng HUANG, Yu-Ying LIAO

- A Novel Statewide Emergency Medicine Residency Symposium is Well Received by Participants. 
  Fred FIESSELER, Renee RIGGS (New Brunswick, USA), Tiffany MURANO, Niles PATEL, Ondeyka AMY

- A physician-coordinator reduces door-to-balloon time for stemi patients in emergency department. 
  Tzachi SLUTSKY (moshav chovak, ISRAEL)

- A qualitative analysis of education delivered at emergency department handover. 
  Aileen MCCABE, Tom BRENNAN (Dublin, IRELAND), Geraldine MCMAHON

- A qualitative study on the experiences of reporters after publishing reports on Major Incidents, Mass Casualty Incidents and Disasters. 
  Johannes Nordsteien SVENSDY (Oslo, NORWAY), Helene NILSSON, Rune RIMSTAD

- A quality improvement initiative to reduce the overuse of treatments in infants with bronchiolitis. 
  Natalia PANIGAGU (Bilbao, SPAIN), Marta MONTEJO, Iñaki BENITO, Arantza MONTIEL, Javier BENITO

- A Randomized Trial Comparing Telephone Tree, Text Messaging, and WhatsApp for Emergency Department Staff Recall for Disaster Response. 
  Valerie HOMER (Montreal, CANADA), Raphael HAMAD, Josse LAROCQUE, Pierre CHASSE, Elene KHALIL, Jeffrey FRANC

- A retrospective analysis investigating Isolated Traumatic brain injury and the presence of coagulopathy. Is there a poorer outcome? 
  Harpreet JONES-PAHDI (devon, UK), Tony KEHOE, Peter DAVIS, Thomas BEATTIE

- A retrospective analysis of frequent attenders to an urban tertiary paediatric emergency department. 
  Michael THOMPSON (Bristol, UK), Rachel TAYLOR, Rebecca THORPE

- A retrospective analysis of transaxial acid administration in the emergency medical retrieval service trauma population conveyed to the royal alexandra hospital or inverclyde royal hospital. 
  Gage WILLOX (Glasgow, UK), Loubna KRAIA, Holly ANDREWS, George BAINBRIDGE, Monica WALLACE, Hannah BROWNE

- A retrospective audit of documentation in patients presenting with acute back pain to the Emergency Department and improvement using a proforma. 
  Fiona AULD (Dumfries, UK), Christie DOCHERTY, Julie THOMSON

- A retrospective audit of management of pregnant patients self presenting to the Emergency Department. 
  Emma STEWART (Kirkcaldy, UK), Julie THOMSON

- A retrospective audit of presentations to the Emergency Department with acute back pain. 
  Christie DOCHERTY (Glasgow, UK), Fiona AULD, Julie THOMSON

- A retrospective case note review of pre-alerted patient presentations to the Emergency department and their impact on achievement of the 4-hour target in a district general hospital. 
  Andrew BROWN (Fife, UK), Julie THOMSON

- A retrospective case note review of pre-alerted patients pathology that presented to the Emergency department in a district general hospital. 
  Andrew BROWN (Fife, UK), Julie THOMSON

- A retrospective comparison of out-of-hospital times using helicopter versus ground emergency services for patients with severe trauma, acute coronary syndrome, or strokes. 
  Andrew STOWELL (Saint-Martin-de-Londres), Julien CHERET, Pierre-Geraud CLARET, Romain GENRE GRANDPIERRE, Stéphanie POMMÉT, Xavier BOBBIA, Jean-Emmanuel DE LA COUSSEY

- A retrospective observational study on the identification of low-risk chest pain patients in the emergency department. 
  Caitlin DAISLEY, Monica WALLACE, Paul MCNAMARA, Zoe TIERNY (Paisley, UK)

- A retrospective observational study on troponin use in chest pain presentations to the emergency department. 
  Benjamim NIMMO, Zoe TIERNY (Paisley, UK), Paul MCNAMARA, Monica WALLACE

- A retrospective review of the abnormalities missed in plain film radiographs at Addenbrooke's Hospital's Emergency Department. 
  Ali ALAM (Cambridge, UK), Susan ROBINSON

- A retrospective study assessing the efficacy of methoxyflurane (penthrx) as an analgesic in the emergency department setting for joint and fracture reductions. 
  Nicholas EDEN-SMITH (Cambridge, UK), Vazeer AHMED

- A retrospective survey of the quality of documentation of clinical findings in hand injuries in a District General Hospital Emergency Department. 
  Andrew BROWN (Fife, UK), Maggie CURRER

- A review of head injuries in anticoagulated elderly patients. 
  Naborun DAS, Usama BASIT (Ipswich, UK), Mohammad Kaja RASHEED, Rob LEWIS, Nadine DARLOW

  Filipa BARROS (Lisboa, PORTUGAL), Raquel RAMOS, Luis LADEIRA, Ivo CARDOSO, João LOURENÇO, Ana MARTINS, Bruno BORGES

- A series of unfortunate events: Toxicity due to MDMA containing alprazolam. 
  Michael DONNE (Waratah, AUSTRALIA), Rebecca ROBERTSON, Craig SADLER, GeoffreY IBISTER

- A standardised approach to improving the assessment of injured children under the age of 1 in the emergency department. 
  Hannah BROWNE (Glasgow, UK), George BAINBRIDGE, George OOMEN

- A study of DVT presentations to an emergency department and appropriate use of decision making tools. 
  Gilmartin STEPHEN (Galway, IRELAND), Etimbuk UMANA, Cathy MCINERNY

- A study of perception of CPR and AED knowledge in Primary 5th and 6th grade students at Nithivit School, Nan province, Thailand. 
  Sukanya WANNASRI (Nan, THAILAND), Songkrarn SNHUTNA, Seubtrakul TANTALANKUL

- A survey on the effectiveness or adverse effects of early fluid resuscitation in sepsis. 
  Kallajit BANK (Bangalore, INDIA), Firozahmad H TORGAL

- A survey of Healthcare Practitioners managing neonates who present to the emergency department with an apparent life threatening event – is awareness good enough? 
  Helen MCDERMOTT (Birmingham, UK), Thomas BEATTIE, Paula MIDDLEY

- A qualitative study on knowledge and attitudes about basic life support and use of an automated external defibrillator in elementary schoolchildren. 
  Vedas BOROVNIK LESJAK (Maribor, SLOVENIA), Matej STRNAK, Andrej SORGO

- A systematic review: What is the evidence for prophylactic anti-emetics to reduce vomiting in children undergoing ketamine procedural sedation in the Emergency Department? 
  Lisa Christine DUNLOP (London, UK), Dani HALL

- A Ten-Year Retrospective Analysis of Electrocuted and Thunderstruck Patients Admitted to the Emergency Medicine Clinic of Ataturk University School of Medicine Hospital. 
  Sibel GÜCLÜ (Erzurum, TURKEY), Zeynep ÇAKIR, Kamber KASALI
Analyzing the provided text, I have identified some key phrases and topics. Here is a structured representation:

- **Clinical Studies and Observational Research**
  - Analgesic agent anaphylaxis in an emergency department: epidemiology, clinical features and management.
  - An observational study to assess the prognostic value of CURB-65 and sepsis-3 for mortality and increased ICU stay in patients admitted from the emergency department.
  - An observational study examining the inter-rater reliability of parent compared to clinician clinical decision rule scoring in children with minor head injury.
  - An audit to identify the number of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients that receive cardiopulmonary-resuscitation attempts despite meeting criteria for resuscitation.
  - An atypical presentation of massive pulmonary embolism.
  - Ambulance care of prolonged convulsive seizures - a survey.
  - Alere Troponin at Three hours study (ATAT): prospective diagnostic accuracy study evaluating a point of care troponin I assay.
  - Addressability of patients with stroke to the emergency services.
  - Adamkiewicz artery occlusion - diagnostic challenges.
  - Acute urinary retention in the ED - A cost effective analysis.
  - Acute urinary retention in a district general hospital: an observational study.
  - Acute pulmonary embolism mimicking antero-septal myocardial infarction: a case report.
  - Acute pulmonary edema in the prehospital setting.
  - Acute cannabis presentations: clinical characteristics and the effect of ethanol co-ingestion.
  - Acute Abdominal Pain as a challenging symptom at the ED – a quality approach.
  - Accuracy of noninvasive measurement of hemoglobin concentrations in severely injured patients in the emergency department.

- **Emergency and Critical Care**
  - Paul McNAMARA (Paisley, UK), Monica WALLACE, James CRAWFORD, Rosalind KELLY
  - Paul McNAMARA, John FRASER, Renee RIGGS (Vlore, ALBANIA)
  - Monia NGACH (Manchester, UK)
  - Mike MCNAIR, Peter DAVISON, Ross JACQUES (Manchester, UK)
  - Peter MCCORMACK, Paul MCCORMACK (Brisbane, AUSTRALIA)
  - Paul MCNAMARA, John FRASER, Renee RIGGS (Vlore, ALBANIA)
  - Monia NGACH (Manchester, UK)
  - Mike MCNAIR, Peter DAVISON, Ross JACQUES (Manchester, UK)
  - Peter MCCORMACK, Paul MCCORMACK (Brisbane, AUSTRALIA)

- **Additional Medical Research**
  - Analgesic agent anaphylaxis in an emergency department: epidemiology, clinical features and management.
  - An observational study to assess the prognostic value of CURB-65 and sepsis-3 for mortality and increased ICU stay in patients admitted from the emergency department.
  - An observational study examining the inter-rater reliability of parent compared to clinician clinical decision rule scoring in children with minor head injury.
  - An audit to identify the number of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest patients that receive cardiopulmonary-resuscitation attempts despite meeting criteria for resuscitation.
  - An atypical presentation of massive pulmonary embolism.
  - Ambulance care of prolonged convulsive seizures - a survey.
  - Alere Troponin at Three hours study (ATAT): prospective diagnostic accuracy study evaluating a point of care troponin I assay.
  - Addressability of patients with stroke to the emergency services.
  - Adamkiewicz artery occlusion - diagnostic challenges.
  - Acute urinary retention in the ED - A cost effective analysis.
  - Acute urinary retention in a district general hospital: an observational study.
  - Acute pulmonary embolism mimicking antero-septal myocardial infarction: a case report.
  - Acute pulmonary edema in the prehospital setting.
  - Acute cannabis presentations: clinical characteristics and the effect of ethanol co-ingestion.
  - Acute Abdominal Pain as a challenging symptom at the ED – a quality approach.
  - Accuracy of noninvasive measurement of hemoglobin concentrations in severely injured patients in the emergency department.


Sunday 09 September  

Bassem CHATBRI, Ines CHERMITI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Morski ELLOUZ, Ahlem AZOUIZI, Mohamed MGUISSI, Sami SOUSSI


- Analysis of effectiveness of early stitch for chin laceration of children in ED.  Ho Jung KIM, Jiene KIM (Bucheon, KOREA), Hamkyeom KIM

- Analysis of patients with spondyloïdscisis admitted to our hospital.  Alberto MORENO, Jesus MORENO, Pilar CONDE (SEVILLA, SPAIN)

- Analysis of the characteristics of care for patients who come to an emergency department based on their origin.  Maria CUENCA TORRES, Jose Luis RUIZ LÓPEZ (GODELÁ / VALENCIA, SPAIN), David CUESTA PEREDO, Immaculada TORMOS MINANA, Maria Luisa TARRASO GOmez, Pedro GARCÍA BERMEJO, Luis MANCLÚS MONTOYA, M Jose CORTES GÓMEZ

- Analysis of the Hemostatic Efficacy of a Copolymer Nano Composites (poly lactic acid/chitosan) Using a Novel Method to Compare Topical Hemostatic Agents in a Rat Tail-tip Model.  Hassan MOTAMED (Ahvaz, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC), Mohammad KARIMI, Rouhani Bastami TAHEREH

- Analysis of the influence of early stitch management modalities of isolated acute trauma of the wrist on the resumption of a professional activity.  Richard CHOCRON, Etienne IMHAUS (Paris), Philippe JUVIN

- Analysis of the safety culture in emergency care.  Jose MINGUEZ PLATERO, M Del Mar LOPEZ IBAÑEZ (VALENCIA, SPAIN)

- Anaphylaxis: Study of Epidemiological and Therapeutic Characteristics.  Ben Jazia AMIRA, Sedghiani INES, Mrd AYMEM, Alou ASMA (Tunis, TUNISIA), Brahim NOZHA

- Antibiotics Abused in URTI QIP/ Cross Sectional Retrospective study.  Islam ELROOBA, Islam ELROOBA (alwakra, QATAR), Muayad AHMAD, Rana ELSAYED, Adham MOHKTAR, Hani ALDULIMI, Thirumoothy KUMAR, Riyas MOHAMMED

- Antibiotics prescription in the in the departments emergency at a tertiary moroccan hospital.  Ezzouine HANANE (CASABIANCA, MOROCCO), Meryem JIB, Zineb SGHIER, Mehdi SOUSSANE, Antoinette Geraldine OLANDZOBO, Benslama ABDELLATIF

- Anticipated vital andell services and emergency management, a necessary link to create.  Beatriz GUERRERO BARRANCO (Almeria, SPAIN), Diego AMEZ RAFAEL, Salvador MAROTO MARTIN

- Antimicrobial therapy in the exacerbation of COPD in emergency department based on Antionhinen’s conditions.  Patricia CARRASCO GARCIA, Nuria RODRIGUEZ GARCÍA, Maria CÓRcoles VERGARA, Maria Consuelo QUESADA MARTÍNEZ, Elena Del Carmen MARTÍNEZ CANOVAS, Blanca DE LA VILLA ZAMORA, Virginia NICOLÁS GARCÍA, Pascual Piñera Salmerón (MURCIA, SPAIN)

- Application of a comprehensive evaluation for Emergency Medical Rescue Capability in secondary and tertiary hospitals in Chengdu.  Liyun PENG (Chengdu, CHINA), Yu CAO, Hai HU, Lixin CHEN

- Approach to traumatic bleeding in Flemish Emergency departments: a survey.  Kristof BUYSE (Gent, BELGIUM), Patrick VAN DE VOORDE

- Approach towards management of patchelial rash in children and young patients: A retrospective study.  Shehla QURESHI (Nottingham, UK), Gisela ROBINSON

- Are advance healthcare directives sufficient for assessing treatment goals in patients presenting to the Emergency Department?  Steffen GRAUOFF (Herford, GERMANY)

- Are complete blood count parameters effective in predicting intracranial injury in children with minor head trauma?  Emel BERKSOY, Murat ANIL (Izmir, TURKEY)

- Are ED demographics and lab values helpful in determining those patients with renal colic who have intercurrent urinary tract infections?  David SALO (Was Valley, USA), Jessie WOLSTEIN, Frederick FIESSELER

- Are Minor Injuries a major concern for Emergency Medicine trainees?  David Patrick ROSS (Gloucs, UK), Kim KILMURRAY

- Are physician meeting triage time to evaluate? : A retrospective analysis.  Saban MOR, Nadav ARMONI, Ari LIPSKY, Heli PATITTO, Rabia SALAMA (halfa, ISRAEL), Aziz DARAWSHA

- Are there differences between patient treatment in emergencies departments and cardiology in atrial fibrillation?  Maria Consuelo QUESADA MARTINEZ, Elena Del Carmen MARTINEZ CANOVAS, Blanca DE LA VILLA ZAMORA, Virginia NICOLAS GARCIA, Diego Antonio PASTOR MARIN, Ricardo GARCIA MADRID, Patricia CARRASCO GARCIA, Pascual PINERA SALMERON (MURCIA, SPAIN)

- Are the blood cultures in the emergency departments useful?  Pedro GARCÍA BERMEJO, Jorge CARRILLO VILLENA, Jose Luis RUIZ LÓPEZ (GODELÁ / VALENCIA, SPAIN), Maria Luisa TARRASO GOMEZ, Luis MANCLÚS MONTOYA, Maria CUENCA TORRES

- Are we getting better managing and planning for acute deterioration of patients? - A cross-sectional study of arrest calls at the Royal Alexandra Hospital.  Sam DANCE (Gloucs, UK)

- Assessing fractured neck of femurs: a case note review.  Thomas WILLIAMS (Newcastle-Under-Lyme, UK), Ruth KINSTON

- Assessment of a New Nanosensor for Paracetamol Screening in Emergency Department.  Hassan MOTAMED (Ahvaz, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC), Mohammad KARIMI, Rouhani Bastami TAHEREH

- Assessment of analgesia by nurses.  Jebali CHAWKI (Kairouan, TUNISIA), Jauadi MOHAMED AYMEM, Soua NERES, Touati NADA, Souissi NASRDEEN, Chebli NAWFEL

- Assessment of left ventricular ejection fraction by the emergency physician versus the cardiologist: A concordance study about 52 cases.  Mohamed BEN ELASSOUDI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Yousa GUETARI, Olaa DJEBBI, Mounir HAGUI, Maher ARAF, Rim HAMIMM, Ghofrane BEN JRAD, Ines GUERBOUJ, Khalid LAMINE

- Assessment of medical simulation for the acquisition of technical and non-technical skills during initial training in emergency medicine: Example of rapid sequence intubation.  Fares MOUSTAFÀ (Clermont-Ferrand), Marie THOMAS, Marjolaine BOREL, Christophe PERRIER, Céline LAMBERT, Anne-Catherine COUDERT, Jennifer SAINT- Denis, Sonia AJMI, Mathilde QUINTY, Halt hem DEBBABI, Julien RACONNAT, Jeannot SCHMIDT

- Assessment of the use of pediatric emergency department by patients: Do all consultations are emergency relevant?  Fares MOUSTAFÀ (Clermont- Ferrand), Cyril BONHOMME, Catherine SARRET, Marine MONDET, Coralie SERRANO, Marie VALETTE, Catherine MAURIN, Angeline LENAT, Jeannot SCHMIDT

- Association between crowding in the Emergency Department and Mortality - A Systematic Review.  Carlso LOJO RIAL, Marius SMARANDOIU (Bucheon, KOREA), Mohammad ALSABRI, Dominique LAUQUE, Gregory YU, Shami GROSSMAN, Abel BELLOU

- Association of clinical presentation and risk factor for Venous Thromboembolic Disease. Prospective study. Multivariable analysis.  Isabel BLASCO (SEVILLA, SPAIN), Isabel MORALES, Rocío INGELMO, Rafael VERA, Mercedes VAQUERO

- Attributable mortality and vertebral artery injuries in head and neck trauma - diagnostic approach in emergency department.  Viacheslav KOSHONKO (Colchester, UK), Mattia KOLLETZEK

- Atrial fibrillation in PS_Rate vs Rythm in one year of management.  Gabriele SAVOILI (Pavia, ITALY), Francesca CERESA, Francesca MORETTI,
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#14581 - Atrial fibrillation in the emergency department and reclassification. ORGAFICS multicentre cohort study. Irene CABELLO (L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, Barcelona, SPAIN), Javier JACOB, Alvaro ZARAZU, Genis CAMPURBI, Joan Ramon PEREZ-MAS, Ignasi BARDES

#15743 - Atrial fibrillation in women: epidemiology, clinical features and management. Widar DAROUCHE, Hanen GHAZALI, Soumaya MAHDHAOUI, Ines CHERMUTI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Alaa ZAMMITI, Sawsen CHIBOUB, Ahlem AZOUZI, Sami SOUISSI
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#15213 - Audit of procedural sedation in the emergency department. Scott MARTIN (Cramlington, UK), Chris WHEATCROFT, Mark HARRISON

#16096 - Auditing oxygen therapy in critically ill patients in Emergency Department (ED). Nicoleta CRETIU (Lincoln, UK), Ben TEASDALE

#14945 - Availability of advance directives in the emergency department: a prospective survey. Ksenija SLANKAMENAC (Zurich, SWITZERLAND), Noemi RÜTSCH, Dagmar I. KELLER

#14476 - Awareness & Knowledge regarding research skills among post graduate emergency medicine doctors in teaching hospitals of Kolkata. Rudraneel KUMAR (LONDON, UK), Indranil MITRA, Indranirle DASGUPTA, Shashank PATIL

#15359 - Basic features of renal function in emergency wards. Nikolay HUBANOY (Soﬁa, BULGARIA), Petko STEFANOVSKI, Milena NIKOLOVA, Voleta DOCHKOVA, Antonova SvetLANA

#14789 - Behaviours of Yaoval School Student for House Fires. Ebru INAL (Yaoval, TURKEY), Edip KAYA, Nüket Paksoy ERBAYDAR

#14504 - Beneﬁcial clinical fellowship in Europe for Japanese Emergency Physican. Mitsuana TOSHIYA (Tokyo, JAPAN)

#15815 - Beneﬁts of paracetamol early analgesia during emergency triage about 500 patients. Hajar SANDID, Houda BEN SOLTANE, Sarra ZAOULI (Sousse, TUNISIA), Amael SELMI, Asma SAADA, Zied MEZGAR, Mehdi MATHEMAM

#15319 - Beta lactams anaphylaxis in an emergency department: epidemiology, clinical features and management. Alaa ZAMMITI, Hanen GHAZALI, Bassem CHATBERI, Ines CHERMUTI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Ahmed SOUYYAH, Monia NGACH, Sawsen CHIBOUB, Sami SOUISSI

#14717 - Bibliometric assessment of scientiﬁc publications in emergency medicine in South America. Juan Pablo ESCALERA-ANTEZANA, Juan Pablo ESCALERA-ANTEZANA (Cochabamba, BOLIVIA, PLURINATIONAL STATE OF), Lucia Elena ALVARADO-ARNEZ, Valentina HEANO-SAN MARTIN, Afonso Javier RODRIGUEZ-MORALES

#15478 - Blood bank preparednes for Mass Casualty Incidents and disasters: a pilot survey in the Piedmont Region, Italy. Valeria CARAMELLO (ORBASSANO, ITALY), Francesco DELLA CORTE

#15225 - Blood biomarkers to improve bacteremia diagnostics in Emergency Department pediatic patients. Emiliija TAMELYTE (Kaunas, LITHUANIA), Gineta ZEBELYTE, Tomas LAPINSKAS, Lina JANKAUSKAITE

#14986 - Bodybuilder or not, it may be a clot. Nikita VAINBERG, Alfie O'REILLY (Dublin, IRELAND), Patricia HOULIHAN

#15919 - Brain Natriuretic Peptide; Diagnostic And Prognostic Value in Pediatric Acute Respiratory Distress. Andrei TURAN, Eser DOGAN, Benay KACAR (Bornova / Izmir, TURKEY), Ali YUZBEREN, Eylem ULS SAZ

#15582 - Bronchodilators, portable oxygen therapy and vaccination in COPD patient. Sergio Antonio PASTOR MARIN, Ricardo GARCIA MADRID, Patricia CARRASCO GARCIA, Nuria RODRIGUEZ GARCIA, Maria CORCOS VERGARA, Elena Del Carmen MARTINEZ CANOVAS, Virginia NICOLAS GARCIA, Pascual PINERA SALMERON (MURCIA, SPAIN)

#15940 - Burnout of EM Trainees. Ryan GHODRAT, Aamir Rai (Manchester, UK)

#14942 - Burnout. Joanna KERR, Hannah BELL (Glasgow, UK)

#15903 - Can lean methodology revolutionise innovation of change in emergency medicine: a trial implementation. Guugu KABAYADONDO (Haine Saint Paul, BELGIUM), Frederic THYS

#15880 - Can the machines be trusted and will this minimise interuptions to clinicians in the working in the emergency department? Karen CHIVERS, Sarah COOPER (Slough, UK)

#15365 - Carbon monoxide poisoning and delayed neuropsychiatric. Wided DEROUCHE, Alaa ZAMMITTI, Hanene GHAZALI, Ahmed SOUYAH, Najla EL HANI, Monia NGACH, Sami SOUISSI, Ines CHERMUTI (Tunis, TUNISIA)

#15018 - Cardiac arrest at the Emergency Room of Sibiu. Virgilii Cezar BOLOGA, Cristian ICHIM (Sibiu, ROMANIA)

#15139 - Cardiac arrest due to massive pulmonary embolism: a case series study. Angel CABALLERO (Barcelona, SPAIN), Marta MAGALDI, Jaume FONTANALS

#15454 - Cardiac troponin level elevations not related to acute coronary syndrome in the Emergency Department. Lina MATULIAUSKAITE, Renata RUSECKAITE (Vilnius, LITHUANIA)

#15387 - Cardiological counseling in the management of atrial fibrillation in the emergency room - one year of management. Gabriele SAVIOLI, Iride Francesca CERESA, Francesco MORETTI, Leonardo PIGNALOSA, Martina MOSCHELLA (pavia, ITALY), Gaetano DE FERRARI, Maria Antonietta BRESSAN

#15458 - Case report: THE VARIETY OF SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH AORTIC DISSECTION. Renata RUSECKAITE, Elenora AVIZENYTE (Vilnius, LITHUANIA)

#15462 - Cases of aggression against emergency teams in Bulgaria for the period 2013-2017. Desislava KATELEVA (Varna, BULGARIA), Lora GEORGIEVA

#15477 - CASES REPORTED OF EPIDEMIC FLU IN A THIRD LEVEL HOSPITAL. Cristina JIMENEZ HIDALGO (SEVILLA, SPAIN), José GALLARDO BAUTISTA, Ninive BATISTA DIAZ, Angel VIñES ARENAS, Carmen NAVARRO BUSTOS, Maria Jose ANGULO FLORENCIO

#15918 - Ceiling of treatment decisions in the emergency department; a retrospective study of deaths within 48 hours of admission. George BAINBRIDGE (Paisley, UK), Santosh BONGALE

#14505 - Characteristics of the patients who are hospitalized to Emergency Department Observation Units (EDOU) in Japan. Mitsuana TOSHIYA (Tokyo, JAPAN)

#17548 - Characteristics and predictors of severe buprenorphine outcomes reported to the poison centers. Saumitra REGE (Charlottesville, USA), Anh NGO, Nassima AIT-DAOUD TOUBIRINE, Justin RIZER, Sana SHARMA , Christopher HOLSTEGE

#15662 - Characteristics and prognosis of patients with acute heart failure without troponin determination. EAHFE-TROPICA3 study. Alex ROSET (Hospital de Lllobregat, SPAIN), Irene CABELLO, Ferran LLOPIS, Carles FERRE, Ignasi BARDES, Javier JACOB

#16016 - Characteristics of Patients with Consecutive and Frequent Use of Emergency Medical Services Transport to Emergency Department. Sun Hyou KIM (Ulsan, KOREA), Hyeji LEE

#15028 - Characteristics of young people attending the emergency department: an observational study. Natasha TISOVSZKY, David R JAMES (Southampton, UK)

#14694 - Characteristics, treatment and outcome of bleeding after tooth extraction in patients on DOAC and phenprocoumon compared to non-anticoagulated patients
– a retrospective study of emergency department consultations. Thomas C SAUTER (Merigen, SWITZERLAND), Martin MÜLLER, Fabian SCHLITTLER, Benoit SCHALLER, Michael NAGLER, Aristotleos EXAKTYLOYS

- #15817 - Chest pain in the emergency department: assessment of the decision of the medical staff. Ikhtias BEN AICHA (sousse, TUNISIA), Myriam KHROUF, Myriam KHROUF, Sarra ZAOUIALI, Ines OUASS, Zied MEZGHAR, Mehdi METHAMEM

- #14603 - Chest pain unit in the 21st century. Carmen RODRIGUEZ (Palma de Mallorca, SPAIN), Pere RULL, Bernardino COMAS, Julio OLESEN, German FERRIM, Rosa ROBLES, Gaspar MELIS, Gielm FRONTERA

- #15759 - Chest X-ray vs Pulmonary Ultrasound in the Diagnosis of Acute Dyspnea in the Emergency Department. Rim YOUSSEF, Asma ZORAGATI, Lotfi BOUKADITA (Sousse, TUNISIA), Amal BACCARI, Chawki EL MARZOUGUI, Ensayl MISSAOUI, Riadh BOUKEF

- #15297 - Children and young people seen in a co-located primary care hub; an observational study. David R JAMES, Heena KITHANY (Poole, UK), Alison ROBINS, Robert CROUCH

- #15238 - Children's emergency department: what problems do the adults who are accompanying patients see and what are their needs? Justina STATULEVICIUTE, Nadas JASINSKAS, Justina STATULEVICIUTE (Kaunas, LITHUANIA), Rolanda KAZLAUSKAITE

- #15086 - Choice of analgesia in emergency and pre-hospital settings in patients with acute trauma pain – a concept mapping study with focus on values and preferences. Marianne Ugen RASMUSSEN (Frederiksberg, DENMARK), Kristina Tomra NIELSEN, Anders Fahrry OVERGAARD, Robin CHRISTENSEN, Louise Klokker MADSEN, Eva Elisabeth WÆHRENS

- #16069 - Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease exacerbations management in emergency department. Ines CHERMITI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Morsi ELLOUZ, Ahmed SOUAYAH, Hela BEN TURKIA, Amel BEN GARFA, Monia NGACH, Sami SOUISSI, Hanéhe GHAPHALI

- #14875 - Classification of cases with a diagnosis of acute headache, to emergency division in Regional Hospital Durres, Albania. Kledisa SHEMA, Edita SHEMA (Durres, ALBANIA), Ferid DOMI

- #14932 - Classification of the epiglottis shape about the intubation difficulty. Hiroyuki NAKAO (700-8558, JAPAN), Yasunori IWASAKI, Yuji MAEDA

- #15801 - Clinical and radiological evaluation of patients with cerebral venous thrombosis. Cenk ERASLAN, Meltem SONGUR KODIK (Izmir, TURKEY)

- #15770 - Clinical Fisher grade assessment and its correlation with Glasgow Coma Scale in patients with nontraumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage. Meltem SONGUR KODIK (Izmir, TURKEY)

- #14861 - Clinical prediction of cervical spine fracture in traumatic neck injury patient. Chaipayom YUKSEN, Watcharapong MOUNGSI (Bangkok, THAILAND), Kamolchanok SINTHUMONGCOLCHAI, Pontagwon CHAOENLOY

- #14803 - Clinical Predictors of Pseudomonas aeruginosa Bacteremia in Emergency Department. Yongsoon CHO, Jin Hui PAIK, Ji Hyo KIM, Seung Baik HAN, Areum KIM (Incheon, KOREA)

- #14844 - Clinical profile, intensive care needs and predictors of outcome in children with drowning: A developing country perspective. Madhusudan SAMPATHI (Chandigarh, INDIA), Ashish AGARWAL, Muralidharan JAYASHREE, Arun Bansal, Arun BARANWAL, Karthi NALLASAMY, Suresh Kumar ANGURANA

- #15748 - Clinical psychology and emergency care - using a team-based formulation approach to help manage frequent attendance to the emergency department. Ross WARWICK, David PEDLEY (Dumfries, UK)

- #14782 - Clinical scoring for diagnosis of intracranial hemorrhage in mild traumatic brain injury. Chaipayom YUKSEN (BKK, THAILAND)

- #14973 - Code 10 – a rapid multidisciplinary response to agitation and aggression. Jacqui BUTLER, Matt EDWARDS (LONDON, UK), Meilir Gwynfryn DIXEY, William TWIGGS, Shuo ZHANG, Slobban ROCHE

- #15830 - Code STEMI in pre-hospital setting with a left bundle branch block, there is a difference. Morales Álvarez JORGE ARNULFO (Barcelona, SPAIN), Solá Muñoz SILVIA, López Canela ÁNGELS, Cabañas Fernández JESÚS, Garrido Massana RAMÓN, Jiménez Fábrega FRANCESC XAVIER

- #16045 - Code STEMI in pre-hospital setting with a non-diagnostic electrocardiogram, the challenge. Solá Muñoz SILVIA (L'Hospitalat, SPAIN), Morales Álvarez JORGE ARNULFO

- #14714 - Comparative study about the management of acute cystitis between primary care and hospital emergency in an urban sanitary area of Madrid. Miriam UZURIAGA MARTIN (Madrid, SPAIN), Carlos HERNANDEZ, Vanesa ISAAC, Maria PEREZ SOLA, Cristina BARREIRO MARTINEZ, Laura UZURIAGA MARTIN, Rodrigo PACHECO PUG, Juan Jose FERNANDEZ DOMINGUEZ

- #15500 - Comparative study: Control of rhythm or heart rate in patients with Atrial Fibrillation. J. Alexis GUZMAN, Paloma FRANCES (Tarragona, SPAIN), Jesus GALVEZ, Javier JACOB, Carmen BOQUE, Rosaura REIG

- #15979 - Comparing Predictive Performance of Quick Sepsis Related Organ Failure Assessment(SOFA), Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome, and Early Warning Scores Among Patients With Suspected Infection Presenting to the Emergency Department. Halil AYTA (Ankara, TURKEY), Seda DARGER, Serer Kerem CORBACIOGLU, Mehmet Veyssel ONUC, Sedat AKKAN, Emine EMERKAT, Yusur CEVK

- #15009 - Comparing bleeding complications in emergency department patients under anticoagulant therapy. Nilos WILLAMOWSKI (Berlin, GERMANY), Renan SPODE, Anna SLAGMAN, Martin MÖCKEL

- #15493 - Comparison of Blood Nitric Oxide Levels and Brain Tomography of Patients Who Admitted to Emergency Service Due to Ischemic Stroke. Arife ERDOGAN, Ahmet Çağdas ACARA (Izmir, TURKEY), Yaprak Özüm ÜNSAL, Gizem YALÇIN, Özge Yilmaz KÜSEBI, Sibel BILGILI, Mumine Alper ERDOGAN, Huruki AKAY, Ismet PARLAK

- #15051 - COMPARISON OF ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY, DOPPLER ULTRASONOGRAPHY AND MANUAL METHODS TO CONTROL PULSE IN CARDIOPULMONARY ARREST PATIENTS. Hanas GÜMÜŞBOĞA, Suat ZENGIN (gaziantep, TURKEY)

- #14895 - Comparison of effectiveness of Diazepam in rate control atrial fibrillation patients in emergency department. Chetsadakon JENPATPONG (Bangkok, THAILAND), Yuwares SITTICHANBUNCHA, Chaipayom YUKSEN, Koranuch SATAIRUN, Amornrat SUKKHO

- #13374 - Comparison of lactate levels in venous blood gas versus in arterial blood gas in patients admitted to the intensive care unit - an observational study. Ninna Hejholt Genekhe CHRISTENSEN, Mads LUMHOeft, Kjeld Asbjorn DAMGAARD, Ninna Hejholt Genekhe CHRISTENSEN (Hjørring, DENMARK)

- #15751 - Comparison Of Pediatric Buprenorphine And Methadone Exposures Reported To The U.S. Poison Centers, 2013 – 2016. Saumitra REGE (Charlottesville, USA), Aih NGO, Nassima AIT-DAoud TIQUIRINE, Justin RIZER, Sana SHARMA , Christopher HOLSTEGE

- #14818 - Comparison of prone and kneeling intubation in mannequin model with limitation of neck movement, a cross over design. Chetsadakon JENPATPONG (Bangkok, THAILAND), Chaipayom YUKSEN, Yuwares SITTICHANBUNCHA, Chappawit SUKATIKAN, Nattarat Sirinagawee, Jarirao PATTCHARAKUA, Nathaphong THIAMDAO

- #15045 - Comparison of the accuracy of Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS), National Early Warning Score (NEWS) and Rapid Emergency Medicine Score (REMS) in predicting the length of hospital stay and in-hospital mortality in adults presenting to emergency. Salman NAEEEM (Gillingham, UK), Tamoore GILL, Rahma FIAZ, Ammad FAHIM, Samia AHMAD, Abdus Salam KHAN, Almas ASHRAF, Najam IQBAL, Sumayya FAIZ

- #14619 - Comparison of the Creatinine in venous blood gas and formal laboratory (UJC). Pourya POORAYHA (Melbourne, AUSTRALIA), Alastair MEYER, Lynn TAN

- #16056 - Comparison of the diagnostic performance of the TIMI score with -customized- TIMI score for patients presenting with chest pain and suspected acute coronary syndrome (ACS) in the ED. Maroua TOUMBA, Khouloua BEL HAJ ALI (monastir, TUNISIA), Mohamed Amine MSOLLI, Mohamed Habib GRISSA, Semir NOUIRA
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- #15080 - Comparison of ultrasonographic and computed tomographic findings in the diagnosis of acute appendicitis. Adrian SAHIN (Eskisehir, TURKEY), Barut BADAK

- #15360 - Comparison of various critical illness scoring system in sepsis patients for mortality and ICU admission at the emergency department by retrospective study. Piyatala KALAYANAMITRA (Bangkok, THAILAND)

- #15550 - Computer modelling and simulation of a pre-hospital and retrieval medical service. Christopher MOULTRIE (Paisley, UK), Daniel MACKAY, Alasdair CORFIELD, Jill PELL

- #14958 - Conception of brain death and organ donation in the healthcare staff and consultants at a Moroccan tertiary hospital. Ezzouine HANANE (CASABIANCA, MOROCCO), Rabab BENHSSIINE, Zineb SGHIER, Mehdi SOUSSANE, Antoine Géraldine OLANDZOOBO, Benslama ABDEL LATIF

- #16028 - Concordance between Three Emergency physicians for the Underlying Causes of Death on Death Certificates. Hyel LEE (Ulsan, KOREA), Sun Hyu KIM

- #15502 - Concussion assessment in the emergency department: A quality improvement project. Dylan MISTRY, Nicholas BETHAN, Timothy RAINER (, UK)

- #15468 - Concussion confidence in the children’s emergency department. Joanna Claire WHITE (London, UK), Danielle HALL, Lauren SHEarer, Rhys BEYNON

- #16091 - Concussion Discussion - The Impact of a Short Training Session on the new Sport Scotland Concussion Guidance. Cameron MORRICE, Faisal ALSHLAHI, Gordon MCNAUGHTON (Glasgow, UK)

- #16102 - Conservative treatment in acute pancreatitis. Andrea-Liliana CALUTIU (, ROMANIA), Lucian CALUTIU

- #15455 - Content of clinical emergencies in international training standards for emergency medicine specialists. Brian HOLROYD (Edmonton, CANADA), Michael BEESON, Thomas HUGHES, Lisa KURLAND, Jonathan SHERBINO, Melinda TRUESDALE, William HERSH

- #16064 - Contribution of Pulmonary Ultrasonography in the Diagnosis of Acute Heart Failure (AHF) in Patients admitted to Emergency Department (ED) for Dyspnea. Nadia BEN BAHM (Monastir, TUNISIA), Rihab DIMASSI, Ali BEN ABDEL HAFIDH, Adel SEKMA, Mohamed Habib GRISIA, Wahid BOUIDA, Semir NOUIRA

- #15731 - COPD EXACERBATION: ASSESSMENT IN EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT ACCORDING TO EPIDEMIOLOGY, CLINICAL BASELINE AND TRAIGE LEVEL. Patricia CANDEL MARTINEZ CANOVAS, Blanca DE LA VILLA ZAMORA, Virginia NICOLAS GARCIA, Pascual PINEIRA SALMERON (MURCIA, SPAIN)

- #14517 - COPD exacerbation: Epidemiology and management by medical emergency service. Jebali CHAWKI (Kairouan, TUNISIA), Jiacoudi MOHAMED AYMEN, Fraj NERSINE, Jethro CYRINE, Najia MOUNIR, Chebibi NAWFEL

- #15712 - Correlation Between Cardiac Ultrasound and Lung Ultrasound in the Diagnosis of Acute Heart Failure in Emergency Department. Rim Youssef, Asma ZORGATI, Lotfi BOUKADIDA (Sousse, TUNISIA), Fatma BOUKADIDA, Oussama ACHECHE, Nada ILAHI, Riadh BOUKEF

- #15652 - Correlation of BNP/NT pro-BNP and x-ray chest with lung ultrasound in acute shortness of breath. Shuhani PATEL, Ketan PATEL (AHMEDABAD, INDIA), Anjali PATEL, Dr. Nitesh PATEL, Vivek AMBALI

- #16017 - Cost analysis of a combined pediatric emergency and observation unit. C. Anthonje LM (New York, USA), Erick EITING, Barbara BARNETT, Yvette CALDERON

- #15312 - Cost benefit analysis of early use of CT and MRI in occult hip fractures. Figy FADHIHLAH (London, UK), Liam O’BRIEN, Shashank PATIL

- #15451 - Costs of avoidable emergency department attendances by care home residents: a retrospective analysis over a one-month period. Katherine VELAMALI, Tamlyn HUCKLE (Lond?n, UK)

- #15981 - Could a larger use of class 1c agents in elderly patients improve the management of recent-onset atrial fibrillation? Antonio BONORA (VERONA, ITALY), Gianni TURCATO, Alice DELLA, Elena FRANCHI, Danilo VITANZA, Daniele PRATI

- #14732 - CPR guidance by an emergency physician via video call. Lee DONG KEO, Park SEUNGMIN (Anyang, KOREA)

- #15322 - Creating a culture of quality in the ED-making quality improvement everyone’s business. Sadie WILSON, Sharon DEANS, Rosemary MURRAY (Ayr, UK)

- #15070 - Creation and implementation of a pediatric triage scale and a nurse-training course for triage in a pediatric emergency department. Joseph AROULANDOM, Laura CADIO, Lucie TOUCHARD, Lydie CREIGNOU, Christelle NGUYEN, Romain GUEGU (Paris), Nathalie DE SUREMAIN, Ricardo CARBAJAL

- #14901 - CREATION OF A WEB BASED APPLICATION TO AID DECISIONS IN EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT. Susana GARCIA-GUTIERREZ (GALDAKAO, SPAIN), Cristobal ESTEBAN, Esther PULIDO, Fernando ALONSO, Maria Soledad GARCIA, Pedro Pablo ESPANA

- #15445 - Critically Ill Patient in Paediatric Emergency Department. Llana-Maria HOREA, Llana-Maria HOREA (Cluj-Napoca, ROMANIA)

- #15950 - Cross-sectional study of multiresistant bacteria in Danish Emergency Departments: prevalence, patterns and risk factors for colonization (AB-RED project). Christian Backer MOGENSEN (Aabenraa, DENMARK), Helene SKJOT- ARKIL, Ammarane T LASSEN, Ming CHEN, Iisik JOHANSEN, Fleming S ROSENGAARD

- #15376 - Cross-sectional descriptive and analytic study of factors that predict gastrointestinal surgical emergencies in patients presenting with acute abdominal pain with diarrea. Piyatala KALAYANAMITRA (Bangkok, THAILAND), Suhele INTHARACTH

- #15289 - Current use and perceived barriers of POCUS in the internal and emergency medicine residency training programs. Khalid BASHER (Doha, QATAR), Aftab Mohammad O. AZAD, Kaleeliah Salam FAROOK, Sedik Mohamed Hereiz AHYMAN MOHAMED, Prof. Thomas STEPHEN

- #15196 - Cycling Related Major Trauma in Ireland. James FOLEY (Wexford, IRELAND), Marina CRONIN, Louise BENT, Kevin GIIDLEA, Ciaran SIMMS, Tom LAWRENCE, John RYAN, Connor DEASY, John CRONIN

- #15961 - Dark side of ethnobotanical products. Mihaela CORLADE-ANDREI, Gabriela GRIGORASI, Diana CIMPESUI (IASI, ROMANIA), Alexandru LAZAR, Tudor MERTICARIU, Ovidiu POPA, Paul NEDELEA, Ludmila DASCALU, Viorica POPA

- #15799 - Dear SIRS, we are sorry to say you are ousted but NEWS is that we have made an IMPACT! Rangaswamy MOTHUKURI, Mahendra KAKOLU (Cardiff, UK)

- #15261 - Dear SIRS, we are sorry to say you are ousted but NEWS is that we have made an IMPACT! Rangaswamy MOTHUKURI, Mahendra KAKOLU (Cardiff, UK)

- #15493 - Deciphering Abrasions From Lacerations: Wound Descriptions In The Emergency Department. Charlotte ELLIOTT (Chester, UK), Aaron BORBORA, Jane McMVICAR

- #14969 - Defineing significant childhood illness and injury in the Emergency Department for research - a consensus of United Kingdom and Ireland expert opinion using a Delphi survey. Peter LILITOS, Mark LYTTLE (Bristol, UK), Damian ROLAND, Colin POWELL, Julian SANDELL, Susan CHAPMAN, Ian MACONNOCHIE

- #15048 - Define the evidence base for pre-hospital emergency supplemental oxygen use in a military population—a literature review. Laura COTTEY (Plymouth, UK), Sophie JEFFERYS, Jason SMITH, Tom WOLLEY

- #16008 - Delayed Admission to Pediatric Intensive Care Unit For Critically Ill Patients is Associated with Increased Mortality. Caner TURAN, Hasret EKREMEN (Borova / Izmır, TURKEY), Ali YURTSEVEN, Eylem Usu SAZ

- #14966 - Delayed endoscopy is associated with increased mortality in upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage. Namkyung JEONG (Seoul, KOREA), Kyung Su KIM, Gil Joon SUH, Yoon Sun JUNG, Taegyn KIM, So Mi SHIN
Effect of Epinephrine Administration on Return of Spontaneous Circulation (ROSC) in Cardiopulmonary Arrest Patients: Randomized Clinical Trial.

Effect of covariates in the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model of andexanet alfa used to predict the regimen for reversal of anticoagulation by factor Xa inhibitors in patients with acute major bleeding. Janet M. LEEDS (Chartres, FRANCE), Aymen ZOUBLI (South San Francisco, USA), Xiong Yue (HERAKLION, GREECE)

Echocardiography in non-traumatic cardiac arrest predicts survival to hospital admission - a meta-analysis.

Early complications of myocardial infarction management by the mobile emergency care unit.

E-Learning and Flipped Classroom in Medical Undergraduate Trauma Teaching.

Do chief residents have enough time to study?

DisasterSISM: a multi-level blended learning program in disaster medicine for medical students.

Difference in the gender ratio of presenters at the EUSEM scientific program comparing Athens 2017 and Glasgow 2018.
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Evaluation of a novel prognostic score based on thrombosis and inflammation in patients with sepsis.

Evaluation of a management tool for fever of unknown origin in infants younger than 3 months old: final results.

Evaluating the impact of play therapy on... vital signs of children visiting the emergency department.

Establishing an advice sheet to patients consulting for wound to emergency ward improve post-emergency care.

End-of-life and violent death situations: What impact on our EMS teams?

Efficacy and safety of low-dose methoxyflurane analgesia in patients with severe trauma pain: a subgroup analysis of a randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled study (STOP).

Frank COFFEY, Kazim MIRZA, Mark LOMAX (Cambridge, UK)

Arous, TUNISIA)

BELGIUM)

Panagiotis DERMATIS

Ethylene glycol poisoning and prolonged renal insufficiency of patients registered in Emergency Department.

Emergency Department Admissions After Multiple Hospital Readmissions: The Most of The Patient Returns Come From Which Department?

Evaluating the Formal Education in Terms of Disaster Training in Turkey.

Effective use of mobile information technology to reduce barriers to reporting inefficiencies in the emergency department. Pablo KOSTELEC (London, UK), Ashish KALRAIY, Anu MITRA

Arousal, TUNISIA)
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Evaluating the impact of play therapy on... vital signs of children visiting the emergency department.

Caterina GRIFONI

Caterina LÓPEZ VILLAR

Christina WIRTH (Basel, SWITZERLAND), Christian H. NICKEL

Cao YU, Kantapon PLUBJEEN, Pakorn JATESADAVANICH (Bangkok, THAILAND), Kantapon PLUBJEEN, Pongpisit WONGJIRATTIKAR, Junitra JINDA
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#1582 - Effective use of mobile information technology to reduce barriers to reporting inefficiencies in the emergency department. Pablo KOSTELEC (London, UK), Ashish KALRAIY, Anu MITRA

#15112 - Effects of Desert Dust Storms and Climatological Factors on Mortality and Morbidity of Cardiovascular Diseases in Gaziantep, in South East Region of Turkey. Mustafa BOGAN, Mustafa SABAK, Mehmet Murat OKTAY, Hasan GÜMÜŞBOGA, Behcet AL (Gaziantep, TURKEY)
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Nicola LITTLEWOOD
- Gender differences in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease exacerbations. Ines CHERMITI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Wided DEROUCHE, Alaa ZAMMITI, Aymen ZOUBLI, Hanène GHAZALI, Mohamed MGUDICHE, Monia NGACH, Sami SOUSSI
- #16104 - Gender differences in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease exacerbations. Ines CHERMITI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Wided DEROUCHE, Alaa ZAMMITI, Aymen ZOUBLI, Hanène GHAZALI, Mohamed MGUDICHE, Monia NGACH, Sami SOUSSI

Saad AL-SAID
- #15981 - Geriatric vulnerability in older emergency department patients according to electronic health records. Laura BLOMAARD (Leiden, THE NETHERLANDS), Jacinta LUCKE, Jelle DE GELDER, JacobbiN GUSSEKLOO, Simon MOOUAART, Bas DE GROOT
- #15435 - Glucose as a new parameter to National Early Warning Score (NEWS) for better outcome prediction in the Emergency Medical Service (EMS): a retrospective study. Hanna VIHONEN, Jouli NURMI, Markku KUISMA (HELSINKI, FINLAND)

Francois DUPAS
- #15504 - GPs in Emergency Departments: the models in use and how they are changing. Michelle EDWARDS, Emily BAKER, Timothy RAINER (UK), Alison COOPER, Rebecca SHERLOCK, Freya DAVIES, Adrian EDWARDS

Mishal Tariq KHAN
- #16033 - Impact of hyperglycemia on prognosis in patients admitted to the emergency department with acute heart failure. Hasnain REHMAN, Ihsan ULLAH, David HAMMERSCHMIDT (Doha, QATAR), Abdullah Naser HOWAIDI, Abdulla ALI, Sajid ALI (Doha, QATAR), Wanisa ZAIDI, Sajad AL-Saidu, Najeeb AL-SAYED
- #16022 - Impact of anemia on prognosis in patients admitted to the emergency department with acute heart failure. Hashem AL-KHALIL, Noreen AL-DUBYAN, Maryam AL-UMAR (Doha, QATAR), Mohammad AL-KHUNJI, Mohammad AL-MANAIMI, Abdullah Naser HOWAIDI (Doha, QATAR)

HUBLOUE, M.D., PH.D.
- #15251 - Imaging in major traumas: are we shifting current practice towards whole-body CT. Jordan DEAN, David CROOK, John ODONNELL (Leicester, UK)
- #15664 - How good are emergency medicine residents at using ocular ultrasound? Adam AYALA, Jocelyn AYALA (Manila, PHILIPPINES)
- #15579 - HOSPITALIZATION OF PATIENTS WITH COPD EXACERBATION IN EMERGENCIES BASED ON THEIR GRAVITY AND COMORBIDITIES. Hakan ALPER, Ali ALPER (Istanbul, TURKEY)

Hannah BELL
- #15635 - Have we got saving troponin? Jesus MORENO, Pilar CONDE (Sevilla, SPAIN), Albertino MORENO (Sevilla, SPAIN)
- #15551 - How can pain management be improved in Emergency Departments? Findings from multiple case study analysis. Fiona SAMPSON (Sheffield, UK), Alicia O’CATHAIN, Steve GOODACRE

Monia NGACH
- #14972 - Hot debris following cardiac arrests. Assessment of the mechanism of introduction of hot debris following cardiac arrests on staff morale, learning and patient care. Sinead MCCARTHY (INVERNESS, UK), Fiona BURTON
- #15091 - Gender differences in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease exacerbations. Ines CHERMITI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Wided DEROUCHE, Alaa ZAMMITI, Aymen ZOUBLI, Hanène GHAZALI, Mohamed MGUDICHE, Monia NGACH, Sami SOUSSI

Hannah BELL, Joanna KERR (Gloucester, UK)
- #15797 - Gender adherence in antibiotic prescribing in patients discharged with a diagnosis of urinary tract infection from the emergency department. Shadi TAWFEB, Elzbieta ELAWSAD, Helene NILSSON
- #15583 - Hand Hygiene Practices in the context of preventing Carbapenemase Producing Enterobacteriaceae (CPE) transmission. Kiren GOVENDER (Galway, IRELAND), Bernadette WALSH (Galway, IRELAND)
- #15172 - High quality management in emergency care: “Stop Time”; process during complex patient care situations or disrupted actions. Guillaume BOURLEAU (Saint-Benoît-la-Fôret), Antoine PORNIN
- #15767 - High-flow nasal cannula therapy in non-selected patients with acute dyspnea: keep it or skip it? Francesca NORI (Cesena, ITALY), Chiara GASPERINI, Alice MINOTTI, Patrizia CUPPINI
- #15854 - Hospital disaster preparedness in Switzerland over a decade: a national survey. Simone DELL’ERA, Fabrice DAMI (LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND), Moustafa ABOUELKHAY, John ODONNELL (Leicester, UK)
- #15402 - Hospitalization of Patients with COPD Exacerbation in Emergencies Based on their Gravity and Comorbidities. Blanca DE LA VILLA ZAMORA, Sergio Antonio PASTOR MARÍN, Ricardo GARCÍA MADRID, Patricia CARRASCO GARCÍA, Nuria RODRÍGUEZ GARCÍA, María CÓRcoles VERGARA, Pasquala PINÉRA SALMERÓN (MURCIA, SPAIN)
- #14987 - Gender Distribution Among Invited Speakers in Comparison to Presenters at the Scientific Program of EUSEM 2017 in Athens. Janine DOEPKER, Felix LORANG, Felix LORANG (Leipzig, GERMANY), Barbara BACKUS, Anthony CHAVLIN, Yori YORDANOVA
#14484 - Is the Platelet indexes Reliable for Diagnosis of Pulmonary Embolism? Payman MOHARAMZEADHEH, Mahboub POURAGHAB (Tabriz, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC), Zahra PARSAIE, Shirin FORGHIGHIFAR, Kovous SHAHSAVARI INA

#15399 - Is the SAE TTR2 scale useful in the emergency department? Mariya Consuelo QUESADA MARTÍNEZ, Maria CÓRCOLES VERGARA, Nuria RODRÍGUEZ GARCÍA, Blanca DE LA VILLA ZAMORA, Patricia Carrasco García, Sergio Antonio PASTOR MARIN, Elena Del Carmen MARTÍNEZ CÁNOVAS, Pescual PINERA SALMERÓN (MURCIA, SPAIN)

#14997 - Is There a Difference Between the Readabilities of Informed Consent Forms used for Elective and Emergency Procedures in Turkey? Leyla OZTÜRK SONMEZ, Mehmet Giray SONMEZ, Zerrin Defne DUNARD (KONYA, TURKEY)

#15793 - Is there a role for bedside ultrasound in the diagnosis of paediatric pneumonia? Geetika KUMAR (Glasgow, UK), Thomas BEATTIE, Paula MIDGELY

#16038 - Is venous to arterial conversion reliable in the critical ill patients? Meda LUMHØLDT (Hjørring, DENMARK), Peter LEUTSCHER, Erik CHRISTENSEN, Kjeld DAMGAARD

#15508 - Keeping children at home: outpatient parenteral antibiotic therapy in the pediatric emergency department. Elizabeth M WOOD, Smith JENNIFER, Michael AVERY (Dartford, UK)

#16090 - LEARNING AND PRACTICING IN ED: MINI-MEDLINE US-GUIDED PLACING, A PILOT STUDY. Rosangela GIANNIUZZI, Emanuele GILARDI (Rome, ITALY), Davide MARSILIANI, Kidane WOLDE SELLASIE, Pietro CHIELLINI, Afpino PIANO, Américo TESTA

#15875 - Left and right ventricular systolic dysfunction during sepsis: a comparison between patients with sepsis and septic shock. Francesca INNOCENTI, Valerio Teodoro STEFANONE, Marco CIGANA (Florence, ITALY), Federico D’ARGENZIO, Chiara DONNINI, Vittorio PALMieri, Riccardo Pini

#15360 - Lessons Learned from Thirty Pre-Hospital Emergency Medicine Forums – A Retrospective Longitudinal Study. Jonathan DEAN (Leightonstone, London, UK), Benjamin STRETCH, Abigail DUNN, Matthew MTHREAD, Tara SLADE, Louise ROSSON, Adam CHESTERS

#15647 - Lets simplify cervical spine clearance in trauma. Gabby O’CONNOR (Victoria, AUSTRALIA), Michael GELUK

#15395 - Life can hurt. Do we care enough? Kiren GOVENDER (Galway, IRELAND), Kathleen GAFFEY

#15882 - Life threatening slow and fast heart rate disturbances in prehospital environment. Andreeus GABRIEL, Wandschneider ALEXANDER JOSEF, Tara ANA DANIELA (ROMANIA), Maria-Victoria ARDELEANU

#16066 - Long-Term Prognostic significance of hyponatremia in patients admitted to the Emergency Department for Acute Heart Failure (AHF). Nourres JOAMAA, Khaouba BEL, HAJ ALI (monastir, TUNISIA), Kauother BELTAIF, Mohamed Amine MSOLII, Hamdi BOUBAK, Semir NOUIRA

#15306 - Low doses in direct oral anticoagulants. Do we prescribe it correctly? Victoria ORTIZ BESCÓS, Isabel PÉREZ PAÑÁRT, Román ROYO HERNANDEZ, Patricia ALBA ESTEBAN, Joaquin GÓMEZ BIRIÁN, Teresa ESCOLAR MARTÍNEZ DE BERGAZANO (Zaragoza, SPAIN)

#13359 - Major incidents involving children -to what extent are we prepared? Deirdre PHILBIN (Galway, IRELAND), Dr T BEATTIE, Dr P MIDGLEY

#15421 - Management of Coronary Artery Disease in Emergency Phase: Experiences of Iranian Patients. Hossein KARIMI MOONAGHI (Mashhad, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC), Mohammad MOJALLI

#15100 - Management of severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease exacerbations. Ines CHERMITI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Morsli ELLOUZ, Ahmed SOUAYAH, Aymen ZOUOLL, Najal EL HANI, Mahbouba CHIKIR, Hanène GHAZALI, Sami SOUISSI

#15515 - Management of ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction in pre hospital. Jebali CHAWKI (Kairouan, TUNISIA), Jouadi MOHAMED AYMEN, Gabouj SANA, Soussai NASREDINE, Najla MOUNIR, Chebili NAWFEL

#15840 - Management of the STEM patients in the Emergency Department of the non-PCI Regional hospital - guidelines versus real practice. Tudor Ovidiu POPOA, Diana CIMPOESU (IASI, ROMANIA), Paul NEDELEA, Mihaela CORLADE, Gabriela GRIGORASI, Viorica POPOA

#16021 - managing pain in rib fractures: serratius anterior nerve block. Shahid KHAN, Jonathan LEUNG (Kent, UK), Ruth TIGHES

#15286 - Mathematical prediction patterns for pre-hospital emergencies. Marius SMARANDOIU (Sibiu, ROMANIA), Adriana STANILA, Daniela TARAN, Dana LUNCA

#15005 - Medical Apps in the PERUKI Network. Halko Kurt JAHN (London, UK), Damian ROLAND, Mark LYTTLE, Wolfgang BEHRINGER (ibiréna preto, BRAZIL), Rodrigo BRIGATO, Matheus FERREIRA, Tiago ANDRADE, Silvia SILVA

#14885 - Medical Emergency - competence and skill in the medical curriculum of the University of Ribeirão Preto, Brazil. Reinaldo BESTETTI, Rosemary DANAE (Valladolid, SPAIN), Larsen PER-ANDERS (Muenster, GERMANY)

#14615 - Medical students’ perception of simulation-based assessment in emergency medicine: a focus group study. Anne-Laure PHILIPPON (Paris), Marie-Christine RENAUD, Alexandre DUGUET, Georges-Louis BARON, Jonathan FREUND

#15278 - Medical triage in mass injuries in road accidents in Bulgaria. Exploring the experience of the emergency medical care centre in Bulgaria - a basis for compiling a medical standard. Diana DIMITROVA (Sofia, BULGARIA)

#15498 - METFORMIN ASSOCIATED LACTIC ACIDOSIS IN THE KAPOSI MOR TEACHING HOSPITAL 2011 TO 2017. Martin KOCH (Kaposvár, HUNGARY), Norbert FÜLÖP, Gergely BILICS, Csaba VARGA

#14651 - Methoxyflurane as an analgesic for the emergency relief of traumatic pain: A satisfaction survey of health professionals participating in IMMEDIATE, A phase IIIb trial. Sergio García COLLADO (Valladolid, SPAIN), César CARBALLO CARDONA, Rosa CAPILLA PUYO, Cesáreo FERNÁNDEZ ALONSO, Ignacio PÉREZ TORRES, Pere LLORES SORIANO, Jose Ramón CASAL CODESIDO, María ARRANZ BETEGÓN, Luis AMADOR BARCIELA, Altar ODAYA, Anselma FERNÁNDEZ TESTA, Jorge TRIGO COLINA, Antonio CID DORRIBO, Isabel LOPEZ ISDORO, Susana TRASEIRA LUGILDE, Alberto M. BORBON PÉREZ

#15935 - Mild traumatic brain injury in CT scan abnormality: which patients are safe for discharge? A protocol for developing a prognostic model in a retrospective cohort of patients. Carl MARINCOWITZ, Hadir ELBETAGI (Salford, UK), Victoria ALLGAR, Fiona LECKY, Trevor SHERDON

#15392 - MODIFICATIONS IN HOME ANTICOAGULANT THERAPY AGAINST THE HOSPITAL ALTERNATIVE FROM EMERGENCIES IN NON-VALVULAR ATRIAL FIBRILLATION. Maria Consuelo QUESADA MARTINEZ, Elena Del Carmen MARTINEZ CANOVAS, Blanca DE LA VILLA ZAMORA, Virginia NICOLÁS GARCÍA, Sergio Antonio PASTOR MARIN, Ricardo García MADRID, Patricia Carrasco García, Pescual PINERA SALMERÓN (MURCIA, SPAIN)

#15255 - Monitoring for Carboxyhemoglobinemia During Fire Rehab with the Nonin Co-MetTM Noninvasive Oximetry System is more reliable and faster than the Rad-57. Keith WEISLEY (St Paul, USA), Adam VALINE

#14971 - Morbidity and mortality in patients transferred to Aberdeen royal infirmary from dr grey’s emergency department post return of spontaneous circulation (Years 2016-17), a retrospective cohort study. Conal MULHOLLAND (Elgin, UK), Gavin TUNNARD

#14671 - Mortality As A Choice? Untold Stories From The Emergency Department. Saban MOR, Hell PATITIO, Rabia SALAMA (haifa, ISRAEL), Aziz DARAWSHA

#15697 - Mortality in an Emergency Service: descriptive study in a tertiary hospital since January 2016 to december 2017. Iris SANLÉS GONZALEZ (Santander,
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SPAIN), Paula HERNANDEZ MARTINEZ, Zaida SALMON GONZALEZ, Asier ARANGUREN AROSTEGUI, Paula GONZALEZ BORES, Maria ANDRES GOMEZ, Enrique PERAITA FERNANDEZ

**#15539** - Multi-center study on the Diagnostic Accuracy of Neutrophil Gelatinase-Associated Lipocalin and Cystatin C for Acute Kidney Injury in the Emergency Department. [Manjish THAKKER](Reading, UK)

**#15597** - Multi-disciplinary in-situ neonatal resuscitation training in an emergency department. [C. Anthony LIN](New York, USA), Michelle GABA, Dana SUOZZO, Erick EITING, Barbara BARNETT, Yvette CALDERON

**#15037** - Multi-disciplinary team in-situ trauma simulation. [Catherine HOLMES](Leeds, UK), Andrew DAVIES


**#14960** - Multimodal analgesia management in a moroccan tertiary hospital emergencies. [Ezzouine HANANE](CASABIANCA, MOROCCO), Sophia BOUAMAMA, Zineb SGHIER, Mehdi SOUSSAN, Antoinette Geraldine OLANDZOBO, Benslama ADELLATIF

**#15167** - Multiorgan failure scores as a late mortality predictor in severe polytrauma. [Sánchez Giménez RAUL, Gilmar PUGNET](Tarragona, SPAIN), Carme BOQUÉ OLIVA, Jesús GÁLVEZ MORA, Doina SOLOTIANU

**#14634** - Multiskilling in the emergency department, is it feasible? [Pieter Jan VAN ASBROECK](Hasselt, BELGIUM), Hendrickx INNE, Schwagten VEERLE

**#15182** - Myocardial Infarction: Who’s at risk? [Ovidiu Adrian BITERE](Sibiu, ROMANIA), Iulia ANDREI, Ana Daniela TARAN

**#15769** - Naloxone Use in the Pediatric Population Reported to the U.S. Poison Centers. [Saumitra REGE](Charlottesville, USA), David SAENZ, Christopher HOLSTEIGE

**#14286** - National Epidemiology of Brain Concussion in MOTORCYCLE Sport in Competition. [Fares MOUSTAFA](Clemmont-Ferrand), Remi MARTEL, Jean ROUBIN, Jean-Baptiste BOUILLON, Sonia AJM, Marjolaine BOREL, Christophe PERRIER, Marine MONDET, Julien RACONNAT, Jeannot SCHMIDT

**#15554** - Need for Recovery amongst staff in a UK Emergency Department—Results of a cross-sectional survey (Part I: Quantitative Findings). [Laura COTTEY](Plymouth, UK), Blair GRAHAM, Jason E SMITH, Mark MILLS

**#15557** - Need for Recovery amongst staff in a UK Emergency Department—Results of a cross-sectional survey (Part II: Qualitative Findings). [Blair GRAHAM](VELVERTON, UK), Laura COTTEY, Jason E SMITH, Mark MILLS

**#15628** - New ESC guidelines for STEMI patients: better for the physician or for the patient? [Yves LAMBERT, Jean-Michel JULIARD, Alexandre ALONNEAU, Aurélie LOYAU, Thery BOCH, Mireille MAPOUATA, Sophie BATAILLE, Frédéric LAPISTOLLE](Bobigny Cedex)

**#13573** - New Paediatric Clavicle Fracture Management Pathway: Is it quick and safe? [Asoka WEERASINGHE, Haree NAIR](Wakefield, UK), Patrick TUNG, Claire ANDERSON, Jason EYRE, Helen SMITH, Bilciffie ANDY, Emma SMITH
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#16092 - Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome caused by Influenza B infection. Manpreet SAHEMEY (London, UK)

#15955 - Acute St-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) triggered by hypovolemic haemorrhagic shock. Malgorzata Maria KOT (San Miguel de Salinas, SPAIN), Fernando LAJARA NAVARRO, Alexandra MILAN MESTRE, Eugenio OSPINO CASTRO

#15211 - Acute Subdural Hematoma Mimicking Acute Epidual Hematoma on Computed Tomography. Hassan MOTAMDE (Ahvaz, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC), Mohammad KARIMI

#15891 - Acute Toxic Myocarditis & Pulmonary Edema – A Mess from the Scorpion Sting. Narendra Nath JENA (Madurai, INDIA), Arvindh SOUNDIRAJAN

#15218 - Adult colo-colic intussusception caused by colonic lipoma: a rare case report diagnosed by emergency point care of ultrasound. Boheon WU (Taipei, TAIWAN)

#16018 - Adult constipation, what can we expect? Angela Maria AREVALO-PARDAL (VALLADOLID, SPAIN), Amanda FRANCISCO-AMADOR, Raquel TALEGON-MARTIN, Jose Ramon OLIVA-RAMOS, Susana SANCHEZ-RAMON, Marta MOYA-DE LA CALLE

#14527 - Adult thymic hemorrhage: Rare but real chest pain. Min Hsien CHUNG (Tainan, TAIWAN), Hung Shen HUANG, Si Chon VONG

#14644 - Advantages of clinical ultrasound in the hands of the emergency physician in a patient with hematia. Margarita ALGABA-MONTES (Sevilla, SPAIN), Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA, Francisco Jesús LUQUE-SÁNCHEZ, José RODRÍGUEZ-GÓMEZ

#15326 - Amyand’s hernia: playing hide and seek. Isabel PÉREZ PAÑART, Victoria ORTIZ BÉCOS, Román ROYO HERNÁNDEZ, María PERALTA GINÉS, Jorge NAVARRO CALZADA, Teresa ESCOLAR MARTÍNEZ DE BERGANZA (Zaragoza, SPAIN)

#15869 - An abdominal painful: the patient's reason of consult. Hider MARTINEZ CABRERA, Laura REYES CAHBALLERO (Avila, SPAIN), Gema DE FRANCISCO JIMÉNEZ, Diego Del BARRIO MASEGOSA

#14993 - An Amoxicillin induced necrotizing leucocytoclastic vasculitis: a case report. Hanan MBBAREK (chartres), Sana LAHMAR, Dorra KHALFAOUI, Saninou MIRELA, Eric REVUE

#14788 - An Analysis of Intoxicated Patients Admitted to the Emergency Department. Yucef Canau UNALDI, Ahmet SEBE, Zeynep KEKEC (ADANA, TURKEY)

#14580 - An aeroenteric fistula patient presented as intermittent gastrointestinal bleeding. Yu Liqiao (Tainan, TAIWAN), Hung-Sheng HUANG

#14688 - An example of the contribution of bedside ultrasound in the hands of the emergency physician. Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA (DOs HERMANAS (SEVILLA, SPAIN), Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, José RODRÍGUEZ-GÓMEZ, Francisco Jesús LUQUE-SÁNCHEZ

#14934 - An Iatrogenic Complication of a Common Procedure. Mariam BAHRAMI (Tehran, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC), Atieh ABDOLLAHI, Fatemeh RASOOL, Alireza JALALI

#15921 - An important emergency: Sigmoid volvulus. Mehmeh UNALDI (Istanbul, TURKEY), Kubra SELCOK, Onur KARAKAYALI, Yavuz YIGIT, Huseyin Cahit HALHALLI, Serkan YILMAZ, Emrah CELIK

#15680 - An interesting case of abdominal pain. Vetrivel RAMAR (singapore, SINGAPORE), Irfan ABDULLAHAN SHETH, Faizur Rahman MOHAMED MADENA

#15982 - An interesting trauma case. Mehmeh UNALDI (Istanbul, TURKEY), Onur KARAKAYALI, Kubra SELCOK, Aylin ERKEK, Hatice ERIGIT UNALDI

#15346 - An uncommon cause of upper abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting. Sorina KRAMPS (Rotterdam, THE NETHERLANDS), Leandra VAN DEN HENGEL

#16055 - An unexpected cause of pleural effusion. Angela Maria AREVALO-PARDAL (VALLADOLID, SPAIN), Begoña GREGORIO-CRESPO, Amanda FRANCISCO-AMADOR, Diana Maria NARGANES-PINEDA, Rosa CASTELLANOS-FLOREZ, Susana SANCHEZ-RAMON

#15419 - An unexpected cause of respiratory distress in a 5-month-old girl at a pediatric emergency department: a case report. Valentina FERRO, Maria Chiara SUPINO, Emanuela MARCELLETTI, Antonietta BARBIERI, Emanuela CERIATI, Francesco Paolo ROSSI, Antonio Reale, Anna Maria MUSOLINO (roma, ITALY)

#16046 - An unexpected heartbeat. Juan ORTEGA PÉREZ (PALMA DE MALLORCA, SPAIN), Meritxell VIDAL BORRÀS, Anna CARINÉ LLINÀS, Bernardino COMAS DIAZ

#14707 - An unusual case of urosepsis in diabetic patient. Lyubomira KANCHEVA (Sofia, BULGARIA), Evelina ODISEEVA, Emil KARJIN, Kremena PETKOV, Nikolai PETROV

#14521 - An unusual cause of a liver abscess. Sujata SHETH (Singapore, SINGAPORE), Sameera GANTI, Allyn CANLIS, Christina ARROYO

#16109 - An Unusual Cause of Obstructive Jaundice. Vijay NARAYANAN (Dublin, IRELAND)

#15182 - An unusual cause of unilateral mydriasis. Alexander STEVENSON, Jonathan FOX (London, UK), David SHACKLETON

#16123 - An Unusual Rugby Injury. Nikita MBBAKA, Darren YAP, Estelle HOVONG (BLACKBURN, UK)

#12372 - And Finally Was A Demyelinating Disease. Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN), Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, Maria Del Pino SALINAS MARTIN

#15267 - And Looked Like She was Crazy. Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN), Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, Maria Del Carmen CABRERA MARTINEZ

#16004 - Another cold or anything else? Angela Maria AREVALO-PARDAL (VALLADOLID, SPAIN), Begoña GREGORIO-CRESPO, Amanda FRANCISCO-AMADOR, Patricia GUTIERREZ-GARCIA, Raia ALVAREZ-PANIAGUA, Raquel TALEGON-MARTIN

#15443 - Aortic dissection presenting as stroke. Waseem Ahmad MALIK (DOHA, QATAR), Shoukat Rashid DAR, Raheel Sharfeen Qureshi

#15694 - Aortoduodenal fistula presenting with syncope and peripheral vascular disease. Declan STEWART (Rostock, GERMANY)

#16062 - Appendicitis after colonoscopy: a case-report. Sergio AZNAR-CANTÍN, Yasmina SANCHEZ-PRIETO, María José JIMÉNEZ-MELENDEZ, Peña LOPEZ-GALINDO (Zaragoza, SPAIN), Julia HERNANDEZ-BURGO, Isabel PÉREZ-PAÑART

#15610 - Appendicitis after colonoscopy: a case-report. Sergio AZNAR-CANTÍN, Yasmina SANCHEZ-PRIETO, María José JIMÉNEZ-MELENDEZ, Peña LOPEZ-GALINDO (Zaragoza, SPAIN), Julia HERNANDEZ-BURGO, Isabel PÉREZ-PAÑART
Sunday 09 September

#15707 - APPENDICITIS VS OVARIAN TORSION. THE IMPORTANCE OF LAPAROSCOPY. Marta JIMENEZ PARRAS, Cristina JIMENEZ HIDALGO (SEVILLA, SPAIN), Jose GALLARDO BAUTISTA, María Jose ANGULO FLORENCIO, Eduardo ROSELL VERGARA, Carmen NAVARRO BUSTOS

#15601 - A rare in a 15-year-old child caused by mycoplasma pneumoniae. Mehdi LAROUSSI, Axelle GAILLARD, Djamel LAMÈCÈNE, Mehdi LAROUSSI (Cannes)

#15786 - Asmatic Patient With Clinical Intubation Criteria Treated With Non Invasive Ventilation. Carlos RUBIO CHACÓT (Madrid, SPAIN), Cristina HERRERO GARCÍA, Octavio CARRILLO FERNANDEZ, Eva GARCIA BENAVENT, Mariona GÓMEZ MORAN

#14853 - Atypical pneumonia causes fever without focus. Beatriz GUERRERO BARRANCO (Almeria, SPAIN), Diego ÁMEZ RAFAEL, Guillermo GIMENEZ PORTILLO

#15576 - Auditive Charles Bonnet Syndrome. Juan FERNÁNDEZ NÚÑEZ, Álvaro MARTIN PEREZ (Coria (Cáceres), SPAIN), Concepción DE VERA GUILLEN, Rosario PEINADO CLEMENS, Miguel Ángel RUIZ SANZ

#15132 - Awake intubation using GlideScope® in a patient with paramyelographic abscess. Pau BENET (Barcelona, SPAIN), Angel CABALLERO, Marta MAGALDI, Lorena RIVERA, Adrián IBÁÑEZ

#14761 - Back pain and tuberculosis. Beatriz GUERRERO BARRANCO (Almeria, SPAIN), Diego ÁMEZ RAFAEL

#15422 - BCG reactivation is an early diagnostic marker of Kawasaki Disease. Naresh SEEBORUTH (London, UK)

#14494 - Be prepared and think out of the box! Arik KARAKAYA (Gent, BELGIUM), Elke RIMBAUT, Tom SCHMITZ, Said HACHIMI-IDRISI

#14689 - Bedside lung ultrasound in critically ill patients in the emergency department. Margarita ALGABA-MONTES (Sevilla, SPAIN), Alberto Ángel OVIDIO-GARCIA, Francisco Jesús LUCUE-SÁNCHEZ, José RODRIGUEZ-GÓMEZ

#15259 - Bedside ocular ultrasound for the evaluation of ocular pathology in the emergency department. Francisco Luque SÁNCHEZ (Seville, SPAIN), José Rodriguez GOMEZ, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, Alberto Ángel OVIDIO-GARCÍA

#14690 - Bedside ultrasonography for diagnosis of septics patients. Alberto Ángel OVIDIO-GARCÍA (LOS HERMANAS (SEVILLA), SPAIN), Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, José RODRIGUEZ-GÓMEZ, Francisco Jesús LUCUE-SÁNCHEZ

#15257 - Bedside ultrasound for diagnosis of hepatic abscess in the emergency department. Francisco Luque SÁNCHEZ (Seville, SPAIN), José Rodriguez GOMEZ, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, Alberto Ángel OVIDIO-GARCÍA

#15623 - Bilateral subcuticular intarc: a rare neurological case. Mohammed Furkan ERBAY (ERZURUM, TURKEY), Abdullah Osman KOÇAK

#15314 - Bilateral vertebral artery dissection and cerebellar stroke following massage: a case report. William BIRKETT (Melbourne, AUSTRALIA), Alastair MEYER

#15193 - Bronchiolitis obliterans organiser pneumonia. Lopez Galindo MARÍA DE LA PEA, Lopez Galindo MARÍA DE LA PEA (zaragoza, SPAIN), Sierra Bergua BEATRIZ, Jimenez Melendez MARIA JOSE , Maradiaga BLANCA, Jimeno MARÍA JOSE, Morales Lopez CARLOS

#14723 - Buccal midazolam for paediatric sedation. Gavin TUNNARD (Elgin, UK)

#14863 - Burned patients treated with hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Rosemary DANIEL, Silvia SILVA (ribeirão preto, BRAZIL), Felipe LÉAO, Artur FERES, Rodrigo BRIGATO, Santos LUIS, Melissa CESARIO, Lello PINTO, Deborah FERREIRA, Murilo FERNANDES, Jussara AQUINO, Omar FERES, Mathes FERREIRA

#15619 - Carbon monoxide intoxication after waterpipe smoking: a case series and literature review. Bob VERWEIJ (Rotterdam, THE NETHERLANDS), Pleunie ROOD, Stephanie SCHUIT, Maarn BOUWHUIS

#15555 - Carbon monoxide poisoning and acute coronary syndromes. Ines CHEHERTI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Maroua MABROUK, Ramla BACCUCHE, Asma ALOUI, Mahboubia CHIKHR, Monia NGACHI, Hanène GHAZALLI, Sami SOUSSI

#15913 - Cardiac tamponade: a case report. Maria Del Carmen CINTADO SILLERO, Virginia ORTEGA TORRES (MALAGA, SPAIN), Begoña CASAS NICOT

#15459 - Cardiomyopathy and sudden dyspnea: it is not always due to a pulmonary thromboembolism. Maria Palma BENITZ MORENO, Marta JIMENEZ PARRAS (MALAGA, SPAIN), María Lucía MORALES CEVIDANES, Eduardo ROSELL VERGARA

#15912 - Case of renal abscess in a pregnant. Mehmet UNALDI (Istanbul, TURKEY), Onur KARAKAYALI, Yavuz YIGIT, Huseyin Cahit HALHALLI, Emrah CELIK, Serkan YILMAZ

#15486 - Case report of coma caused by potomania. María PÉREZ SOLÁ, Cristina BARREIRO MARTINEZ, Jordi Amau MARSA DOMINGO, Miriam UZURIA MARTIN (Madrid, SPAIN)

#15030 - Case report of prolonged resuscitation of hypothermic cardiac arrest using Lucas device and Boussignac tube with excellent outcome. Ruth SNEEP (Zaandam, THE NETHERLANDS), Christian HERINGHAUS

#15624 - Case report: isolated blunt laryngeal fracture. Peter LYNAS (Blackpool, UK), Emma JACKSON, Nigel KINDER

#14866 - Case report: Pulmonary embolism under dabigatran and phenytoin. Ben VAN DEN BERGE (Jette, BELGIUM), Evert VERHOEVEN, Ives HUBLOUE

#14987 - Case report: Pulmonary embolism under dabigatran and phenytoin. Ben VAN DEN BERGE (Jette, BELGIUM), Ives HUBLOUE, Evert VERHOEVEN

#15837 - Case Series: Intravenous Pregnancies with Malpositioned Intratracheal Devices. Mounica ROBINSON, Elise HART, Sangarpappillai ASOKAN, Katharine BURNS (Oak Lawn, USA)

#15216 - Case Study: 13 year old girl sprinting barefoot under sniper fire in Mosul. John QUINN, Dan-Lucian GHURILUC (HOO, UK), Asim ABDULGHANI MUSTAFA AL JAMORY

#15185 - Catastrophic member, hospital protocol activation. María Del Carmen CABRERA MARTINEZ, Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN)

#16088 - Caught Blue Handed: Differential diagnosis of blue hands presenting to the Emergency Department. Sergio B SAWH (London, UK), Thomas CORYNDRON, Tim BARUAH

#16126 - Cervical Spine Osteomyelitis In An Intravenous Drug User, an indolent condition with high morbidity. Nikita MBAKADA, Estelle HOW HONG (BLACKBURN, UK), Darren YAP, Young HO KA

#16098 - Cervical sprain: a case report. Carmen Adela VAGO (Malaga, SPAIN), Enrique CARO, María Del Carmen RODRIGUEZ, Juan Antonio RIVERO GUERRERO

#15434 - Cervical subcutaneous emphysema; where is the leak? Monica PUTICIU, Robert KATAI (ARAD, ROMANIA), Johanna Katai, Radu FARCAS , Maria TODEA

#15250 - Chafing the entrance door on the 'Camino de Santiago'. A septic arthritis of the hip in a pilgrim to Santiago de Compostela. Gredilla- Zubiria ÍNIGO, Mejuto ALÉJANDRÓ (A Coruña, SPAIN), González- Vilarino VANESA, Porteiro- Sánchez JAVIER, Prego- Fernández MANUEL, González- González ISIDRO, Trobajo De Las Matas JUAN

#15244 - Chest drain insertion in a patient with Boerhaave syndrome. Dan Lucian GHURILUC (HOO, UK), Laura BALICA, Nigel ZOLTIE

#15471 - Children also have chest pain. Miriam UZURIA MARTIN (Madrid, SPAIN), María Pérez SOLA, Cristina BARREIRO MARTINEZ, Jordi Amau MARSA DOMINGO, Lara UZURIA MARTIN, Gloria García HERRERO

#15806 - Chill out: Hyperthermia and rigidity following ingestion of unknown substance. Rose DEAN-PACCAGNELLA, Mahendra KAKOLLU (Cardiff, UK),
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Suresh PILLAI, Matthew CREED

■ 15808 - Chilout: Hyperthermia and rigidity following ingestion of unknown substance. Rose DEAN-PACCAGNIELLA, Mahendra KAKOLU (Cardiff, UK), Matthew CREED, Suresh PILLAI

■ 15811 - Chill out: Hyperthermia and rigidity following ingestion of unknown substance. Rose DEAN-PACCAGNIELLA, Matthew CREED, Mahendra KAKOLU (Cardiff, UK), Suresh PILLAI

■ 14488 - Closed total talar dislocation with associated tarsal fractures: case report and review of the literature. Mohan TIRU (Singapore, SINGAPORE)

■ 16083 - Code Red - hospital evacuation during a fire. Diana CIMPOSUES (IASI, ROMANIA), Tudor Ovidiu POPA, Mihaela CORLATE, Gabriela GRIGORASI, Ludmila DASCALU, Claudia RASCANU, Paul - Lucian NEDELEA

■ 15349 - Collapse in young patient with no cardiac history. Michael BLUMENTHAL YOHAI (Derby, UK)

■ 15518 - Coma caused by multipl endosomal tefnaltion application. Ahmet SEBE, Nevizhat Rana DISEL, Ayca AKPINAR AÇIKALIN, Faysal TEKIN (Adana, TURKEY)

■ 14642 - Common things can present uncommonly: An atypical presentation of acute appendicitis. Kirsten MORRIS (London, UK), Adrian FOGARTY

■ 14812 - Comparative decontamination chemical skin burns in Indian industries. Parag KULKARNI, Steven JEFFERY (BIRMINGHAM, UK)

■ 15228 - Compartment Syndrome - A Case presentation. Mohammad ANSARI (Birmingham, UK), Ahmad ISMAIL

■ 15890 - Completion in the non-compliant patient. The use of high flow nasal cannula support therapy in the resuscitation room and use beyond isolated hypoxic respiratory failure. Emimhar KEARNEY (Belfast, UK), Philip OCONNOR

■ 15906 - Complicate Diveritcuitils. With regard to a medical case. Laura REYES CABALLERO (Ávila, SPAIN), Maria CASTILLO NOGUERA, Hider CABRERA MARTÍNEZ, María MARTIN SANCHEZ, Mª Asuncion SALINERO Jiménez

■ 15491 - Complications of intramuscular iron injections: a case report. Eleonora AVIZIENYTE, Dovile PETRUSYTE, Renata ANDROSAITE (Vilnius, LITHUANIA)

■ 15186 - Confusional syndrome in a young patient. María Del Carmen CABRERA MARTÍNEZ, Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN)

■ 15968 - Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia presenting with critical electrolyte imbalances & cardiac arrhythmias in the Emergency Department. Naresh SEEBORUTH (London, UK), Caroline PONIMANI

■ 14556 - Congenital diaphragmatic hernia in an elderly patient. Carlos RUBIO CHACÓN (Madrid, SPAIN), Marc VALLVE BERNAL, Rajesh GIANCHIANDANI, Oscar CANO VALDERRAMA

■ 14924 - Considerations of managing bilateral carotid artery dissections in the trauma patient. Laura COTTEY (Plymouth, UK), Tim NUTTEMB

■ 15646 - Constipation: A rare presentation of superior mesenteric artery syndrome in AÉ. Nazneen HOQUE, Nazneen HOQUE (Essex, UK)

■ 15194 - Cutaneous Rash and deterioration of the general state. German JOSÉ FERNÍN-GAMERO (Palma de Mallorca, SPAIN), Julio OLSEN, Pedro RULL BERTRAN, Ricardo OLIVERA DA CUNHA, Carmen RODRÍGUEZ OCEJO

■ 14780 - Death Caused by 2-4 Dinoprophen Pill Use to Lose Weight: A Case Report. Tugcan OGUZ, Zeynep KEKEC (ADANA, TURKEY)

■ 15391 - Delayed myocarditis after a black spider bite. Chady EL TAWIL (Beirut, LEBANON), Mirabelle GEHA, Basem KHISHEF

■ 15237 - Detection of leftrventricular thrombus by point of care ultrasound in a patient with dyspnea. Jose RODRIGUEZ-GOMEZ (Merida, SPAIN), Francisco Jesus LUCHE-SANCHEZ, Margarita ALGABLA-MONTES, Álvaro Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA

■ 16002 - Diagnostic challenge in recognizing tension pneumothorax in critically ill 42-years old female patient. Rems ZIKOS, Andreisa OLESKS, Rems ZIKOS (Ljepaja, LATVIA)

■ 16002 - DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGE OF INFECTIVE ENDOCARDITIS ASSOCIATED WITH PULMONARY CONDENSATION SYNDROME COMPLICATED WITH AORTIC VALVE PROLAPS. Gabriel BOBES (Sibu, ROMANIA), Diana MD LOLOUI, Ana-Daniela MD TARAN, Maria Nicoleta ROSU, Raluca RADU, Noemi CRISTESCU


■ 14896 - Differentiating Acute Perimyocarditis from Acute Myocardial Infarct in a rural AÉ. Heather WIEMAN (Haugesund, NORWAY), Jaroslav RYDEK, Ane HOLTE WENSBERG, Kristian VK

■ 14726 - Diffuse Oxson wave on electrocardiogram and side effect of psychotropic drugs? A case report. Wiem KERKENI, Nahla JERBI, Amiga SGHAIER, Maha BECHIR, Imen HLILA, Souadani MARGHI (MAHDIA, TUNISIA)

■ 15226 - Dislocation of the Knee Joint. Mohammad ANSARI (Birmingham, UK), Ahmad ISMAIL

■ 15856 - Dissecting aneurysm of the thoracic and abdominal aorta. Florida POG (Anad, ROMANIA), Johanna Elizabeth KATAI, Monica PUTICIU

■ 15416 - Dizziness: The first step to a widespread differential diagnosis. María CASTILLO NOGUERA, Laura REYES CABALLERO (Ávila, SPAIN), Hider CABRERA MARTÍNEZ, María MARTIN SANCHEZ, Diego DEL BARRIO MAEGOSA

■ 16097 - Doctor, I can not hitches. Juan ORTEGA PÉREZ (PALMA DE MALLORCA, SPAIN), Meritxell VIDAL BORRÀS, Bernardino COMAS DÍAZ

■ 16094 - Does right ventricle volume measurement with non-concentrated computerized tomography predict pulmonary emboli? Figen TUNALI TURKDOGAN, Kenan AHMET TURKDOGAN (İSTANBUL, TURKEY), Cemil ZENCIR, Yazici ONUR, Ozm TUNCYUREK, Selcuk Eren CANAKCI

■ 15626 - Drain the tension I do not let the tension drain you !! Aayushi CHOKSHI, Ketan PATEL (AHMEDABAD, INDIA), Anjali PATEL, Rignesh PATEL

■ 14635 - Drug induced immune thrombocytopenia. Anju PHOOLCHAND (CHRISTCHURCH, UK), Deepwan SINGH

■ 15797 - Dysphonia in the third trimester of pregnancy. Carlos RUBIO CHACÓN (Madrid, SPAIN), Luis PÉREZ ORDOÑO, Isabel FERNÁNDEZ MARÍN, Eva MURO FERNÁNDEZ DE PINEDO, María CUADRADO FERNÁNDEZ, Cristina HERRERO GARCÍA

■ 15294 - Eagle syndrome. Ramy ABDELKADER (Cairo, EGYPT)

■ 15059 - Early companion. Victor SANCHEZ ALEMANY, Isabel FERNÁNDEZ MARÍN (Madrid, SPAIN)

■ 15148 - ED Presentation of NSAID Induced Acute Kidney Injury. Musaab ALAYOB, Qazi ZIA ULLAH (Muscat, OMAN), Mohammad Faisal KHIJLI, Sara AZIZ

■ 15056 - Effectiveness of interventional radiology for penetrating trauma with shock. Nobuaki KIRIY (Tokyo, JAPAN), Hisashi YONEYAMA, Kazushige INOUE, Hayato YOSHOKA, Ichiro OKADA

■ 14758 - Electrical cardioversion as a cause of pericarditis. Beatriz GUERRERO BARRANCO (Almeria, SPAIN), Diego AIME RAFAEL

■ 15481 - Electrical storm, where to next? Eleonora DRAGAN (Bucharest, ROMANIA), Anamaria AVRAM, Radu VATASESCU, Valentin CHIONCEL, Catalina ANDREI, Crina SINESCU

■ 15256 - Emergency bedside ultrasound for the diagnosis of poas abscess. Francisco LUCHE SÁNCHEZ (Seville, SPAIN), José RODRIGUEZ GÓMEZ, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA, Margarita ALGABLA-MONTES
Sunday 09 September

- #15258 - Emergency bedside ultrasound for the diagnosis of traumatic retroperitoneal hematoma. Francisco LUGUE SANCHEZ (Seville, SPAIN), José RODRIGUEZ GÓMEZ, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA
- #14166 - Emergency department ceiling collapse: response to an internal emergency. Dennis BARTEN, Matthijs VELTMUEJER, Nathalie PETERS (Nee, THE NETHERLANDS)
- #14571 - Emergency department diagnosis of mesenteric venous thrombosis initiated by US. Mahmoud SAQR (doha, QATAR), Mahmoud ELTAWAGNY
- #15944 - Empysematous cystitis: a rare entity. Isaac CORDÓN DORADO (Ávila, SPAIN), Antón TRIGO GONZALEZ, Alicia Fabiana SALVATIERRA MALDONADO, Ángel Francisco VIOLA CANDELA

Sunday 16 September

- #15118 - Endometrial adenocarcinoma complication: a case report. Veronica PARENT MATHIAS, Virginia ORTEGA TORRES (MALAGA, SPAIN), Rocío NARBONA FERNANDEZ
- #15354 - Enhancing collaboration and education for MCI response: the experience of the Regional Public Company in Lombardy (AREU, Italy). Francesco FOTI, Pierluigi INGRASSIA (Novara, ITALY), Francesco FOTI, Stefano SIRONI, Enzo ALBERGONI
- #15572 - Epidemiology of Urinary Tract Infections In The Emergency Department: 120 Cases. Mehdi BEN LAOUSSAOUD (Tunis, TUNISIA), Ala ZAMMITTI, Yousra GUETARI, Maher ARAFA, Ofa DJEBBI, Khaled LAMINE
- #14492 - Epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitor related cutaneous toxicity. Emma TOBJÖRK (Huntingdon, UK), Deependt SINGH
- #14710 - Epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitor related cutaneous toxicity. Emma TOBJÖRK (Huntingdon, UK), Deependt SINGH
- #14740 - Epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitor related cutaneous toxicity. Emma TOBJÖRK (Huntingdon, UK), Deependt SINGH
- #14754 - Epidermal growth factor receptor inhibitor related cutaneous toxicity. Emma TOBJÖRK (Huntingdon, UK), Deependt SINGH

I Have No Chest Pain, Only I Hear Whistles.

- #15258 - Emergency bedside ultrasound for the diagnosis of traumatic retroperitoneal hematoma. Francisco LUGUE SANCHEZ (Seville, SPAIN), José RODRIGUEZ GÓMEZ, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA
- #14166 - Emergency department ceiling collapse: response to an internal emergency. Dennis BARTEN, Matthijs VELTMUEJER, Nathalie PETERS (Nee, THE NETHERLANDS)
- #14571 - Emergency department diagnosis of mesenteric venous thrombosis initiated by US. Mahmoud SAQR (doha, QATAR), Mahmoud ELTAWAGNY
- #15944 - Empysematous cystitis: a rare entity. Isaac CORDÓN DORADO (Ávila, SPAIN), Antón TRIGO GONZALEZ, Alicia Fabiana SALVATIERRA MALDONADO, Ángel Francisco VIOLA CANDELA

Sunday 09 September
#15130 - Introduction of Pediatric Acute Care into the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) Field Hospital.  
Eran MASHIACH (GYVATAIM, ISRAEL), Ofir MERIN

#15179 - It is not always sciatica.  
German Jose FERMIN GAMERO (Palma De Mallorca, SPAIN), Carmen RODRIGUEZ OCEJO, Julio OLSEN, 
Bernardino COMAS DIAZ

#15271 - It Seemed A Conjunctivitis And Ended Entered By ORL.  
Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN), Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, 
María Del Pino SALINAS MARTIN

#15200 - It’s not always a heart attack: esophageal perforation.  
Lopez Galindo MARIA DE LA PEÑA, Lopez Galindo MARIA DE LA PEÑA (Zaragoza, SPAIN), 
Sierra Bergua BEATRIZ, Valdres PEDRO, Jimena MARIA JOSE, Maradiaga BLANCA, Morales Lopez CARLOS

#14888 - Largest Reported Meningioma in Saudi Arabia, Unusual Cause of Dementia.  
Mohammed Talaat RASHID (Dammiet, EGYPT), Mohammed AL-SADAWI, 
Ahmed KOHAIL

#14840 - Leriche syndrome presenting as a stroke.  
William YOUNG (Lexington, USA), Jennifer TRUÉ, Nickolas COLLINS

#15787 - Lesion on the pinnae: Chondrodermatitis nodularis helicis.  
Abdullah Osman KOÇAK, Ilker AKBAS, Zeynep CAKIR (Erzurum, TURKEY)

#15165 - Lingual tonsillitis and sepsis: a case report.  
Eleonora AVIZIENYTE, Davide PETRUSYTE, Renata ANDROSIAUS (Vilnius, LITHUANIA)

#14536 - Liver emulsion therapy in tricyclic antidepressant toxicity: a case report.  
Wei Lin TAILLE CHUA (Singapore, SINGAPORE)

#14557 - Liver failure and dabigatran, a concomitance or adverse effect.  
Alexandra STANCHIGUENIU (Timisoara, ROMANIA), Alina PETRICA

#15127 - lumbergias and aneurysms.  
Veronica PARENT MATHIAS, Virginia ORTEGA TORRES (MALAGA, SPAIN), Rocío NARBONA FERNANDEZ

#14955 - Magnetic resonance imaging in spinal trauma: a case report.  
Gökşen BOZEDELER BERIKOL (Istanbul, TURKEY), Gürkan BERIKOL

#15854 - Massive haemoptoeum caused by rupture of a simple ovarian cyst – case report.  
Dilmurad SUGRUE, Tomás BRESLIN, Brian GIBNEY, 
Osama HAWANA, Ahmad ABDSELADEK (Dublin, IRELAND)

#14990 - Meckel's diverticulum presented with intussusception in the adult.  
Jiun-Jia CHEN (Taichung City, TAIWAN)

#14951 - Medial dislocation of the talonavicular joint.  
Mohamed SULTAN (Limerick, IRELAND)

#15452 - Metabolic disorder of ornithine transcarbamilase deficiency in the neonate from the point of view of prehospital emergency.  
Miriam UZURIAGA MARTIN (Madrid, SPAIN), Gloria GARCIA HERRERO, Mariano DE MARCOS QUINTANS, Almudena PEREZ SANTAMARIA, Maria PEREZ SOLA, 
Cristina BARREIRO MARTINEZ, Jordi Arnau MARIA DOMINGO, Lara UZURIAGA MARTIN

#00160 - Migration of atrial defect closure device: Importance of clinical suspicion.  
Angela Maria AREVALO-PARDAL (VALLADOLID, SPAIN), Hector GARCIA-PARDO, Raiza ALVAREZ-PANIAGUA, Raquel TALEGON-MARTIN, Amanda FRANKOSČI-MODOČ (Glasgow, UK)

#00321 - Mondor’s disease: a case report.  
Andres SESMA GONI, Maria GASCON RUIZ, Román ROY HERNANDEZ, Sandra GARCIA MATEO, 
Irene AMARILLA LANZAS, Miguel RIVAS JIMENEZ (ZARAGOZA, SPAIN)

#00138 - More than a low back pain.  
Veronica PARENT MATHIAS, Enrique CARO VAZQUEZ (Malaga, SPAIN), Lorea DE UNAMUNO LUMBERAS

#00150 - Morphine for Analgesia in the ED – Too little & Too late ?  
Jessica PARGETER, Amy ALLISON, Lindsay BIRCH, Gordon MCNAUGHTON (Glasgow, UK)

#00101 - Multi-organ failure in the context of opioid and benzodiazepine poisoning.  
Fernando LAJARA NAVARRO, Alexandre MILAN MESTRE, 
Malgorzata Maria KOT (San Miguel de Salinas, SPAIN)

#00196 - Multi-organ failure- another way of Emergency Department(ED) presentation for appendicitis.  
Roy SALDEN, Nicolette CRETU (Lincoln, UK)

#00270 - My Family Suffered Cancer.  
Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN), Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, María Del Pino SALINAS MARTIN

#00188 - Myasthenia Gravis: A pain in the neck.  
Amar SATYAM (Malaga, SPAIN)

#00156 - Myocardial rupture with hemopericardium in case of myocardial intariction of posterior wall of the heart with blurred symptoms, normal ECG and biochemical analysis.  
Olga SALUKA (Riga, LATVIA), Alonissos VIKENTJEVA, Aleksejs VISNYSKAVOS

#00148 - Myth of THE MEAT: The Heimlich Manoeuvre Extension to Advance Trauma.  
Comfort ADEDOKUN (dublin, IRELAND), John CRONIN, Nigel SALTER, 
Eimhearr QUINN

#01116 - Nocriocising Fascititis from holiday.  
Carole NEFFE (Kilmarnock, UK)

#01657 - Neuralgia following Intra Venous Cannulation.  
Mojdad LAKHANIE (Galway, IRELAND), Abdullah RANA, Stephen GILMARTIN, Brian McNICHOLL

#01496 - Neuroendocrine Carcinoma-atypical Emergency Medicine (ED) presentation.  
Nicoleta CRETU (Lincoln, UK)

#01378 - Neurological sequel of sudden onset.  
Enrique CARO VAZQUEZ (Malaga, SPAIN), Maria Carmen RODRIGUEZ CASIMIRO, 
Carmen Adela YAGO CALDERON, Juan Antonio RIVERO GUERRERO, Eduardo ROSELL VERGARA, Eva Maria FRAGERO BLESAS

#01566 - Newly diagnosed Type 2 Diabetes mellitus in a chronic alcoholic subject, presented with diabetic and alcoholic ketoacidosis.  
Marjeta KERMAIJ, Edilra HOXHA, Thanas FURERAJ, Violeta HOXHA, Emiris MUCO, Edmond ZAIMI (tirana, ALBANIA), Agron YLLI

#01610 - NO REGULAR BRAIN CT SCAN IS BETTER THAN PHYSICAL EXAM.  
Manitiivan Vivanco IRUVU (Loi, SPAIN), Etxebarrieta Gomez NEREA

#01506 - non small cell lung cancer detected by non traumatic low back pain in 2 weeks.  
Islam ELROBA, Islam ELROBA (alwakra, QATAR), 
Abdulhadi KHAN, Muayad AHMAD , Bassam FATHI, Mohamed MGARAM

#01925 - Non Traumatic low back pain: 5 cases Reports with Alwakra Recommendations.  
Islam ELROBA, Islam ELROBA (alwakra, QATAR), 
Abdulhadi KHAN, Muayad AHMAD , Hani ALDULIMI, Helmy GOUDA, Bassam FATHI, Mohamed MGARAM, Nashat ALI, M Jennifer DEL CASTILLO, 
Hisham KHADER

#01962 - Non-traumatic, spontaneous primary tension pneumothorax in 50-years-old female.  
Malgorzata Maria KOT (San Miguel de Salinas, SPAIN), 
Alexandra MILAN MESTRE, Fernando LAJARA NAVARRO, Jose Miguel PINILLA ALEMAN

#01895 - Noninvasive oxygen therapy for the infant.  
Mirela BIZO (Cluj-Napoca, ROMANIA), Liana-Maria HOREA

#01317 - Not just a simple cold.  
Clara IZQUIERDO RODRIGUEZ, Alicia PUEYO UCAR, Román ROY HERNANDEZ, Victoria ORTIZ BESCOS, 
Noelia LANAU BELLOSTA, Maria De La Peña LOPEZ GALINDO (Zaragoza, SPAIN)

#01502 - Not just a swollen leg.  
Meseli KOCAK, Mustafa FARAH (Drogheda, IRELAND)

#01315 - Olfactory dysfunction after a traumatic brain injury: a case report.  
Noelia LANAU BELLOSTA, Isabel PÉREZ PÁRAUT, Román ROY HERNANDEZ, Paulina MUNIESA GRACIA, Yasmina SANCHEZ PRIETO, Teresa ESCOLAR MARTINEZ DE BERGENSA (Zaragoza, SPAIN)

#01269 - Once Upon A Time A Lipoma.  
Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN), Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, Maria Del Pino SALINAS MARTIN

#01481 - One case of myocardial intariction with no obstructive coronary arterosclerosis (minoca), in emergency room.  
Marla Palma BENÎTEZ MORENO, Marla Maria MÉRIDA CEVIDANES, Eduardo ROSELL VERGARA

#01909 - Os Osodontoidenum; Can We Mix with an Odontoid Fracture?  
Betül TİRYAĞI BASTUĞ (Eskişehir, TURKEY), Gizen ÇOKŞUN

#01224 - Pain in the left iliac fossa: thrombosis of the spheric vein.  
Lopez Galindo MARIA DE LA PEÑA, Maria De La Peña Lopez Galindo MARÍA (zaragoza, SPAIN), 
Maurice Lopez CARLOS, Garcia Navarro PALOMA, Aznar SERGIO, Jimenez Melendez MARIA JOSE

#01253 - Pain Relief In Shoulder Dislocation.  
Mohammad ANSARI (Birmingham, UK), Ahmad ISMAIL
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- **15239** - Patient Presenting With Intestinal Obstruction; Turned Out To Be Perforated Appendix. Dazi ZIA ULLAH (Muscat, OMAN), Mohammad Faisal KHLILI, Shilpa RAMACHANDRAN, Rana ShaobiHAMID, Sameer RAMGA

- **15064** - Patient with breast trauma who presented with dizziness: case report. Ilker AKBAŞ, Zeynep CAKIR (Ezurum, TURKEY), Abdullah Osman KOÇAK, Nazım Onur CAN

- **15600** - Penetrating Atherosclerotic Ulcer presenting as Low Back Pain. Faizur Rahman MOHAMED MADEENA (singapore, SINGAPORE), Sohill PATHIWAALA, Irfan Abdul Rahman SHETH, Vetivel RAMAR

- **15115** - Percutaneous imaging with arterial spin labeling may be useful in assessing post ischaemic state. Maeda YUI (Kobe, JAPAN), Hiroyuki NAKAO, Yasunori IWASAKI, Yukihiko ANDO, Yoshio NISHIMURA, Yamada ISAMU, Joti KOTANI

- **15708** - Perimortem caesareaen section in the district general emergency department. Catherine WARD (Glasgow, UK), Laura MCGREGOR, Helene MARSHALL

- **15151** - perioblast oedema and face emphysema, an unusual complication of a dental procedure: a case report. Ahmet SEBE (adana, TURKEY), Nezihat Rana DISSEL, Ayka APCAKRIN AKCIL, Yusuf AĞKUN, İpek SEBE

- **15253** - Peripheral intravenous access guided by ultrasonography in emergency department patients with difficult intravenous lines. Francisco LUQUE SANCHEZ (Seville, SPAIN), Jose RODRIGUEZ GOMEZ, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES

- **16072** - Phantom behind cardiac arrest in the young. Asmas ALKAFAYF (Alexandria, EGYPT), Asmas RAMADAN, Peter MAHER, Harry MAGDY, Ahmed ELSHEGBESHY

- **15309** - Pharmacological and mechanical management of calcium channel blocker toxicity. Fiery FADHILLAH (London, UK), Shashank PATIL

- **14985** - Physicians Keep Prescribing Over-The-Count Cough and Cold Medications In Young Children; A Prescription Analyzing Study. Caner TURAN (ISTANBUL, TURKEY), Ali YURTSEVEN, Eylem ULAS SAZ

- **15012** - Plane pády: a case of transient facial weakness during an aircraft flight. Rebecca WHITE, David SHACKLETON (London, UK)

- **15747** - Pleuropulmonary effusion in a 69-year-old man. Case report. Rocío INGELMO, Ana MUÑOZ, María José ANGULO, Isabel BLASCO (SEVILLA, SPAIN)

- **15936** - Pleuropulmonary staphylococcal disease in adult revealing infective endocarditis. Imen MEKMI, Maarel AMEL, Hana HEDIHL, Mohamed KILANI, Abderrahim ACHOURI, Hamed RYMI (Tunis, TUNISIA)

- **16067** - Pneumocyte (ir)regular pneumonia and diffuse large b-cell lymphoma: an association to keep in mind. Raquel TALEGON-MARTIN, Angela Maria AREVALO-PARDAL (VALLADOLID, SPAIN), Rosa CASTELLANOS-FLOREZ, Susana SANCHEZ-RAMON, Jose Ramon OLIVA-ROMAS, Irene CEBRIAN-RIUZ

- **15342** - Pneumomediastinum due to forced spirometry: a strange way of presentation. Marta GASCON RUÍZ, Diego CASAS DEZA, Andrea SESMA GOÑI, Nerea FRIAS AZNAR, Román ROYO HERNÁNDEZ, Miguel RIVAS JIMÉNEZ (ZARAGOZA, SPAIN)

- **15274** - Point of care ultrasound (POCUS) diagnosis of Tuberculosis(TB), chest wall cold abscess presenting with chest wall swelling. Hassan NOUR (London, UK)

- **15235** - Point of care ultrasound for evaluation and the follow-up of the Crohn’s disease. Jose RODRIGUEZ-GOMEZ (Merida, SPAIN), Francisco Jesus LUQUE-SANCHEZ, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES

- **15234** - Point-of-care renal ultrasound performed by emergency physicians. Jose RODRIGUEZ-GOMEZ (Merida, SPAIN), Francisco Jesus LUQUE-SANCHEZ, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA

- **15254** - Point-of-care ultrasound aiding in the diagnosis of the right lower quadrant abdominal pain in adults. Francisco LUQUE SANCHEZ (Seville, SPAIN), José RODRIGUEZ GOMEZ, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES

- **16019** - Point-of-care ultrasound diagnosis of retinoblastoma in the pediatric emergency department. Niccolò PARRI, Martina GIACALONE (florence, ITALY), Greta MASTRANGELO

- **15256** - Point-of-Care Ultrasound for pediatric tuberculosis: a case series. Danilo BUONSENTO, Scateni SIMONA, Barbara SCIALLANGA, Maria Chiara SUPINO, Maria Alessia MESTURINO, Massimo BATTAGLIA, Caterina BOCK, Antonio REALE, Anna Maria MUSOLINO (roma, ITALY)

- **15545** - Point-of-care ultrasound in pediatric emergency department for the early diagnosis of cardiopathies. Maria Alessia MESTURINO, Maria Chiara SUPINO, Barbara SCIALLANGA, Scateni SIMONA, Danilo BUONSENTO, Valentina FERRO, Massimo BATTAGLIA, Maria Luisa D’ANDREA, Anna Maria MUSOLINO (roma, ITA, ITY, Y)

- **16492** - Point-Of-Care Ultrasound is an indispensable tool for emergency physicians. Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCIA (DOS HERMANAS (SEVILLA), SPAIN), Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, José Rodríguez-Gómez, Francisco Jesús Luque-Sánchez

- **15765** - Post Esophagectomy Diaphragmatic Hernia. Chung-Yi CHEN (CHANGHUA, TAIWAN)

- **16538** - Post-operative Takotsubo Syndrome. Rachel STEWART (, UK), Hitesh BHoola, Shashank Patil, Kris Pillay, Tessa DESSAIN

- **15293** - Post-traumatic unilateral hypoglossal nerve palsy. Rebecca CUTTLE, Dan Lucian GHURULIC (HOOK, UK)

- **15794** - Posterior sternoclavicular joint: the hidden dislocation. Joanna Claire WHITE (London, UK), Jamal MORTAZAVI

- **16029** - Point of care consultation on drug intoxication: Should it be done in the emergency clinic or psychiatry polyclinic? Kenan Ahmet TURKDOGAN (ISTANBUL, TURKEY), Bülke DOGAN, Cagdas OyuKU MEMIS, Duygu EGE

- **15639** - Pyomyositis in sternoclavboldostoid and sternohyd muscles. Carmen A YAGO CALDERON (Malaga, SPAIN), Dela Carmen RODRIGUEZ CASIMIRO, Diana DíZ GONZALEZ, Enrique CARO VAZQUEZ, Aurora CABO LOPEZ

- **15966** - Rare and lethal complication: Cerenin-related psoas muscle hematoma. Chun-Lung LIN (Taipei City, TAIWAN)

- **15201** - Rare case of anaesthesia causing st elevation myocardial infarction-epinephrine better avoided, is myocardial bridge a trigger? Veetilaksh JINESH (CALCUTIA, INDIA), Sudeep KOSHY KURIAN, Venugopal POOVATHUPARAMBIL, Leones Jacob

- **14550** - Rare presentation of Boerhaave syndrome. Mahmoud SAQR (doha, QATAR), Abdullah ALSOUKI

- **15336** - rare surgical airway interventions. Muhammad ABDUL HALEEM (alex, EGYPT)

- **14896** - Real time Stool PCR Improves The Emergency Department Patient Flow in Pediatric Gastroenteritis. Caner TURAN (ISTANBUL, TURKEY), Ali YURTSEVEN, Ezgi BOLUK, Sohet AYDEMIR, Eylem ULAS SAZ

- **14832** - Recurrent Acute Mesenteric Ischemia: Despite The Use Of Anticoagulant Therapy. Basar CANER (, TURKEY), Mehmet GUL, Melike MENENDI, Ercan BASGÜL, Murat İNAM, Ezgi ALUMERT, Leyla ÖZTÜRK SONMEZ, Sedat KOÇAK

- **15782** - Recurrent Acute Mesenteric Ischemia: Despite The Use Of Anticoagulant Therapy. Basar CANER (, TURKEY), Mehmet GUL, Melike MENENDI, Ercan BASGÜL, Murat İNAM, Ezgi ALUMERT, Leyla ÖZTÜRK SONMEZ, Sedat KOÇAK

- **15241** - Recurrent colic abdominal pain: GIST gastrointestinal stromal tumors. Lopez Galindo MARIA DE LA PEÑA, Lopez Galindo MARIA DE LA PEÑA (zaragoza, SPAIN), Sierra Bergua BEATRIZ, Maradiaga BLANCA, Jimeno MARIA JOSE, Escolar TERESA, Morales Lopez CARLOS

- **15344** - Recurrent intake of everyday objects. Isabel PEREZ PAÑART, Victoria ORTIZ BESCÓS, Paula MUNIESA GRACIA, Román ROYO HERNÁNDEZ, Mansi NAVERO CALDADA, Maria De La Peña LOPEZ GALINDO, Maria De La Peña LOPEZ GALINDO (Zaragoza, SPAIN)

- **16082** - renal interct: case report. Sameer RANIGA, Leyla OZTURK SONMEZ, Eylem Ulas SAZ, Akim SADDAR, Dona HALFAOUI
The added value of bedside ultrasound in emergency department patients with sepsis.

Thanks to ultrasound guidance, anatomical references are not as important.

Syncope with a hidden origin.

Sweet Rash.

Suspected tumor due to pathological fracture.

Survival after emergency pre-hospital clam shell thoracotomy for blunt cardiac rupture.

Suicidal attempt by voluntary ingestion of rat-poison (brodifacoum) - quick management and teamwork saving a life.

Stroke as Fatal complication of Ovarian Hyperstimulation Syndrome.

ST elevation myocardial infarction with atypical main complaint.

Spontaneous Subcapsular Renal Hematoma.

Somebody Has A Bad Evening.

Sinister cause for back pain in the non IV drug abuser.

Shortness Of Breath In a Patient With COPD.

SGLT2 inhibitor-induced euglycemic ketoacidosis in a non-diabetic patient.

Serotonin Syndrome and Acute Hyponatremia.

Self inflicted penetrating abdominal injury caused by sewing awl in psychosis

Seat Belt Injuries In The Pediatric Emergency Department: A Case Series.

Sciatica as a Presenting Feature of Cervical Cancer in a 34-year-old Woman.

Safety of ultrasound-guided paracentesis in emergency department.

Right hip pain, a case report.

Rhinorrea in Emergency: on a case.
Urinoma: A Rare Consequence Of A Ureteric Calculi.

Unusual ocular injury by an irrigation needle.

Uncommon complications of a baker's cyst.

Ultrasound guided femoral nerve blockade for femoral fracture, unmasking other traumatic injury.

Two Cases of Parsonage-Turner Syndrome.

Traumatic intercostal lung herniation in polytrauma patient – a case report.

Traumatic Cardiac arrest caused by a penetrating stingray barb.

Transorbital penetrating injury: case report.

Transient Transgender female to male with emergent progressive lower back pain.

Tracheal Stenosis Secondary to Posterior Sternoclavicular Dislocation.

THREATENING HEMOPTISIS AS A SEVERE FORM OF PRESENTATION OF AORTA ANEURISM WITH AORTOPULMONARY FISTULA.

Thoracic outlet syndrome.

there is no upper limit for calcium administration in case of hyperkalemia with ECG changes.

The silent heart attack.

The Popping chest.

The Missing Piece.

The Macklin boy.

The importance of medical check.

The Hurricane/storm impact on an Irish emergency Department.

The curious case of the boy who couldn't walk.

The bleeding evidence – Advantages of preoperative embolization. Ahavor MARTIN PEREZ (Coria (Cáceres), SPAIN), Rosario PEINADO CLEMENS, Concepción DE VERA GUILLEN, Miguel Angel RUIZ SANZ, Juan FERNANDEZ NUÑEZ

The consequence of faster imaging. Willem ANSEIJW (Harbom, UK), David YEO

The curious case of the boy who couldn't walk. Tagsh MORIARTY (Waterford, IRELAND), Brendan MCCANN

The diagnosis is all in the history - a challenge when you have no history to work with. Maggie CURRER, Harriet GORDON (Newbury, UK)

The hurricane/storm impact on an Irish emergency Department. Comfort ADEDDOKUN (dublin, IRELAND), John CRONIN

The importance of medical check. Beatrix GUERRERO BARRANCO (Almeria, SPAIN), Diego ÁMEZ RAFAEL

The Macklin boy. Maria CASTILLO NOGUERA (Avila, SPAIN), Laura REYES CABALLERO , Maria MARTIN

The Management of multiple victims of a military incident in the emergency department. Caius Bogdan TEUSDEA, Mihai TOMA (Bucharest, ROMANIA)

The missing piece.ugar CANDER , TURKEY), Abdulaziz DOGAN, Muhammed ídris KEKLIK, Hakan GÜNER, Sezen YILDIZ, Kartal ALUMERT, Leyla OZTURK SONMEZ

The Popping chest. Vijaya MEKA, Anoopkishore CHIDAMBARAM (Luton, UK)

The silent heart attack. Carmen RODRIGUEZ (Palma de Mallorca, SPAIN), Julio OSLEN, German FERMIN, Rosa ROBLES, Pere RULL, Bernardino COMAS, Enara BELANDIA, Esperanza RIUTORT

The Thousand And One Faces Of Sodium. Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN), Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, Maria Del Carmen CABRERA MARTINEZ

The Toxic Turmoil: Do not jump the fox if you suspect a tox!! Aayushi CHOSHKI, Charavi RAJU, Shachi SHUKLA, Rignesh PATEL, Anjali PATEL, Ketan PATEL (AHMEDABAD, INDIA)

The utility of point of care renal ultrasound in uroinary tract infection. Jose RODRIGUEZ-GOMEZ (Merida, SPAIN), Francisco Jesus LUQUE-SANCHEZ, Alberto Angel OVIEDO-GARCIA, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES

There is no upper limit for calcium administration in case of hyperkalemia with ECG changes. Asmaa RAMADAN, Asmaa ALKAFAYY (Alexandria, EGYPT)

Think Slow, Is this a Muscular Pain. Mohamed QOTB, Sherif ALKAFAYY, Ahmad ABDELSADEK (Dublin, IRELAND)

Thoracic outlet syndrome. Beatrix GUERRERO BARRANCO (Almeria, SPAIN), Diego ÁMEZ RAFAEL, Salvador MAROTO MARTIN

Threatening Hemoptisis AS A SEVERE FORM OF PRESENTATION OF AORTA ANEURISM WITH AORTOPULMONARY FISTULA. Carmen NAVARRO BUSTOS, Cristina JIMENEZ HIDALGO (SEVILLE, SPAIN), Jose GALLARDO BAUTISTA, Claudio BUENO MARISCAL, Maria Jose ANGULO FLORENCIO, Marta JIMENEZ MARTINEZ

Thrombocytopenia delayed diagnosed post trauma. Mehmet UNALDI (Istanbul, TURKEY), Yavuz YIGIT, Onur KARAKAYAL, Huseyn Cahit HALHALI, Emrah CELIK, Serkan YILMAZ

Tracheal Stenosis Secondary to Posterior Sternocleidomastoid Dislocation. Ryosuke YAMASHITA (Hyogo, JAPAN), Shin-Ichi NAKAYAMA, Satoshi ISHIHARA

Transgender female to male with progressive emergent lower back pain. Amie KIM (New York, USA), Christopher GENTILE

Transient of winter syndrome : importance of electrocardiogram monitoring. Ines CHEN (Tunis, TUNISIA), Asma ALOUI, Ahmed SOUAHY, Chiraz BEN SLIMENE, Aihem AZOUIZI, Mohamed MGUIIDICH, Hanene GHAZALI, Sami SOUSSI

Transorbtial penetrating injury: case report. Angela Maria AREVALO-PARDAL (VALLADOLID, SPAIN), Begoña GREGORIO-CRESPO, Amanda FRANCISCO-AMADOR, Raquel TALEGON-MARTIN, Maria JAIME-ARZURA, Rosa CASTELLANOS-FLOREZ

Trauma in football field: pectus excavatum and sternal fracture. Muhammed Furkan ERBAY (ERZURUM, TURKEY), Ilker AKBAS

Traumatic Cardiac arrest caused by a penetrating stingray barb. Ivan CHUA (Singapore, SINGAPORE)

Traumatic intercostal lung herniation in polytrauma patient – a case report. Tino KLACNIK (Zagreb, CROATIA, Filip KONKEL, Ivana NESEK ADAM, Maja KARAMAN ILIC, Elvira GRIZELJ STOJICIC, Aleksandra SMILJANIC

Two Cases of Parsonage-Turner Syndrome. Wan Hasbi HANAFI (Cavan, IRELAND), Ahmed SHEIKH, Ashraf BUTT

Two same problems. Isabel FERNANDEZ MARIN (Madrid, SPAIN), Victor SANCHEZ ALEMANY, Elena MARTINEZ CHAMORRO, Sergio REVUELTU SUERO, Luis PEREZ ORDONO, Ana MORA SANCHEZ, Luz Tamara VAZQUEZ RODRIGUEZ, Maria CUADRADO FERNANDEZ, Ana Belen CARLAVILLA MARTINEZ

Ultrasoundography diagnosis of a radial artery pseudoaneurysm in the emergency department. Margarita ALGABA-MONTES (Sevilla, SPAIN), Alberto Angel OVIEDO-GARCIA, Francisco Jesus LUQUE-SANCHEZ, Jose Rodriguez-GOMEZ

Ultrasound guided femoral nerve blockade for femoral fracture, unmasking other traumatic injury. Ela SHAER, Tzahi SLUTZKY (moshav chovach, ISRAEL), Yosef AZYENBERG

Ultrasound-guided femoral nerve block for hip fractures in the Emergency Department. Alberto Angel OVIEDO-GARCIA (BOSHERMANS (SEVILLA), SPAIN), Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, Jose RODRIGUEZ-GOMEZ, Francisco Jesus LUQUE-SANCHEZ

Uncommon complications of a baker’s cyst. Angela Maria AREVALO-PARDAL (VALLADOLID, SPAIN), Amanda FRANCISCO-AMADOR, Maria JAIME-ARZURA, Raquel TALEGON-MARTIN, Daniel SERRANO-HERRERO, Begoña GREGORIO-CRESPO

Unexpected case of uterine rupture in unscarred cæsarean. Susmita ROY CHOWDHURY (Singapore, SINGAPORE), Joy GAHAI

Uncommon pseudocholinesterase deficiency in a patient undergoing emergency surgery. Lorena RIVERA (Barcelona, SPAIN), Cristina IBAÑEZ, Marta MAGALDI, Pau BENET, Adrián FERNANDEZ, Ángel CABALLERO

Unusual Case of Energy Drink Intoxication. Kalsejith BANK (Bangalore, INDIA), Firozahmed H TORGAJ

Unusual etiology of lumbar pain. Mehdì BEN LASSOUED (Tunis, TUNISIA), Olfa DJEBBI, Yousra GUETARI, Bassem CHATRBI, Mouhni HAGUI, Khaled LAMINE

Unusual ocular injury by an irrigation needle. Ahmet SEBE, Ayka AKPINAR AÇIKALIN, Nezihat Rana DIESEL, Yusuf AKGUN, Ipek SEBE (Istanbul, TURKEY)

Unusual presentation of pulmonary edema in pre hospital care: case discussion. Hajar KRAIEEM (Sousse, TUNISIA), Aymen FERSI, Sami BEN AHMED, Majdi OMRI, Mohamed Aymen JAOUDAI, Nacif CHEBLI

Unusually bad behaviour; an uncommon presentation of head trauma. Monica PUTICU, Ligia RUS, Johanna KATAI (Arad, ROMANIA)

Urimona: A Rare Consequence Of A Ureteric Calculi. Abdullah RANA (Galway, IRELAND), Mdqad LAKHANIE, Brian MCNICHOLL

Use of an online teaching platform for emergency medicine trainees. Gavin TUNNARD (Elgin, UK)
Sunday 09 September

14:35 - 14:55

CPR / Resuscitation

Moderator: Lisanne KOSTEK (GERMANY)

- #15725 - PH017 Smartphone video-assisted advanced life support for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest by emergency medical service teams under physician direction. Lee DONG KEON, Park SEUNGMIN (Anyang, KOREA)
- #15927 - PH018 Impact of agonal breathing with and without a carotid pulse on emergency medical service arrival at patient in outcomes of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest: an observational study. Hisanori KUROSAKI (Kanazawa, JAPAN), Yutaka TAKEI, Yoshiho TANAKA, Hideo INABA
- #15004 - PH019 Paediatric resuscitation, how to we keep ourselves right (right dose) in the PErUKI network. Haiko Kurt JAHN (London, UK), Santosh PRADHAN
- #15129 - Usefulness of point-of-care musculoskeletal ultrasound performed by the emergency physician. Francisco Jesús LUQUE-SÁNCHEZ, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCÍA, Francisco Jesús LUQUE-SÁNCHEZ, José RODRIGUEZ-GÓMEZ

14:35 - 14:55

Moderator: Conaill KELLY (London, UK)

- #15119 - Use of point of care d-dimer to diagnose pulmonary embolism in a patient with no risk factors. Susan SHERWALI (London, UK), Irfan ULLAH
- #14683 - Usefulness of clinical ultrasound in the emergency department in a patient with shoulder pain. Margarita ALGABA-MONTES (Sevilla, SPAIN), Francisco Jesús LUQUE-SÁNCHEZ, José RODRIGUEZ-GÓMEZ
- #14950 - Vegetarianism and rickets: a newer reason for an old age problem. Lucy PATERSON-BROWN (London, UK), Rebecca HODGKINSON, Joanne CRyER, Chloé MACAULAY, Nicola MCDONALD
- #15188 - Ventricular tachycardia due to severe hyperkalemia in a patient with acute renal failure. María Del Carmen CABRERA MARTINEZ, Jorge PALACIOS CASTILLO, Pilar VALVERDE VALLEJO (MALAGA, SPAIN)

14:30 - 14:35

POSTER HIGHLIGHT SESSIONS - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION - COFFEE

14:35 - 14:55

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 1 - SCREEN H10

CPR / Resuscitation

Moderator: Lisanne KOSTEK (GERMANY)

- #15725 - PH017 Smartphone video-assisted advanced life support for out-of-hospital cardiac arrest by emergency medical service teams under physician direction. Lee DONG KEON, Park SEUNGMIN (Anyang, KOREA)
- #15927 - PH018 Impact of agonal breathing with and without a carotid pulse on emergency medical service arrival at patient in outcomes of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest: an observational study. Hisanori KUROSAKI (Kanazawa, JAPAN), Yutaka TAKEI, Yoshiho TANAKA, Hideo INABA
- #15004 - PH019 Paediatric resuscitation, how to we keep ourselves right (right dose) in the PErUKI network. Haiko Kurt JAHN (London, UK), Santosh PRADHAN
- #15129 - Usefulness of point-of-care musculoskeletal ultrasound performed by the emergency physician. Francisco Jesús LUQUE-SÁNCHEZ, Margarita ALGABA-MONTES, Alberto Ángel OVIEDO-GARCÍA, Francisco Jesús LUQUE-SÁNCHEZ, José RODRIGUEZ-GÓMEZ

14:35 - 14:55

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 1 - SCREEN H3

Administration & Healthcare Policy

Moderator: Tobias BECKER (GERMANY)

- #14604 - PH001 Analysis of cases of sexual assault admitted in the Emergency Department in Mayotte (France). Pierre-Henri DACULSI (Mamoudzou, Thomas LEFÉVRE
- #15041 - PH002 Developing a Culture of Quality Across Ontario’s Emergency Departments: The Return Visit Quality Program. Lucas CHARTIER (CANADA), Howard OvENS, Brittany DAVIS, Emily HAYES, Ivan YUDEN, Sudha KUTTY, Lee FAIRCLOUGH, Olivia OSTROW
- #15142 - PH003 Strategies to direct low-risk emergency patients to primary care - comparison of 6 European countries. Elisabeth ROSSBACH-WILK (München, GERMANY), Patrick PLASAINCE, Ties EIKENDAL, Ulrich BÜRGI, Hans Erik HENRIKSEN, Harald HENNING, Sophie RICHTER, Christoph DODT
Sunday 09 September

**SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 1 - SCREEN H4**

**Biomarkers**

Moderator: Felix LORANG (GERMANY)

- #14930 - PH005 Is d-dimer better with age? - a retrospective. David MOUNTAIN (Perth, AUSTRALIA), Kate DONAGHY, Ellen MCGUCKIN, Jeremy ROGERS
- #15245 - PH006 Copeptin as a potential predictor for clinically important diagnosis and marker for a rule out decision for need of admission - a prospective observational study. Lee TI CHONG (Linköping, SWEDEN), Simona Ioana CHISALITA, Hans ARNOVIST
- #15460 - PH07 What do patients want from us? A systematic review and meta-synthesis of qualitative studies aimed at identifying key determinants of patient experience in Emergency Department care. Blair GRAHAM (YELVERTON, UK), Jos LATOUR, Jason E SMITH, Ruth ENDACOTT
- #15991 - PH008 Validity of serum microRNA-93 and microRNA-191 levels to reduce unnecessary computed tomography in adult patients with minor head trauma. Ozgur SOGUT (ISTANBUL, TURKEY), Demet TAS, Mehmet YIGIT, Onur KAPLAN

**SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 1 - SCREEN H6**

**Clinical Decision Guides and rules**

Moderator: Andrew LOCKEY (UK)

- #14916 - PH009 Obstructed pulmonary vascular volume obtained by automated software in CT angiography as a predictor of mortality after acute pulmonary embolism. Talita Tavares CASTRO, Marcel Koenigkam SANTOS, Danilo WADA, Antonio PAZIN-FILHO, Leonardo SORIANO, Kelvin VILALVA, Valdair Francisco MUGLIA, Carlos Henrique MIRANDA (Ribeirão Preto, BRAZIL)
- #14071 - PH010 Scoring systems to identify patients needing urgent life-saving intervention in the emergency department: a prospective cohort study. Andrew LOCKEY (London, UK), Kirsty CHALLEN
- #15153 - PH011 Use of a hand-held digital diagnostic aid in the early management of simulated war wounds. Michael TRUCHOT, Baptiste BALANCA, Pierre-François WEY, Abdou KHOURY (Besançon Cedex), Hugues LEFORT, Jean-Jacques LEHOT, Jean-Christophe CEJKA
- #15400 - PH012 Patients disposition in overcrowded hospitals: is it safe and effective to use Reverse Triage and readmission screening tools for early discharge? An observational prospective study. Valeria CARAMELLO (ORBASSANO, ITALY), Adriana BOCCUZZI, Giulia MARULLI

**SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 1 - SCREEN H9**

**Cardiovascular**

Moderator: John-Paul LOUGHERY (UK)

- #15222 - PH014 Predictive factors of recurrence in patients admitted to emergency department with vitamin K antagonists overdose. Ines CHERMITTI (Tunis, TUNESIA), Hela BEN TURKIA, Morsi ELLOUZ, Hanène GHAZALI, Mahbouba CHIKIR, Monia NGACH, Saoussen CHIBOUB, Sami SOUISSI
- #15470 - PH015 Long term outcome in systemic thrombolysis of submassive pulmonary embolism (PE): A meta-analysis. Nqua CHEN WEN (CARDIFF, UK), Timothy RAINER
- #15780 - PH016 Inflammatory markers associated with adverse clinical outcomes in pulmonary embolism: A retrospective case note review of 195 cases. Gordon COOPER (Glasgow, UK), Sheerins OWEN, Michael ADAMSON, Chris KELLY, Alasdair MCFADYEN, Graham MCKENZIE, Adrian BRADY, Chris LOWRIE, Giles RODITTI, Campbell TAIT, O’malley PATRICK, Ross DOLAN, Donogh MAGUIRE

**RESUSCITATION**

**Cardiac Arrest**

Moderators: Wilhelm BEHRINGER (GERMANY), Daniel HORNER (UK)

Coordinator: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK)

- Identifying Patients at Risk for Prehospital Sudden Cardiac Arrest at the Early Phase of Myocardial Infarction. Yves LAMBERT (FRANCE)
- Instant teams for cardiac arrest. Tom EVENS (UK)
- World Restart a Heart. Andrew LOCKEY (UK)
Sunday 09 September

Moderators: Vimal KRISHNAN (INDIA), Donogh MAGUIRE (UK)
Coordinator: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK)

- Locoregional anesthesia in ED. Agnès RICARD-HIBON (FRANCE)
- Pain management in the ED. Carlos GARCIA ROSAS (MEXICO)
- Upping the game: TCI in ED. Fiona BURTON (UK)

15:00 - 16:30

TOXICOLOGY

Moderators: Kurt ANSEEUW (BELGIUM), Bruno MEGARBANE (FRANCE)
Coordinator: Rick BODY (UK)

- Drug-induced hyperthermia: Actions by the emergency physician. Philippe HANTSON (BELGIUM)
- What every emergency physician should know about extracorporeal treatments in poisoning. Philippe HANTSON (BELGIUM), Kurt ANSEEUW (BELGIUM), Bruno MEGARBANE (FRANCE)
- Expect the unexpected: Chemical warfare in the ED. Kurt ANSEEUW (BELGIUM)

15:00 - 16:30

NEVER FORGET THAT
We all know that special situation - but do we always do the right thing? - YEMD Session

Moderators: Della NEBUNU (ROMANIA), Pieter Jan VAN ASBROECK (BELGIUM)

- Bouncebacks - the good, the bad and the ugly. Lucas CHARTIER (CANADA)
- Why does she keep coming back? Domestic violence & the ED. Wilma BERGSTRÖM (GERMANY)
- Saved at second sight. Tom MALYSCH (UK)
- Accepting the mistake. Rok PETROVIC (SLOVENIA)

15:00 - 16:30

WHAT IF
What would happen if we delivered EM differently?

Moderators: Taj HASSAN (UK), Barbara HOGAN (GERMANY)
Coordinator: Christian HOHENSTEIN (GERMANY)

- What if primary care physicians undertake Triage in ED’s? John HEYWORTH (UK)
- What if access to the ED is only possible after a prior authorization from a telephone call center? Jan STROOBANTS (BELGIUM)
- What if there were no 4 hour target in the UK? Taj HASSAN (UK)

15:00 - 16:30

FREE PAPER 2
Administration & Healthcare Policy / Airway / Misc

Moderators: Annmarie Lassen (DENMARK), Charles REYNARD (UK)

- #14750 - FP010 Interventions for medically unexplained symptoms in the emergency department: a critical literature review. George LENNOX (Cambridge, UK), Richard KENDALL
- #14797 - FP011 Comparison of PENTAX-AWS™ and McGrath MAC™ for emergency tracheal intubation by pre-hospital emergency care providers in copious vomiting scenario – A randomized crossover manikin trial. Kei SUZUKI (Hiroshima, JAPAN), Shinji KUSUNOKI, Takuma SADAMORI, Yoko TANABE, Junji ITAI, Nobuaki SHIME
- #15044 - FP012 A comparison of direct versus video laryngoscopy for difficult airway patients in the emergency department: a National Emergency Airway Registry study. Martina MALI, Radosveta WELLS (el paso, USA), Susan WATTS, Robert KILGO, Scott CRAWFORD, Joseph BORAWSKI, Brandon RUDERMAN
- #15203 - FP013 Prevalence, follow-up and risk factors of incidental findings on trauma computed tomography scans, a cross-sectional study at an urban level trauma center. Wei-An Lai (Chiayi, TAIWAN), Pang-Hsu LIU, Ming-Jen TSAI, Ying Cheieh HUANG
- #15240 - FP014 Emergency department intubation methods and their association with adverse events and first pass success: an analysis of over 5,000 intubations from the National Emergency Airway Registry. Freddie FLO (El Paso, USA), Robert KILGO, Renet ROY, Radosveta WELLS, Susan WATTS, Lauren ABBATE
- #15353 - FP015 Prospective observational study about efficiency of reduced core temperature and complications in the period of 72 hours after treatment from heat illness in military personnel. Suthee INTHARACHAT (Bangkok, THAILAND)
- #15475 - FP016 Tubing the right tube. A prospective study to assess the efficacy of use of point of care ultrasound in confirmation of endotracheal tube placement. Jyoti TAMORE (Navi Mumbai, INDIA), Deepali RAJPAL

Page 39 of 63
16:40 - 18:10

**SEPSIS**

Moderators: Christoph DODT (GERMANY), Annmarie LASSEN (DENMARK)
Coordinator: Christian HOHENSTEIN (GERMANY)

- Sepsis vs. viral infection - how to diagnose one and the other at the beginning. Annmarie LASSEN (DENMARK)
- Treatment of Sepsis - is there a new resuscitation bundle? Christoph DODT (GERMANY)
- **HOT TOPIC: Antibiotics in Sepsis - what to use in the early stage in the ED.** Christian BACKER-MOGENSEN (DENMARK)

16:40 - 18:10

**RESUSCITATION**

Thromboembolism

Moderators: Wilhelm BEHRINGER (GERMANY), Matthew REED (UK)
Coordinator: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK)

- Diagnosis of massive PE. Daniel HORNER (UK)
- Treatment of PE. Franck VERSCHUREN (BELGIUM)
- POCUS during and after resuscitation – a MUST? Joseph OSTERWALDER (SWITZERLAND)

16:40 - 18:10

**TRIAGE**

How to make triage work

Moderators: Laura HOWARD (UK), Youri YORDANOV (FRANCE)
Coordinator: Rick BODY (UK)

- What is successful triage? Henriette MOLL (THE NETHERLANDS)
- Major incident triage: sorting the apples from the pears. James VASSALLO (UK)
- What’s new about triage? Ana NAVIO (SPAIN)

16:40 - 18:10

**THE OLD AND THE YOUNG**

Geriatric insights for young doctors - YEMD Session

Moderators: Wilma BERGSTROM (GERMANY), Jacinta A. LUCKE (THE NETHERLANDS)

- Geriatric Scenarios. Zerrin Defne DUNDAR (TURKEY)
- Abdominal Pain in the Elderly. Mehmet Akif KARAMERCAN (TURKEY)
- Pearls and pitfalls when treating older patients. Roberta PETRINO (ITALY)

16:40 - 18:10

**NEW TECHNOLOGIES**

Moderators: Abdelouahab BELLOU (USA), Luis GARCIA-CASTRILLO (SPAIN)
Coordinator: Rick BODY (UK)

- The transformative power of digital health in the emergency department. Catherine CHRONAKI (BELGIUM)
- The generic applicability of the modelling based approach. Tiziana MARGARIA STEFFEN (IRELAND)
- Standards and assessment of health care technology. Magnus STRIDSMANN (SWEDEN)
FREE PAPER 3
Cardiovascular / Disaster Medicine

Moderators: Carlos GARCIA ROSAS (MEXICO), John HEYWORTH (UK)

- #14534 - FP019 Immediate 'rule out' of Acute Coronary Syndromes in emergency department: derivation and external validation of The History and Electrocardiography only Manchester Acute Coronary Syndromes (HE-MACS) decision aid. Abdulrhman ALGHAMDI (Manchester, UK), Laura HOWARD, Charles REYNARD, Philip MOSS, Heather JARMAN, Kevin MACKWAY-JONES, Simon CARLEY, Richard BODY

- #14903 - FP020 Observational Study of Accuracy of Interfront Localization between 12-Lead Electrocardiography and Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging in ST-elevation Acute Myocardial Infarction. Seok Geo KIM (Seoul, KOREA), Jin-Ho CHOL, Sung Yeon HWANG, Joo Hyun PARK, Tae Gun SHIN, Min Seob SIM, Il Joon JO, Hee YOON, Won Chul OH, Keun Jeong SONG, Joong Eui RHEE, Yeon Kwon JEONG

- #15173 - FP021 The usefulness of the NEESSI score for risk stratification of patients with acute heart failure at the emergency department: validation in a new Spanish cohort. Oscar MIRO (Barcelona, SPAIN), Xavier ROSELLLO, Victor GIL, Pere LLORENS, Pablo HERRERO-PUENTE, F. Javier MARTIN-SANCHEZ

- #15328 - FP022 Prognostic value of the sum of s-segment depression in patients with non-ST segment elevation acute coronary syndromes

Marwa MABROUK, Hanen GHAZALI, Mouna GAMMOUDI, Ines CHERMITI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Aymen ZOUBLI, Mahbouba CHKIR, Sawseen CHIBOUB, Sami SOUISSI

- #15597 - FP023 Detection of arterial calcification by computer tomography in patients with presumed low cardiovascular risk in emergency department. Tarso A. D. ACCORSI, Flavio TOCCI MOREIRA (São Paulo, BRAZIL), Janaina Cube VARELLA, Tatiana HELFENSTEIN, Eliane Roselli BARREIRA, Munique Rafaela Borges Rios BIANCHI, Ronaldo Hues BARONI, José Leão SOUZA JUNIOR, Paulo Marcelo ZIMMER

- #16071 - FP024 short-term prognostic value of Endothelial function associated with TIMI score in acute coronary syndrome (ACS). Nadia BEN BRAHIM (Monastir, TUNISIA), Naoures JOUMA, Maroua TOUMIA, Mohamed Amine MSOLLI, Adel SEKMA, Kaouther BELTAIEF, Semir NOUIRA


- #15612 - FP026 Disaster training and knowledge in Flemish ambulance personnel. Luc MORTELHANS (ANTWERP, BELGIUM), Olivier HOOGMARTENS, Erik GENBRUGGE, Marc SABBE

18:15
18:15 - 19:00

OPENING CEREMONY

Moderator: Ahmed KAZMI (UK)

- Official Opening of the Congress. Bailie Ade AIBINU (UK)
- President of EUSEM. Roberta PETRINO (ITALY)
- President of RCEM. Taj HASSAN (UK)
- President of ECOC. Patrick PLAISANCE (FRANCE)

Monday 10 September

08:30
08:30 - 08:00

KEYNOTE LECTURE 1
Implementing change in EM

Speaker: Gareth CLEGG (UK)

09:10
09:10 - 10:40

TRAUMA
The secrets of delivering state of the art major trauma care

Moderators: Basar CANDAR (TURKEY), Karim TAZAROURTE (FRANCE)
Coordinator: Rick BODY (UK)

- Silver trauma – observations from the largest European Trauma Registry. Fiona LECKY (UK)
- Fragility fractures in Emergency Medicine. Tobias LINDNER (GERMANY)
- Management of traumatic brain injury in the Emergency Department. Fiona LECKY (UK)

09:10 - 10:40

GERIATRIC
Interactive Session - The big geriatriic emergency medicine quiz-Test your knowledge with experts

Moderators: Jacinta A. LUCKE (THE NETHERLANDS), James WALLACE (UK)
Coordinator: Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)

Jacinta A. LUCKE (THE NETHERLANDS), James WALLACE (UK), Mehmet ERGİN (TURKEY), Simon CONROY (UK), Bas DE GROOT (THE NETHERLANDS), Arjum THAUR (UK)

FP035 Quality of bystander-performed chest compressions and prehospital advanced life support differently affect the outcomes of out-of-hospital cardiac arrests receiving bystander cardiopulmonary resuscitation: a propensity-matched observational study. 

Hideo INABA, Kurosaki HISANORI, Jiri SEINER, Jiri KARASEK (Liberec, CZECH REPUBLIC), Jiri SEINER, Metodej RENZA (GLASGOW, UK), Robin TAYLOR

FP034 Prolonged Transport of Patients After Out-of-hospital Cardiac Arrest (OHCA) Primarily to Regional Cardiac Arrest Center (CAC) Doesn’t Affect Initial Hemodynamic Parameters and Outcomes. 

Jiri KARASEK, Jiri KARASEK (Liberec, CZECH REPUBLIC)

FP033 The impact of a treatment escalation / limitation plan on non-beneficial interventions and harms to patients approaching the end of life in an acute hospital. A cohort study. 

Calvin LIGHTBODY (GLASGOW, UK), Robin TAYLOR

FP032 Informal vs. formal triage: A prospective study on two triage systems in an all-comer emergency population. 

Incifer KANBUR (TURKEY)

FP031 Old and new screening tools for sepsis and septic shock in an emergency department all-comer population. 

Ricardo NIEVES ORTEGA, Christiane ROSIN (Basel, SWITZERLAND), Roland BINGISSER, Christian H. NICKEL

FP028 The Glasgow triage system: a simple, pragmatic, physiological score based triage system that demonstrates improved performance and reduced hospital admission rates. 

Hugh MCDONALD, Donough MAGUIRE (Glasgow, UK)

FP027 The central role of a children’s hospital during a terrorist attack: experiences from Nice. 

Jeffrey FRANC (CANADA), Said HACHIMI IDRISSI (BELGIUM)

FP026 PEM reflections on paediatric mass casualties at the Manchester bombing. 

Rachel JENNEN (UK)

FP025 Age adjusted D-Dimer in PE. 

Andy NEILL (IRELAND)

FP024 Lessons from the Haiti earthquake: an orthopaedic perspective. 

Simone LAZZERI (ITALY)

FP023 The role of a children’s hospital during a terrorist attack: experiences from Nice. 

Bas DE GROOT (THE NETHERLANDS), Arjum THAUR (UK)

FP022 PEM reflections on paediatric mass casualties at the Manchester bombing. 

Rachel JENNEN (UK)

FP021 - FP032 Informal vs. formal triage: A prospective study on two triage systems in an all-comer emergency population. 

Incifer KANBUR (TURKEY)

FP020 The impact of a treatment escalation / limitation plan on non-beneficial interventions and harms to patients approaching the end of life in an acute hospital. A cohort study. 

Calvin LIGHTBODY (GLASGOW, UK), Robin TAYLOR

FP019 Prolonged Transport of Patients After Out-of-hospital Cardiac Arrest (OHCA) Primarily to Regional Cardiac Arrest Center (CAC) Doesn’t Affect Initial Hemodynamic Parameters and Outcomes. 

Jiri KARASEK, Jiri KARASEK (Liberec, CZECH REPUBLIC), Jiri SEINER, Metodej RENZA (GLASGOW, UK), Robin TAYLOR

FP018 The central role of a children’s hospital during a terrorist attack: experiences from Nice. 

Jeffrey FRANC (CANADA), Said HACHIMI IDRISSI (BELGIUM)

FP017 Old and new screening tools for sepsis and septic shock in an emergency department all-comer population. 

Ricardo NIEVES ORTEGA, Christiane ROSIN (Basel, SWITZERLAND), Roland BINGISSER, Christian H. NICKEL

FP016 PEM reflections on paediatric mass casualties at the Manchester bombing. 

Rachel JENNEN (UK)

FP015 Age adjusted D-Dimer in PE. 

Andy NEILL (IRELAND)

FP014 Lessons from the Haiti earthquake: an orthopaedic perspective. 

Simone LAZZERI (ITALY)

FP013 The role of a children’s hospital during a terrorist attack: experiences from Nice. 

Bas DE GROOT (THE NETHERLANDS), Arjum THAUR (UK)

FP012 - FP021 Informal vs. formal triage: A prospective study on two triage systems in an all-comer emergency population. 

Incifer KANBUR (TURKEY)

FP011 Prolonged Transport of Patients After Out-of-hospital Cardiac Arrest (OHCA) Primarily to Regional Cardiac Arrest Center (CAC) Doesn’t Affect Initial Hemodynamic Parameters and Outcomes. 

Jiri KARASEK, Jiri KARASEK (Liberec, CZECH REPUBLIC), Jiri SEINER, Metodej RENZA (GLASGOW, UK), Robin TAYLOR

FP009 - FP106 The assessment of the acutely dyspneic patient with ultrasound. 

Jiri SEINER (Liberec, CZECH REPUBLIC), Jiri KARASEK, Jiri KARASEK (Liberec, CZECH REPUBLIC)
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10:40

POSTER HIGHLIGHT SESSIONS - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION - COFFEE

10:45

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 2 - SCREEN H10
Disease & Injury Prevention

Moderator: Yonathan FREUND (FRANCE)

### #15298 - PH037
A qualitative evaluation of Navigator, an emergency department violence intervention programme: view of the service users. **Lois STEUART** (Glasgow, UK), Christine GOODALL, Ross MQOOEQUIE, David LOWE

### #15560 - PH038
The influence of time on the predictive value of the post-resuscitation electrocardiogram: a single centre, retrospective, observational pilot study. **Carl EVANS** (Newbury, UK), Magnus NELSON

### #15615 - PH039
Avalanche Rescue – Training and Body Position determine extraction time A randomized single blinded mannequin study. **Bernd WALLNER** (Innsbruck, AUSTRIA), Luca MORODER, Anna BRANDT, Hannah KRANEThITER, Stefanie ERHART, Gabriel PUTZER, Giacomo STRAPAZZON, Peter MAIR, Hermann BRUGGER

### #15926 - PH040
Two birds with one stone – utilizing emergency department patients’ waiting times by hand-hygiene instructions – a pilot study at the University Hospital Zurich, Switzerland. **Doris ES** (Zurich, SWITZERLAND), Claudia DELL’APOLLONIA, Patrik HONEGGER, Dagmar KELLER

10:45 - 11:05

BRKZ1H10

10:45 - 11:05

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 2 - SCREEN H11
Disaster Medicine

Moderator: Matthew GREEN (UK)

### #15279 - PH021
Comparative analysis of mass casualty incident triage methods using computer simulation. **Ruben DE ROUCK** (Jette, BELGIUM), Selma KOOGHEE, Michel DEBACKER, Filip VAN UTTERBEEK, Erwin DHONDT, Ives HUBLOE

### #15425 - PH022
Williness to work of Belgian hospital staff in disasters: a mixed method study. **Christel HENDRICKX** (Bonheiden, BELGIUM), Pieter Van TURNHOUT, Luc MONTIELMANS, Marc SABBE, Lieve PEREMANS

### #15608 - PH023
A survey of Canadian Armed Forces nursing officers’ knowledge of blood transfusions. **Sheena TEED** (Montreal, CANADA), Joanne SCHMID, Jeffrey FRANC

### #16063 - PH024
Acute Health Effects Following the Use of Chlorine Gas as a Chemical Weapon in Kfarzita 2014. **Abdallah ELSAFTI ELSAIDY, M.D., M.SC** (Doha, QATAR), Saad AL-SAID, Garlant GERLANT VAN BERLAER, M.D., M.SC, Ives HUBLOE, M.D., PH.D.

10:45 - 11:05

BRKZ1H11

10:45 - 11:05

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 2 - SCREEN H14
Biomarkers

Moderator: John-Paul LOUGHREY (UK)

### #15860 - PH026
Availabilty of soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor at triage can provide an accurate risk stratification in emergency departments: a substudy of the triage iii trial. **Martin SCHULTZ** (Herlev, DENMARK), Line Jee Hartmann RASMUSSEN, Birgitte Hybo JENSEN, Lisbet RAW, Thomas KALLEMOSE, Theis LANGE, Lars KØRER, Lars Simon RASMUSSEN, Jesper EUGEN-OLSEN, Kasper Karmark VERSSEN

### #15941 - PH027
Immune phenotype related to coinfetion in patients admitted to the emergency department for influenza virus infection. **Ana Catalina HERNANDEZ PADILLA** (Limosges), Robin JEANNET, Thomas LAFO, Olivier BARRAUD, Sébastien HANTZ, Anne-Laure FEODOU, Marine GOUDELIN, Bruno EVRARD, Arnaud DESACHY, Philippe VIGNON, Thomas DAIX, Bruno FRANÇOIS

### #15980 - PH028
Diagnostic accuracy of presepsin in infants younger than 3 months with fever without source: preliminary data. **Niccolò PARRI** (Florence, ITALY), Francesca TIRELLI, Martina GIACALONE, Laura GRISOPTO, Chiara STEFANI, Paola BERLESE, Liviana DA DALT, Luca BAROERO, Angelo Giovanni DEL MONACO, Susanna ESPOSITO, Marta COFINI, Virginia Elisa RINALDI, Itala CORSINI, Luca PIERANTONI, Marcello LANARI, Stefano MAS

10:45 - 11:05

BRKZ1H14

10:45 - 11:05

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 2 - SCREEN H16
Education & Training

Moderator: Katarina VESELA (CZECH REPUBLIC)
Monday 10 September

11:10 - 12:40

Coordinator: Dimitris TIFTISSIS, Georgios INTAS (NIKAIA, GREECE), Eudokia KAKLAMANOUL, Apostolos FOUTRIS, Eirini KONSTANTINIDOU

TRAUMA
Moderators: Rashid ABU-RAJAB (UK), Jean-Jacques BANIHACHEMI (FRANCE)

- Knee examination tips and tricks from an emergency physician perspective. Patricia O’CONNOR (UK)
- Benefit of MRI in shoulder injuries with normal x-ray. Jean-Jacques BANIHACHEMI (FRANCE)
- Management of the injured hand. Franck VERSCHUREN (BELGIUM)

ULTRASOUND
Breaking the waves - the world beyond FAST and RUSH
Moderators: James CONNOLLY (UK), Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)

- POCUS and Bayesian Thinking-how to make good decisions and avoid false friends. Nicolas LIM (IRELAND)
- Guiding resuscitation with TEE. Felipe TERAN (USA)
- POCUS vs. X-Ray. Beatrice HOFFMANN (USA)

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 2 - SCREEN H9
Cardiovascular
Moderator: Pieter Jan VAN ASBROECK (BELGIUM)

- 11:10 - 12:40

11:10

PRE-HOSPITAL
Delivering high quality prehospital care
Moderators: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK), Leif ROGNAS (DENMARK)
Coordinator: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK)

- Quality Indicators in Prehospital Care. Andreas KRUGER (NORWAY)
- HOT TOPIC: Performance under pressure. Stephen HEARNS (UK)
- Simulation in Pre-Hospital Care. Gareth GRIER (UK)

TRAUMA
Minor but important: the expert approach to minor injuries
Moderators: Rashid ABU-RAJAB (UK), Jean-Jacques BANIHACHEMI (FRANCE)
Coordinator: Rick BODY (UK)

- Knee examination tips and tricks from an emergency physician perspective. Patricia O’CONNOR (UK)
- Benefit of MRI in shoulder injuries with normal x-ray. Jean-Jacques BANIHACHEMI (FRANCE)
- Management of the injured hand. Franck VERSCHUREN (BELGIUM)

ULTRASOUND
Breaking the waves - the world beyond FAST and RUSH
Moderators: James CONNOLLY (UK), Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)
Coordinator: Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)

- POCUS and Bayesian Thinking-how to make good decisions and avoid false friends. Nicolas LIM (IRELAND)
- Guiding resuscitation with TEE. Felipe TERAN (USA)
- POCUS vs. X-Ray. Beatrice HOFFMANN (USA)
HOW TO READ, WRITE AND PRESENT
Avoid death by powerpoint, learn to read papers and publish them - YEMP Session

Moderators: Lucas CHARTIER (CANADA), Jona SHKURTI (ALBANIA)

- Talk like a pro - make your presentation stand out. Martin FANDLER (GERMANY)
- Go, get published. Luca CARENZO (ITALY)
- How to critically read literature. Jona SHKURTI (ALBANIA)

Room: Boisdale

11:10 - 12:40

PAEDIATRICS ABSTRACT AWARD
PEDIATRICS ABSTRACT AWARD
PEM Research. A joint initiative of REPEM, APEM, and PERUKI

Moderators: Rianne OOSTENBRINK (THE NETHERLANDS), Damian ROLAND (UK)

- Towards integrated care for febrile children in the emergency department: progress and challenges in Europe. Rianne OOSTENBRINK (THE NETHERLANDS), Damian ROLAND (UK)
- #14682 - PEM01 Hemispheric cerebral oximetry (rcSO2) readings in Status Epilepticus in a pediatric emergency department: relationship to seizure complexity, anticonvulsant therapy and possible prediction trends. Thomas ABRAMO ME (Little Rock, USA), Hannah BAER, Hailey HARDGRAVE, Z HARRIS, Thomas MCCARTY, Nicholas PORTER MD, Cruz VELASCO GONZALEZ
- #14970 - PEM02 Utility of chest X-rays in febrile infants under three months of age: the Maltese scenario. Ruth FARRUGIA (Msida, MALTA), Charles BORG, Veronika SAID PULLICINO, André S. GATT
- #14984 - PEM03 Acute traumatic coagulopathy in childhood and high mobility group box 1. Emel USLU OSOY (Izmir, TURKEY), Murat DUMAN, Aykut ÇAĞLAR (Barakaldo, SPAIN), Erkan AKBULUT (Izmir, TURKEY)
- #15214 - PEM04 Prevalence of respiratory viral infections in febrile young infants with elevated blood biomarkers. Roberto VELASCO (Zaragoza, SPAIN), David GARCIA GIL (Barakaldo, SPAIN)
- #15333 - PEM05 Can integrated Pulmonary Index predict hospitalization in children with moderate to severe bronchiolitis? Murat ANIL, Gulsen YALÇIN, Gamze GOKALP, Emel BERKSOY, Sema BOZKAYA YILMAZ, Sule DEMIR, Murat ANIL (Izmir, TURKEY)
- #15352 - PEM06 Characteristics and outcomes of pediatric emergencies in Nicaragua. Liviana DA DALT, Francesco MARTINOLI, Miriam CHAMORRO, Raquel ABARCA, Soraya SOLANO, Giovanni MONTINI, Gianni TOGNONI, Fabio SERENI, Silvia BRESCIAN (Padova, ITALY)
- The eclipsE trial: Levetiracetam versus phenytoin in status epilepticus. Mark LYTTLE (UK), Richard APPLETON
- The joint REPEM, PERUKI and APEM Elizabeth Molyneux award.

Room: Carron

FREE PAPER 5
GERIATRICS / SHOCK

Moderators: Tobias BECKER (GERMANY), Ellen WEBER (USA)

- #14579 - FP037 CAMICU may not be the optimal screening tool for early delirium screening in older Emergency Department patients, a prospective cohort study. Jacinta LUCKE (LEIDEN, THE NETHERLANDS), Jelle DE GELDER, Laura BLOMAAR, Jaap FOETELOO, Jelmer ALSMA, Stephanie SCHUIT, Ankie BRINK, Yasmin DE GROOT, Gerard-Jan BLAUW, Simon MOOUAART
- #14665 - FP038 Older patients visiting the emergency department: a profile of patients' and healthcare providers' perspectives on preventability. Marloes VERHAEVEN (Venlo, THE NETHERLANDS), Fransje SNIJNERS, Loes JANSENS, Yvette MOLL, Floor Eo CAMERAN-CELIE, Nathalie PETERS, Louise VAN GALEN, Prabath NAYAYAKKARA, Dennis BARTEN
- #14858 - FP039 Retrospective audit of advanced care planning for care home patients presenting to the emergency department. Jamie COOPER, Emma RHICHBETH (ABERDEEN, UK), Jamie COOPER
- #14915 - FP040 Short-stay unit hospitalisation in acutely admitted older internal medicine patients - a randomised trial. Camilla STRÖM (Copenhagen S, DENMARK), Lars Simon RASMUSSEN, Anne-Sofie LÖWE, Anne Kathrine LORENTZEN, Nicolai LOHSE, Kim Hvid Benn MADSEN, Søren Wistisen RASMUSSEN, Thomas Andersen SCHMIDT
- #15089 - FP042 Adherence to geriatric emergency department guidelines in routine care. Laura BLOMAAR (Leiden, THE NETHERLANDS), Frank Van BAARLE, Anja BOOIJEN, Jacinta LUCKE, Jelle DE GELDER, Jacobijn GUSSEKLOO, Simon MOOUAART, Bas DE GROOT
- #15596 - FP043 Using music to improve the experience of patients with dementia in the emergency department - an observational study. Lucinda GORRIE (Kirkcaldy, UK), Maggie CURRER
- #14877 - FP044 Clinical prediction rule for distinguishing bacterial from aseptic meningitis in children with cerebrospinal fluid pleocytosis. Santiago MINTEGI (Barakaldo, SPAIN), Silvia GARCIA, Eunate ARANA-ARI, Isabel DURAN, Maria-Jose MARTIN, Javier BENITO, Catarina FERNANDEZ, Susanna FERNANDEZ-BOU
- #15197 - FP045 Is prehospital blood transfusion safe and effective? A systematic review and meta-analysis. Tim RUIJNHOUD (Nijmegen, THE NETHERLANDS)

Room: Gala

12:30 - 14:00

FREE PAPER 5
GERIATRICS / SHOCK

Moderators: Tobias BECKER (GERMANY), Ellen WEBER (USA)

- #14579 - FP037 CAMICU may not be the optimal screening tool for early delirium screening in older Emergency Department patients, a prospective cohort study. Jacinta LUCKE (LEIDEN, THE NETHERLANDS), Jelle DE GELDER, Laura BLOMAAR, Jaap FOETELOO, Jelmer ALSMA, Stephanie SCHUIT, Ankie BRINK, Yasmin DE GROOT, Gerard-Jan BLAUW, Simon MOOUAART
- #14665 - FP038 Older patients visiting the emergency department: a profile of patients' and healthcare providers' perspectives on preventability. Marloes VERHAEVEN (Venlo, THE NETHERLANDS), Fransje SNIJNERS, Loes JANSENS, Yvette MOLL, Floor Eo CAMERAN-CELIE, Nathalie PETERS, Louise VAN GALEN, Prabath NAYAYAKKARA, Dennis BARTEN
- #14858 - FP039 Retrospective audit of advanced care planning for care home patients presenting to the emergency department. Jamie COOPER, Emma RHICHBETH (ABERDEEN, UK), Jamie COOPER
- #14915 - FP040 Short-stay unit hospitalisation in acutely admitted older internal medicine patients - a randomised trial. Camilla STRÖM (Copenhagen S, DENMARK), Lars Simon RASMUSSEN, Anne-Sofie LÖWE, Anne Kathrine LORENTZEN, Nicolai LOHSE, Kim Hvid Benn MADSEN, Søren Wistisen RASMUSSEN, Thomas Andersen SCHMIDT
- #15089 - FP042 Adherence to geriatric emergency department guidelines in routine care. Laura BLOMAAR (Leiden, THE NETHERLANDS), Frank Van BAARLE, Anja BOOIJEN, Jacinta LUCKE, Jelle DE GELDER, Jacobijn GUSSEKLOO, Simon MOOUAART, Bas DE GROOT
- #15596 - FP043 Using music to improve the experience of patients with dementia in the emergency department - an observational study. Lucinda GORRIE (Kirkcaldy, UK), Maggie CURRER
- #14877 - FP044 Clinical prediction rule for distinguishing bacterial from aseptic meningitis in children with cerebrospinal fluid pleocytosis. Santiago MINTEGI (Barakaldo, SPAIN), Silvia GARCIA, Eunate ARANA-ARI, Isabel DURAN, Maria-Jose MARTIN, Javier BENITO, Catarina FERNANDEZ, Susanna FERNANDEZ-BOU
- #15197 - FP045 Is prehospital blood transfusion safe and effective? A systematic review and meta-analysis. Tim RUIJNHOUD (Nijmegen, THE NETHERLANDS)
12:55

**YEMD SPEED NETWORKING SESSION**
Ask the questions you've always wanted to ask, but never had the chance to...

---

**SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM**
**NOAC reversal: A new landscape of reduced risk**
**Topic: Antithrombotic therapy and reversal agents**

- NOACs: the current landscape.  **John CAMM (UK)**
- Management of patients on NOACs: trauma experiences.  **Sylvia HAAS (GERMANY)**
- Examining NOAC reversal agents.  **Deepa ARACHCHILLAGE (UK)**
- Completing the Picture of NOAC Reversal: Factor Xa Reversal.  **Alexander COHEN (UK)**

Room Forth

12:55 - 13:55

---

**SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM**
Expert analysis of a POC hsTnI and the ability to rule-out in 15 minutes of arrival to the ED.

**Moderators:**  **Rick BODY (UK), Paul JARVIS (UK)**

- Is it possible to safely rule-out myocardial infarction within 15 minutes of a single blood-draw on arrival at the ED? The state-of-the-art appraisal of point of care troponin tests and a glimpse of the future.  **Martin THAN (NEW ZEALAND)**

Room Boisdale

12:55 - 13:55

---

**GERIATRIC**
Suffering, comfort and healing - challenges of geriatric emergency medicine

**Moderators:**  **Roland BINGISSER (SWITZERLAND), Christian NICKEL (SWITZERLAND)**

**Coordinator:**  **Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)**

- Frailty.  **Christian NICKEL (SWITZERLAND)**
- Silver Trauma (the changing face of trauma).  **Tim COATS (UK)**
- Sepsis in Older Patients: Recognition and Management.  **Bas DE GROOT (THE NETHERLANDS)**
- 🔴 HOT TOPIC: End-of-life Care in Older Patients.  **Mary DAWOOD (UK)**

Clyde Auditorium

14:10

14:10 - 15:40

---

**ULTRASOUND HIGHLAND GAMES**
Interactive Session

**Coordinator:**  **Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)**

**Speakers:**  **James CONNOLLY (UK), Beatrice HOFFMANN (USA), Nicolas LIM (IRELAND), Eftychia POLYGOGPOULO (GREECE)**

\[\text{Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND), Felipe TERAN (USA)}\]

Lomond Auditorium

14:10 - 15:40

---

**TRAUMA**
The Changing Face of Trauma

**Moderators:**  **Basar CANDER (TURKEY), Franck VERSCHUREN (BELGIUM)**

**Coordinator:**  **Rick BODY (UK)**

- Biomarkers of Traumatic Brain Injury.  **Frank PEACOCK (USA)**
- Trauma call: State of the art beyond ABCDE.  **Tobias LINDNER (GERMANY)**
- Diagnostic errors in the emergency department: follow up of patients with minor trauma.  **Abdelouahab BELLOU (USA)**
- Impact of trauma in Mexico.  **Carlos GARCIA ROSAS (MEXICO)**

Room Forth

14:10 - 15:40

---
Monday 10 September
15:40

PREHOSPITAL DISCUSSION: DOCTORS AND PARAMEDICS
Education and resource utilisation in prehospital EM (discussion) - YEMD Session
Moderators: Matthew GREEN (UK), Jana SEBLOVA (CZECH REPUBLIC), Katarina VESELA (CZECH REPUBLIC)
- Education: HEMS experience. Luca CARENZO (ITALY)
- Education: Out of hospital cardiac arrest. Matthew GREEN (UK)
- Education: Doctor AND paramedic. Katarina VESELA (CZECH REPUBLIC)

14:10 - 15:40
PAEDIATRICS
PEM Education
Moderators: Julia SURRIDGE (UK), Luigi TITOMANLO (FRANCE)
- #FOAMus highlight. Gregor PROSEN (SLOVENIA)
- How can #FOAMed be useful to you? Damian ROLAND (UK)
- Simulation in Pediatric Emergency Medicine: Procedural Sedation and Analgesia. Oren FELDMAN (ISRAEL)
- Developing a PEM educational programme in South Africa. Baljit CHEEMA (SOUTH AFRICA)

14:10 - 15:40
FREE PAPER 6
Management / ED Organisation
Moderators: Yonathan FREUND (FRANCE), Door LAUWAERT (BELGIUM)
- #14495 - FP046 A comparative study on the effect of topical phenylephrine with topical tranexamic acid in management of epistaxis. Hamid Reza MEHRVAR, Atabaki PEYMAN, Seyed Hesam RAHMANI (Tabriz, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC), Amin SOHEILLI, Reza SAMAREI, Mir Salar ARIBI
- #14581 - FP047 Improving patient flow in urgent care through online appointment scheduling. Ayobami OLUFADJE (Boston, USA), Joshua JOSEPH, Anne GROSSESTREUER, Leon, D SANCHEZ
- #14660 - FP048 Diagnostic error increases mortality and length of hospital stay in patients presenting through the emergency room: a prospective observational study. Thomas C SAUTER (Merligen, SWITZERLAND), Stefanie C HAUBER, Juliana E. KAEMMER, Laura ZWAAN, Stefan K SCHAUBER, Aristomenis EXADAKTYLOS, Tanja BIRRENBACK, Volker MAIER, Wolf E HAUTZ
- #14897 - FP049 Patients who leave without being seen. Presenting complaints and length of stay – who leaves when? Uli DR HARDING (Wolfsburg, GERMANY), Bernadett DR ERDMANN
- #14943 - FP050 Emergency department overcrowding: Swiss application of the Emergency Department Work Index (EDWIN). Aline HERZOG (Zürich, SWITZERLAND), Ksenija SLANKAMENAC, Dagmar I. KELLER
- #15035 - FP051 Are patients ‘on the doorstep’ of emergency departments more likely to use them for non-urgent visits? An observational study. Colin O’KEEFFE (Sheffield, UK), Suzanne MASON, Susan CROFT, Rebecca SIMPSON, Richard JACQUES
- #15212 - FP052 Analysis of the distribution of time that different cohorts of patients spend in Emergency Departments. Studying the potential impact of applying the 4 hour standard to urgent health problems only. Susan CROFT (Sheffield, UK), Rebecca SIMPSON, Suzanne MASON, Colin O’KEEFFE, Richard JACQUES
- #15398 - FP053 Bad manners in the Emergency Department: A survey among physicians. Karien KLINGBERG, David SRIVASTAVA (Bern, SWITZERLAND)
- #15668 - FP054 Emergency Department closure – the effect on local populations and emergency health services. Findings from the ‘closed’ study. Emma KNOWLES, Suzanne MASON (Sheffield, UK), Neil SHEPHARD, Tony STONE, Lindsey BISHOP-EDWARDS, Jon NICHOLL, Enid HIRST, Linda ABOUZEID

15:40
POSTER HIGHLIGHT SESSIONS - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION - COFFEE

15:45
SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 3 - SCREEN H10
Critical Care
Moderator: Zerrin Defne DUNDAR (TURKEY)
- #15513 - PH057 Evaluating the role of Ultrasonic Cardiac Output Monitor (USCOM) variables in patients with possible shock in the Emergency Department: a preliminary study. Jamie SEYMOUR, Sonvanya KAKHI (Cardiff, UK), Nic NGUA, Timothy RAINER, Afque NADEEM
- #15700 - PH058 A Revised Quick Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (qSOFA) score predicts the outcome of septic patients in emergency department. Zerrin Defne DUNDAR, Volker MAIER, Wolf E HAUTZ
- #15718 - PH059 National Trends in the Opioid Exposures Reported to the U.S. Poison Centers, 2013 – 2017. Saumitra REGE (Charlottesville, USA), Heathen A. BOREK, Asufyani ASAAD, Christopher HOLSTEGE
- #15722 - PH060 Serum lactate level and intra-hospital mortality in patients admitted in the emergency department. Hela BEN TURKIA (Ben arous, TUNISIA)
Monday 10 September

EUSEM 2018
The European Society for Emergency Medicine
10 September - 13 September

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 3 - SCREEN H3
Pain Management / Analgesia / Anesthesia
Moderator: Delia NEBUNU (ROMANIA)

- #14629 - PH041 Efficacy of methoxyflurane inhalation as analgesic medication in a single center emergency department: a feasibility study. Arif KARAKAYA (Geni, BELGIUM), Tom SCHMITZ, Said HACHI-M-IDISSI
- #14994 - PH042 Which treatment for acute nonspecific low back pain? A network meta-analysis using the PRECIS 2-tool. Calvin KIENBACHER, Clemens BUCHSBAUM (Vienna, AUSTRIA), Brigitte WILDNER, Dominik ROTH, David CORDT, Harald HERKNER
- #15327 - PH043 An update to: “Interventions to improve the management of pain in emergency departments: systematic review and narrative synthesis”. Katherine RAHNEJAT (Sheffield, UK), Edward FINCH, Fiona SAMPSON
- #15404 - PH044 Paediatric pain practices in emergency departments of the United Kingdom and Ireland: an international service evaluation survey. Sheena DURNIN (Birmingham, UK), Michael J BARRETT, Mark D LYTTLE, Stuart HARTSHORN

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 3 - SCREEN H4
Imaging / Ultrasound / Radiology
Moderator: Isabel LUECK (GERMANY)

- #14672 - PH045 Door to CT: Stalk the stroke. Saban MOR, Rabia SALAMA (haifa, ISRAEL), Heli PATITO, Aziz DARAWSHA
- #14825 - PH046 Assessment of limitation of the therapeutic effort in French emergency department. Frédéric MOUSTAPA (Clermont-Ferrand), Jean-Baptiste BOUILLON, Charlotte AYZAC, Halhemed DEBBAI, Delphine RUIZ, Christine CARRIAS, Elise SORTAIS, Josselin COLLLOT, Cécile CONDY, Julien RACONNAT, Jannot SCHMIDT
- #15099 - PH047 Prognostic value of the extent of pancreatic necrosis assessed by computed tomography in the severe acute pancreatitis. Maiko ESAKI (OSAKA, JAPAN), Masayasu HORIBE, Masamitsu SANUI, Mitsuhiro SASAKI, Tomonori YAMAMOTO, Tetsuro NISHIMURA, Yasumitsu MIZOBATA, Hirotaka SAWANO, Takashi GOTO, Tsukasa IKEURA, Tsuyoshi HAMADA, Toshihiko MAYUMI
- #15660 - PH048 Lung Ultrasound in the diagnosis of Community-Acquired-Pneumonia in the Emergency Department: prospective multicenter observational study. Estelle BOUCHER, François JAVAUDIN, Nicolas MARJANOVIĆ, Denis HAROCHE, Philippe PES, Idriss ARNAUDET, Julien LE MOULLEC, Philippe LE CONTE (Nantes Cedex 1)

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 3 - SCREEN H6
Infectious Disease / Sepsis
Moderator: Tobias BECKER (GERMANY)

- #14796 - PH049 Review of 371 episodes of urinary tract infection in the elderly in spanish hospital emergency departments. Are there any differences in comparison to other types of infection? Ferran LLOPIS (Barcelona, SPAIN), Carles FERRE, Javier JACOB, Elena FUENTES, Concepcion MARTINEZ, Nelta GALLARDO, Ignasi BARDES
- #14959 - PH050 Impact of structured re-engagement on HIV testing acceptance. Ethan COWAN (New York, USA), Nora MCNULTY, Erick ETING, Anthony LIM, Yvette CALDERON
- #15382 - PH051 The association of serum chloride level and mortality in patients with sepsis or septic shock in the emergency department. A retrospective registry study. Minsung LEE (Seoul, KOREA), Gil Joon SUH, Woon Yong KWON, Kyoung Su KIM, Yoon Sun JUNG, Taegyun KIM
- #15756 - PH052 Performing clinical skills on deployed operations: preparing military emergency nurses for their role. Tony KYLE (Middlesbrough, UK)

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 3 - SCREEN H9
Geriatrics
Moderator: Andrew LOCKEY (UK)

- #14731 - PH054 Validation of two ultra-brief screening tools for delirium detection in the Emergency department. Renan SPODE (Berlin, GERMANY), Martin MÖCKEL, Anna SLAGMANN, Björn SCHOTT
- #15115 - PH055 Older patients with ground level falls in the emergency department – an international retrospective bi-centric analysis of outcome and patients characteristics. Alina LAMPART (Basel, SWITZERLAND), Isabelle ARNOLD, Nina MADEC, Sandra NIEDERMEIER, Nicolas BLESS, Christian NICKEL, Achim ESCHER, Robert STAHL, Roland BINGISSER, Vera PEDERSEN
- #15775 - PH056 Care needs of older people at a general Emergency Department - comparison of three risk screening tools. Thordis THORSTEINSDOTTIR
Monday 10 September

16:10

**PULMONARY**
Assessing and treating respiratory failure

Moderators: Helen ASKITOPOULOU (GREECE), Christian BACKER-MOGENSEN (DENMARK)
Coordinator: Christian HOKENSTEIN (GERMANY)

- Risk stratification in CAP - more than CRB-65 or qSOFA. Jim DUCHARM (CANADA)
- Detection of patient-ventilator asynchrony by waveform analysis during NIV in the emergency room. Is it feasible? Is it useful? Paolo GROFF (ITALY)
- Invasive ventilation - lung protection necessary in the ED? Helen ASKITOPOULOU (GREECE)

16:10 - 17:40

**PRE-HOSPITAL**
ED to PHC and back again

Moderators: Andreas KRUGER (NORWAY), Jana SEBLOVA (CZECH REPUBLIC)
Coordinator: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK)

- Invasive approach to pre-hospital CPR: stay and play, or scoop and run to cathlab? Ondrej FRANEK (CZECH REPUBLIC)
- Advanced Airway Management. Alex KOTTMANN (NORWAY)
- Improving a mature pre-hospital critical care system: implementing a national HEMS network. Leif ROGNAS (DENMARK)

16:10 - 17:40

**GERIATRIC**
Update on current geriatric EM issues

Moderators: Simon CONROY (UK), Jacinta A. LUCKE (THE NETHERLANDS)
Coordinator: Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)

- Delirium 3.0. Jacinta A. LUCKE (THE NETHERLANDS)
- Admission is not the only option. Graham ELLIS (UK)
- Chest Pain in Older Adults. Rick BODY (UK)
- Approach to falls: Emergency perspective versus geriatric perspective. Roland BINGIS (SWITZERLAND), Simon CONROY (UK)
- Urosepsis. Roberta PETRINO (ITALY)

16:10 - 17:40

**DON'T MISS THIS!**
YEMD Session

Moderators: Rok PETROVIC (SLOVENIA), Rachel STEWART (UK)

- Ethylene Glycol in Pregnancy. Dinka LULIC (CROATIA)
- More than meets the eye. Tom MALYSCH (GERMANY)
- Is she telling the truth? Sexual assault. Wilma BERGSTROM (GERMANY)

16:10 - 17:40

**PAEDIATRICS**
Cases you cannot miss - YOU are the PEM physician

Moderators: Dani HALL (UK), Rachael MITCHELL (UK), Sarah DAVIES (UK)
Case-based on PEM toxicology. Santiago MINTEGUI (SPAIN)
Monday 10 September

16:10 - 17:40

FREE PAPER 7
Education & Training / Misc

Moderators: Anna SPITERI (MALTA), Nikolas SBYRAKIS (GREECE)

- #15288 - FP055 Experience of a blended learning paradigm in teaching benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) - a randomized controlled trial. Khalid BASHIR (Doha, QATAR), Kalaedullah Saleem FAROOK, Aftab Mohammad O. K. AZAD, Anjum SHAHZAD, Prof. Thomas STEPHEN

- #15367 - FP056 Social media platform facilitate networking and collaboration between domestic and international emergency medicine residents. Ching-Hsing LEE (Taipei, TAIWAN), Chen-Mei HSU, Hao-Yang LIN, Shao-Feng LIU, Cheng-Heng LIU

- #15683 - FP057 Using high fidelity simulation to compare residents’ crisis resource management skills in a high vs a low-resource scenario during the resuscitation of a critically ill obstetric patient: a pilot experimental study. Alba RIPOLL GALLARDO (ITALY), Grazia MENEGHETTI, Jeffrey Michael FRANC, Luca RAGAZZONI, Francesco DELLA CORTE

- #15893 - FP058 Investigating the Effect of Emergency Medicine Internship on Vocational Anxiety and Depression in Sixth Grade Students of the Medical Faculty. Abdullah Osman KOCAK, Meryem KOCAK BETOS, Zeynep CAKIR (Erzurum, TURKEY), Ilker AKBAS, Burak KATIPoğlu

- #14620 - FP059 Violence in the Emergency Department; A two Centre staff survey. Pouya POURRYAHYA (Melbourne, AUSTRALIA), Alastair MEYER

- #15019 - FP060 Attitudes and Knowledge of Healthcare Professionals Regarding Organ Donation. A Survey of the Saolta University Health Care Group. Etimubuk UMANA (Galway, IRELAND), Pauline MAY, Areej MOHAMED, Orna GRANT, Emer CURRAN, John O’DONNELL

- #15723 - FP061 Teenage Hydrocodone Exposures Reported to the U.S. Poison Centers. Saumitra REGÉ (Charlottesville, USA), Heather A. BOREK, Alsuiffany ASAAD, Christopher HOLSTEGE

- #15243 - FP062 Efficacy Evaluation of Intravenous B-type Natriuretic Peptide, as an Adjunctive Treatment for Management of Severe Acute Asthma Attack, a Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial Phase I,II. Hassan MOTAMED (Ahvaz, IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC), Arash FOROZAN, Habib HAYBAR, Khorsanis MOHAMMADJAVAD

- #15103 - FP063 Rural drivers are more distracted than urban drivers: a roadside study of 25,000 subjects. David BRACCO, Mete ERDOGAN, Tarek RAZEK, Robert GREEN (Halifax, CANADA)

17:40

EUSEM 2018 DIPLOMA AND CERTIFICATE CEREMONY

Moderator: Youni YORDANOV (FRANCE)

- Introduction. Youni YORDANOV (FRANCE)

- YEMD Fellowship.

- EMERGE EBEEM announcement. Ruth BROWN (UK)

- European Board Examination of Emergency Medicine diplomates ceremony.

- Best performance EBEEM Part A certificate.

- Best performance EBEEM Part B certificate.

- EMDM (European Master Disaster Medicine) Diploma ceremony. Francesco DELLA CORTE (ITALY)

Tuesday 11 September

08:30

KEYNOTE LECTURE 2 / HERMAN DELOOZ LECTURE
WHO Resources for Emergency Care Development

Speaker: Teri REYNOLDS (SWITZERLAND)

09:10

DISASTER MEDICINE 1
Disasters in Europe

Moderators: Francesco DELLA CORTE (ITALY), Abdou KHOURY (FRANCE)
Coordinator: Abdou KHOURY (FRANCE)

- European Civil Protection Mechanism. Danilo BILOTTA (ITALY)

- European migrant crisis: the state of the art. Manuel CARBALLO (SWITZERLAND)

- Search and Rescue Activities in the Mediterranean Sea: the perspective of a young emergency physician. Alessandro JACHETTI (ITALY)
Tuesday 11 September

**RCEM AWARD - THE ROD LITTLE PRIZE**

Moderators: Alasdair GRAY (UK), Jason SMITH (UK)

- #14555 - RL01 Point-of-care-testing for procalcitonin in diagnosis of bacterial infections in young infants. Thomas WATERFIELD (Belfast, UK), Julie-Ann MANLEY, Martin HANNA, Derek FAIRLEY, Michael SHIELDS
- #14902 - RL02 A qualitative study of practitioner perspectives on medical record keeping in sudden onset disasters. Anisa Jabeen Nasir JAFAR (Manchester, UK)
- #15073 - RL03 The lack of correlation between the Injury Severity Score and the need for life-saving interventions in trauma patients in the United Kingdom. James VASSALLO (Plymouth, UK), Jason SMITH
- #15686 - RL04 What are the CT scan findings and outcomes for patients taking warfarin with mild head injury? A quantitative analysis of AHEAD data. Rachel EVANS (University of Sheffield, UK), Maxine KUCZAWSKI, Suzanne MASON
- #15446 - RL05 Assessing the impact of introducing S100B biomarker into the UK head injury guidelines. Nicholas MOORE (London, UK), Sarah DICKSON, Jasmin BASSI, Lisa RAMAGE, Michael PATTerson
- #15985 - RL06 Can emergency physician gestalt “rule in” or “rule out” acute coronary syndrome: validation in a large prospective diagnostic cohort study. Govind OLIVER (Manchester, UK), Niall MORRIS, Rick BODY

**CARDIOVASCULAR**

The most controversial issues around cardiovascular emergencies, debated by experts

Moderators: Rick BODY (UK), Martin MOECKEL (GERMANY)
Coordinator: Rick BODY (UK)  
Room: Forth

- The hottest topics in acute coronary syndromes. Edd CARLTON (UK), Martin MOECKEL (GERMANY), Nick MILLS, Barbra BACKUS (THE NETHERLANDS), Frank PEACOCK (USA)
- Venous thromboembolism and syncope: important updates for emergency physicians. Yonathan FREUND (FRANCE), Daniel HORNER (UK), Matthew REED (UK)
- The hottest topics in acute heart failure. Martin MOECKEL (GERMANY), Said LARIBI (FRANCE), Frank PEACOCK (USA)

**EYE OPENER QUIZ**

Interactive and fun quiz - YEMD Session

Moderators: Blair GRAHAM (UK), Basak YILMAZ (TURKEY)
Speakers: Blair GRAHAM (UK), Incifere KANBUR (TURKEY), Basak YILMAZ (TURKEY)

Take the quiz

**NURSES/ EUSEM**

Trauma and Disaster

Moderators: Frans DE VOEGHT (THE NETHERLANDS), Damir VAZANIC (CROATIA)

- Performance of a trauma team activation tool. Ole-Petter VINJEVOLL (NORWAY)
- Two mass casualty incidences involving tourists in Iceland: preparedness of the emergency department at Landspitali National University Hospital. Gudrun Lisbet NIELSDOTTIR (ICELAND)
- Solutions to the biggest inhospital disaster - emergency department crowding. Christien VAN DER LINDEN (THE NETHERLANDS)

**ETHICS & PHILOSOPHY**

Ethical challenges when recognising abuse in the ED

Moderators: Tobias BECKER (GERMANY), Yves MAULE (BELGIUM)

- Domestic abuse: a substantial health problem. Helen ASKITOPoulos (GREECE)
- Screening and detection of child abuse. Tom BEATTIE (UK), Rodrick BABAKHANLOU (UK)
- Recognition and management of elder abuse in the ED. Robert LEACH (BELGIUM)
- Risk management of domestic abuse. Bernard FOEX (UK)
Tuesday 11 September

10:45

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 4 - SCREEN H10

Critical Care

Moderator: Zerrin Defne DUNDAR (TURKEY)

- #14859 - PH077: Cohort identification from emergency medical records: when clinicians and artificial intelligence work hand in hand. Romain GUEDJ (Paris), Haishuai WANG, Joe KOSSOWSKY, Eric FLEEGLER, Charles BERDE
- #15023 - PH078: Left and right ventricular systolic dysfunction during sepsis: a comparison between patients with sepsis and septic shock. Valero STEFANONE, Federico D'ARGENZIO, Vittorio PALMIERI, Marco CGANA (Florence, ITALY), Francesca INNOCENTI, Riccardo PINI
- #15045 - PH079: Prognostic value of early lactate dosage variation in a population of septic patients. Federico MEO (Firenze, ITALY), Camilla TOZZI, Irene GIACOMELLI, Maria Luisa RALLI, Francesca INNOCENTI, Rossella MARCUCCI, Riccardo PINI

10:45 - 11:05

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 4 - SCREEN H1

Pain Management / Analgesia / Anesthesia

Moderator: Bulut DEMIREL (TURKEY)

- #15993 - PH108: A comparison of quick-SOFA (qSOFA) score and a local triage score for predicting mortality. Rahma JABALLAH, Asma ZORGATI (sousse, TUNISIA), Lotfi BOUKADIDA, Amal BACCIAR, Ali OUSFI, Rim YOUSSEF, Riadh BOUKEF
- #15866 - PH062 CTPA: Local Hospital Audit. Osman NOORSYAKIRA (Co. Laois, IRELAND), Julita STEPEN, Ramesh NAGABATHULA, Asim RAQIQ
- #14966 - PH063: Treatment of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in the emergency department – a quality improvement project. Jimmie MORRISH (Glasgow, UK), Anthony KINSEY, Elizabeth PANG, Susan MCGARVIE, Claire MCGROARTY, David LOWE
- #15781 - PH064: Trends in Buprenorphine Film Toxicities. Saumitra REGE (Charlottesville, USA), Anh NGO, Nassima AIT-DAOUD TIOURIRINE, Justin RIZER, Sana SHARRI, Christopher HOLSTEGE

10:45 - 11:05

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 4 - SCREEN H4

Infectious Disease / Sepsis

Moderator: Barbaros Bahadir SIR (TURKEY)

- #14705 - PH065 Efficacy and efficiency of post-exposure prophylaxis prescription by emergency physicians: a monocentric retrospective study. Chauvin ANTHONY (Paris), Eyer XAVIER, Youri YORDANOV, Dominique PATERON, Patrick PLAISANCE
- #14852 - PH066: The culture of urine culture. Eustacia HAMILTON (Exeter, UK), Omer MOHAMMED, Stephen GOLD, James WILLAMS
- #15066 - PH067: qSOFA vs SIRS vs NEWS in university hospital emergency department in Hong Kong - a prospective study. Ronson See Long LO (Hong Kong, KONG HONG), Ling Yan LEUNG, Kevin Kei Ching HUNG, Suet Yi CHAN, Chun Yu YEUNG, Colin GRAHAM
- #15800 - PH068 Dear SIRS, we are sorry to say you are ousted but NEWS is that we have made an IMPACT! Mahendra KAKOLLI (Cardiff, UK), Rangaswamy MOTHUKURI

10:45 - 11:05

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 4 - SCREEN H6

Miscellaneous

Moderator: Martynas GEDMINAS (LITHUANIA)

- #15113 - PH069: Examining the proportion of preventable acute alcohol related emergency department attendances: Analysis of routine hospital data. Suzanne ABLARD (Sheffield, UK), Rebecca GLOVER, Richard JACQUES, Colin O'KEEFFE, Susan CROFT, Suzanne MASON
- #15684 - PH071 Efficacy of topic nitroglycerin spray on venous dilation and its evaluation with high frequency ultrasound. Esther GORJON, Esther GORJON (Arroyo de la Encomienda, SPAIN), Yale TUNG, Tomas VILLEN
- #15687 - PH072: Emergency department attendance in Europe by patients with acute hepatic porphyria with recurrent attacks in EXPLORE: A prospective, multinational natural history study of patients with acute hepatic porphyrias. Laurent GOUYA, Manisha BALWANI, Montgomery BISSELL, David REES, Ulrich STOELZEL, John PHILLIPS, Ralit KAUPPEN, Janneke LANGENDONK, Robert DESNICK, Jean-Charles DEYBACH, Herbert BONKOVSKY, Charles PARKER, Ketan HAIK, Mike BADMINTON, Penny STEIN, Elisabeth MINDER, Jerzy WINDYGA, Pavel MATERASEK, Maria Domenica CAPPELLINI, Paolo VENTURA, Elane SARDIN, Pauline HARPER, Sverre SANDBERG, Aasne AARSAND, Aneta IVANOVA, Nelia TALBI, Amy CHAN, William QUEBES, Craig PENZ, Sonalee AGARWAL, Amy SIMON, John KO, Zakaria KHONDEKER, Stephen LOMBARDELLI (Maidenhead, UK), Karl ANDERSON
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**SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 4 - SCREEN H9**

**Pediatrics**

**Moderator:** Lisanne KOSTEK (GERMANY)

- **#15120 - PH074** Fever without source in young children in the emergency department: C-reactive protein or procalcitonin? [Ruth FARRUGIA](Msida, MALTA), [Neville CALLEJA](Boisdale), [Tom BEATTIE](Forth), [Paula MIDGLEY](Boisdale)

- **#15197 - PH075** Risk stratification of atraumatic limp. Before and after: a retrospective cohort study. [Ryan RUSSELL](Edinburgh, UK), [Jennifer SMITH](Lomond), [Alastair KIDD](Room), [Julia MILLS](Room), [Yzzy DEL MONTE](Room), [Emer TIMONY-NOLAN](Room)

- **#15842 - PH076** Retrospective observational study of neonatal attendances to a tertiary children’s emergency department. [Sarah BLAKEY](Bristol, UK), [Dan MAGNUS](Room)

**GLOBAL EM EUSEM Global Health Plenary**

**Moderators:** Shweta GIWANI (UK), Riccardo LETO (BELGIUM), Najeeb RAHMAN (UK)

- What use can global health experience have for European EDs? [Amy HUGHES](UK), [Andreas CREDE](UK), [Teri REYNOLDS](SWITZERLAND)

- The voluntourist survival guide. [Hooi-Ling HARRISON](UK), [Jennifer HULSE](UK), [Najeeb RAHMAN](UK)

- Bias and emergency medicine in Eastern Europe. [Tatjana RAJKOVIC](SERBIA), [Roberta PETRINO](ITALY), [Lavinia NGARUKIYE](FRANCE)

**RCEM GRANTS & RCEM PRIZES**

- The Young Investigator Award – “Which crowding measure or measures are most strongly associated with inpatient mortality.” [Hridesh CHATHA](UK)

- The Principle Investigator award - Reflections of an amateur academic. [Jason KENDALL](UK)

- 2018 Royal College of Emergency Medicine Undergraduate Essay Prize. [Isabel FITZGERALD](UK)

- RCEM Grant Update - Early exclusion of acute coronary syndromes in the Emergency Department: a comparative validation of the MACS and HEART scores. [Rick BODY](UK)

**EDUCATION**

**From the Curriculum, through the Classroom, to the Clinic-Teach the right stuff, Teach it right, and Take it to the bedside.**

**Moderators:** Ruth BROWN (UK), Andy NEILL (IRELAND)

- Curriculum-Curriculum 2.0 and Curriculum +, the new European standard. [Eric DRYVER](SWEDEN), [Gregor PROSEN](SLOVENIA), [Cornelia HARTEL](SWEDEN), [Ruth BROWN](UK)

- Clinic-Methods for moving the goal line in moving current science into the day to day practice of emergency medicine. [Greg HENRY](USA)

- Classroom- How to implement education in the busy E.D. environment? [Roland BINGISSER](SWITZERLAND)

**TERRORISM AND WAR**

**Experience emergency medicine during terror attacks and war - YEMD Session**

**Moderators:** Bulut DEMIREL (TURKEY), Katarzyna HAMPTON (USA)

- Major Incident, Standby. [Rachel STEWART](UK)

- Military medic without ultrasound is like a sniper without a scope! [Katarzyna HAMPTON](USA)

- Terror and War up close. [Begum OKTEM](TURKEY)
Tuesday 11 September

NURSES’ EUSEM
Geriatric Emergency nursing Care

Moderators: Gudrun Lisbet NIELSDÓTTIR (ICELAND), Ole-Petter VINJEVOLL (NORWAY)

- Geriatric Emergency Nurse: connecting emergency care with the community. Ingibjörg SIGURSÓRSDÓTTIR (ICELAND)
- Negotiation of teamwork: How nurses and physicians as a team consider their ESI-based triage level in older ED patients: an Interpretive description. Thomas DREHER-HUMMEL (SWITZERLAND)
- Elderly care in Croatian rural hospital Emergency Department. Valentina KOVACEK (CROATIA)

FREE PAPER 8
Critical Care / Interventions

Moderators: Wilhelm BEHRINGER (GERMANY), Christien VAN DER LINDEN (THE NETHERLANDS)

- #14890 - FP064 Critical Care in the Paediatric Emergency Department. Laura MELODY (Dublin, IRELAND), Michael BENNETT, Blackburn CAROL, Walsh SEAN, Madeleine NIERMEYER, Barrett MICHAEL
- #15567 - FP066 Can passive leg raise predict fluid responsiveness in Emergency Department? Pilot data of an experimental study. Mohammed ELWAN (Leicester, UK), Ashraf ROSHDY, Eman ELSHARKAWY, Salah ELTAHAN, Timothy COATS
- #15690 - FP067 Epinephrine in cardiogenic shock: analysis of 2,583 patients. Valentine LEOPOLD, Etienne GAYAT, Romain PIRRACCHIO, Jindrich SPINAR, Tuuuka TARVASMÄKI, Johan LASSUS, Veli-pekka HARJOLA, Sébastien CHAMPION, Faiez ZANNAD, Serafina VALENTE, Philip URBAN, Horn-Ruey CHU, Rinaldo BELLOMO, Batric POPOVIC, Dagmar OUVENEEL, José Ps HENRIQUES, Gregor SIMONIS, Bruno LEVY, Antoine KIMMOUN, Philippe GAUDARD, Mr Babar BASIR, Andrej MARKOTA, Christoph ADLER, Hannes REUTER, Alexandre MEBAZAA, Tahar CHOUIHED (Nancy Cedex)
- #15826 - FP068 Prognostic role of biomarkers in septic patients. Valerio Teodoro STEFANONE (Firenze, ITALY), Federico D’ARGENZIO, Marco CIGANA, Vittorio PALMIERI, Francesca INNOCENTI, Riccardo PINI
- #15846 - FP069 Diagnostic performance of Inferior Vena Cava Collapsible Index and Echo-monitored Change in Cardiac Output induced by Passive Leg Raising test in fluid responsiveness assessment. Caterina SAVINELLI, Federico MEO (Firenze, ITALY), Alessandro COPPA, Francesca INNOCENTI, Riccardo PINI
- #15355 - FP070 A qualitative study to identify the opportunity for health promotion intervention in the emergency department. Simon ROBSON (Edinburgh, UK), Alasdair GRAY
- #15522 - FP071 Emergency in endoscopy - a prospective study on foreign bodies in the upper digestive tract. Ruxandra MIHAI, Diana IOSEP, Ruxandra MIHAI (Iasi, ROMANIA)

AGM
EUSEM ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLY
for Members only

C3I
12:55 - 13:35

SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM
Optiflow (TM) Nasal High Flow Across the care continuum

Evaluate the emerging and clinically significant applications for NHF therapy in the Emergency Department setting. Jonathan MILLAR (UK)
Review the current evidence for Nasal High Flow (NHF) therapy, including its mechanisms of action. John FRASER (AUSTRALIA)

C4I
12:55 - 13:35

SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM
Boussignac CPAP: What else?

- CPAP, background & physiology. Patrick PLAISANCE (FRANCE)
- CPAP, clinical feedbacks. Michel BLANCHE (FRANCE)
- The take home message. Nicolas PESCHANSKI (FRANCE)
Tuesday 11 September

12:55 - 13:55

**SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM**

Transforming Pain Management in Emergency Settings – Penthrox (methoxyflurane), the Missing Link?

**Moderator:** Karim TAZAROURTE (FRANCE)

- Time for Fast, Effective Analgesia. Frédéric LAPOSTOLLE (FRANCE)
- Inhaled Methoxyflurane: A New Standard of Care? Sergio Garcia (Spain). Alberto BOROBIA (SPAIN), Sergio GARCIA (SPAIN)
- Value of Inhaled Methoxyflurane in Clinical Practice. Hugo DOWD (UK)

**Room Caron**

12:55 - 13:55

**SPONSORED SYMPOSIUM**

The clinical utility of high sensitive troponin in the acute setting

**Moderator:** Rick BODY (UK)

- The benefits of accelerated algorithms of high sensitive troponin. Raphael TWERENBOLD (SWITZERLAND)
- The clinical value of high sensitive troponin in the emergency department in the UK. Edd CARLTON (UK)
- Getting the international perspective – the first high sensitive troponin test in the US. Frank PEACOCK (USA)

**Room Gala**

14:10

**CARDIOVASCULAR**

From the mouths of experts: what’s new in Cardiovascular Emergencies that you really need to know about?

**Moderators:** Barbra BACKUS (THE NETHERLANDS), Edd CARLTON (UK)

**Coordinator:** Rick BODY (UK)

- The universal definition of MI in 2018. Martin MOECKEL (GERMANY)
- 🟠 HOT TOPIC - Time matters in AHF. Frank PEACOCK (USA)
- Think Aorta: triangulated perspectives on a challenging diagnosis. Catherine FOWLER (UK), Debbie HARRINGTON

**Room Clyde Auditorium**

14:10 - 15:40

**DISASTER MEDICINE 2**

Humanitarian Response

**Moderators:** Jeffrey FRANC (CANADA), Luca RAGAZZONI (ITALY)

**Coordinator:** Abdo KHOURY (FRANCE)

- Implementation and Activation of a Trauma Care System during the War in Mosul. Jesse MCLEAY (CANADA)
- Damage Control Resuscitation in War Settings. Louis RIDDEZ (SWEDEN)
- Physiotherapy: an emerging key role in global humanitarian response. Alice HARVEY (UK)

**Room Lomond Auditorium**

14:10 - 15:40

**EDUCATION - INTERACTIVE SESSION**

"True stories from emergency room" - Narrative learning in emergency medicine

**Moderators:** Simon CARLEY (UK), Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)

**Coordinator:** Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)

- Emergency medicine mythology - of gods, demons and doctors. Greg HENRY (USA)
- Winter is coming, brains are heating up! Geoffrey ROUSSEAU (FRANCE)
- How to use narratives in emergency medicine education. Simon CARLEY (UK)

**Room Forth**
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14:10 - 15:40

FUTURISTIC (EMERGENCY) MEDICINE
What will the future in medicine look like? From technology to human factors - YEMD Session

Moderators: Tiarnan BYRNE (IRELAND), Martin FANDLER (GERMANY)

- “Back to the future”, Marco BONSANO (UK)
- Technology Disruption. Delia NEBUNU (ROMANIA)
- The 3D Emergency Department. Tiarnan BYRNE (IRELAND)
- A step back to humanities. Martynas GEDMINAS (LITHUANIA)

E31
14:10 - 15:40

NURSES/ EUSEN
Well-being of staff

Moderators: Valentina KOVACEK (CROATIA), Ingibjörg SIGURSØRSDÓTTIR (ICELAND)

- Prevalence study of burn-out in Belgium emergency departments, key recommendations. Yves MAULE (BELGIUM)
- Implementation of electronic competence assessment program for emergency nurses – improved goal setting and job satisfaction. Dóra BJÖRNSÓRSDÓTTIR (ICELAND)
- Team Wellbeing in ED Design. Una CRONIN (IRELAND)

F32
14:10 - 15:40

FREE PAPER 9
Imaging / Ultrasound / Radiology / Toxicology

Moderators: James GAGG (UK), Simon ORLOB (AUSTRIA)

#14704 - FP073 Methodological characteristics of randomized controlled trials of ultrasonography in emergency medicine: a review. Chauvin ANTHONY (Paris), Erwin HANSCONRAD, Patrick PLAISANCE, Dominique PATERON, Youri YORDANOV, Quentin DAFfos

#14999 - FP074 Efficacy of renal stone detection on computed tomography scan versus plain x-ray: An observational study. Claire MCGROARTY (Glasgow, UK)

#15025 - FP075 Ultrasound in the Diagnosis of Clavicle Fracture. Sinan KARACABEY (Istanbul, TURKEY), Erkan SANRI

#15423 - FP076 The validation study of deep venous thrombosis ultrasound screening in critically ill patients performed by general nurses. Skulec ROMAN (Kladrno, CZECH REPUBLIC), Kohlova ALENA, Miksova LENKA, Cermý VLADIMÍR

#15435 - FP077 Transabdominal echocardiography performed at the patient’s bedside by the emergency physician versus the cardiologist: A concordance study about 44 cases. Mehdi BEN LAOUELDE (Tunis, TUNISIA), Yousra GUETARI, Olfa DJEBBI, Mounir HAGUI, Rim HAMMAMI, Maher ARAFA, Ines GUERBOUDJ, Chafedine BEN JARAD, Khaled LAMINE

#16020 - FP078 Randomised controlled trial of ultrasound guided peripheral intravenous access versus conventional technique in patients with difficult venous access presenting to the emergency department. Maharan GAMALEELDIN (Alexandria, EGYPT), Salah ELTAHANI, Nagwa ELKOBBAIA, Tamer GAWEEH

#15136 - FP079 TRENDS AND DETERMINANTS OF STUDENT HAZARDOUS DRINKING – A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS USING MULTIPLE DATASETS IN A U.S. PUBLIC UNIVERSITY. Duc Anh NGO, Saumitra REGE, Nassima AIT-DAOUD, Christopher HOLSTEGE (Charlottesville, USA)

#15299 - FP080 Determinants of length of hospital stay and one and three year mortality rates in patients presenting with alcohol withdrawal syndrome (AWS) to an Emergency Department. David Patrick ROSS (Glasgow, UK), Donald MCMILLAN, Donogh MAGUIRE

#15711 - FP081 Trends and Characteristics of Oxycodeone Exposures Reported to the U.S. Poison Centers, 2011 – 2017. Saumitra REGE (Charlottesville, USA), Heather A. BOREK, Marissa KOPATIC, Christopher HOLSTEGE

15:40

POSTER HIGHLIGHT SESSIONS - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION - COFFEE

15:45

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 5 - SCREEN H10
Pre-hospital / EMS / Out of Hospital

Moderator: Carmen Diana CIMPOESU (ROMANIA)

#14516 - DP097 Study of mortality in severe trauma in out of hospital. Jebali CHAWKI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Jaouadi MOHAMED AYMEN, Touati NADA, Gabouj SANA, Souissi NASREDDINE, Naif MOUNIR, Chebili NAWEF

#14940 - DP098 Paediatric Early Warning Scores are predictors of adverse outcome in the pre-hospital setting: a national cohort study. Alistair CORFIELD (Paisley, UK), Silcock DANNY, Linda CERHERIEW, Kelly PAUL, Stewart ELAINE, Harry STAINES, Rooney KEVIN

#15000 - DP099 Consent for pre-hospital trials of analgesia in trauma: patient perspective interviews. Laura COTTEY (Plymouth, UK), Graeme DOWNES, Tim NUTBEAM

#15032 - DP100 Management Of Cardiac Arrest In EMS: Interest Of A Checklist. Amelie SEVERIN (Garches), Margot CASSUTO, Cecile URSAT, Paul-Georges REUTER, Anne OZGULER, Henry-Pierre DEBRUYNE, Michel BAER, Thomas LOEB
SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 5 - SCREEN H3
Pre-hospital / EMS / Out of Hospital
Moderator: Tobias BECKER (GERMANY)

- #15396 - PH001 Handover in resus: Quality improvement for patient safety. Ahmad CHAUDHRY (Glasgow, UK), Douglas MAXWELL, Jason LONG, David LOWE, Esther YAP
- #15444 - PH002 Two different techniques for ultrasound guided peripheral venous catheter insertion in pre-hospital emergency care – randomized study. Skulec ROMAN (Kladno, CZECH REPUBLIC), Jitka CALLEROVA, Cerny VLADIMIR
- #15591 - PH038 Observational, prospective evaluation of an emergency medicalized motorcycle as first response vehicle to patients with chest pain in the prehospital setting. Clemence BAUDOIN (Paris), Papa GUEYE, Ali AFDJEL, Claire BROCHE, Raymond LOIZEAUX, Philippe LEGENDRE, Jean-Philippe BLANCHARD, Matthieu RESCHE-RIGON, Patrick PLAINESCE, Didier PAYEN
- #15681 - PH084 Does longer transport time influence mortality and functional status at discharge in trauma patients? A retrospective cohort study. Thomas SHANAHAHAN, Emma-Jane JONES (Leeds, UK)

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 5 - SCREEN H4
Infectious Disease / Sepsis
Moderator: Bulut DEMIREL (TURKEY)

- #15363 - PH005 Diagnostic performance of the quick Sepsis Organ Failure Assessment criteria (qSOFA) score for the early identification of sepsis in patients presenting to the emergency department (ED). Myro BOLEN (Berlin, GERMANY)
- #15604 - PH006 A pre-clinical trial: Blood transfusion in endotoxemic shock, for better or for worse? John FRASER (Brisbane, AUSTRALIA)
- #15773 - PH007 Assessment of using of multiplex molecular diagnosis for meningitis diagnosis. Christelle HERMAND (Paris Cedex 12), Pascal PERNET, Anne Sophie BARD, Lorraine FOULON, Dominique PATERON
- #15844 - PH008 Are third-generation cephalosporins associated with a better prognosis than amoxicillin-clavulanate in patients hospitalized in the medical ward for community-acquired pneumonia? Nicolas GOFFINET (Nantes Cedex 1), François JAVAUDIN, Quentin LE BASTARD, Philippe LE CONTE, Emmanuel MONTASSIER, Eric BATARD

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 5 - SCREEN H6
Trauma
Moderator: Isabel LUECK (GERMANY)

- #14618 - PH009 The utility of Point-Of-Care Ultrasound (POCUS) in Emergency Department: an observational study. Pourya POURYAHYA (Melbourne, AUSTRALIA), Alastair MELLOR, Koo MEI-TING, Chu TZE-MAN
- #15051 - PH010 Comparison between EXTEM hyperfibrinolysis and FIBTEM hyperfibrinolysis in severe trauma patients: Retrospective study using thromboelastometry. II Jae WANG, Eun Chan OH (Busan, KOREA), Seok Ran YEOM
- #15561 - PH001 Prognostic value of base excess in severe trauma patients admitted to the emergency resuscitation room. Hamed RVJ (Tunisia, TUNISIA), Imen MEKKI, Housssem AOUNI, Badra BAHRI, Houda NASRI, Ayman ZOUBLI

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 5 - SCREEN H9
Pediatrics
Moderator: Adrian BOYLE (UK)

- #15388 - PH004 Social and judicial reports of children suspected of abuse in one pediatric emergency department : description and follow up. Solene LOSCH (Paris), Romain GUEDJ, Nathalie DE SUREMAIN, Helene CHAPPUY, Joseph AROULANDOM, Ricardo CARBAJAL
- #15492 - PH005 The processes and outcomes of pain management in children and young adults with minor injury: an international multi-centre service evaluation. Stuart HARTSHORN (Birmingham, UK), Michael J BARRETT, Sheena DURNIN, Mark D LYTTLE
- #15592 - PH006 Comparison of Direct Laryngoscope with McGrath MAC® and Storz C-MAC Pocket Monitor® Videolaryngoscopes for Intubation Attempts of Pediatric Residents. Aykut ÇAĞLAR, Hale CITLENEBIK, Fatma AKGÜL, Emel ULUSOY, Hale ÖREN, Durgül YILMAZ, Murat DUMAN
Tuesday 11 September

16:10 - 17:40

WELLBEING
Looking after each other
Moderators: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK), Yves LAMBERT (FRANCE)
Coordinator: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK)
- Compassionate Governance. Chris TURNER (UK)
- 🚨 ! HOT TOPIC: Playing nicely in the sandbox. Neil SPENCELEY (UK)
- The tightrope of ‘life balance’ in EM: creating success & satisfaction. Taj HASSAN (UK)

B34
16:10 - 17:40

MENTAL HEALTH
Moderator: Adrian BOYLE (UK)
- Mental Health meets Life Support, a paradigm shift in training. Roger ALCOCK (UK)
- A cry for help. Nilijar SATVEER (UK)
- what good MH services should look like? Catherine HAYHURST (UK)

C34
16:10 - 17:40

DISASTER MEDICINE 3
Hot Topics in Disaster
Moderators: Ives HUBLOUE (BELGIUM), Mick MOLLOY (IRELAND)
Coordinator: Abdo KHOURY (FRANCE)
- Sendai for European science and health actions. Virginia MURRAY (UK)
- Ethics and Disasters: from where we are to where we need to go. Donal O’MATHUNA (IRELAND)
- Medium and long-term health effects of earthquakes. Alba RIPOLL GALLARDO (ITALY)

D34
16:10 - 17:40

YOUNG LEADERSHIP / WOMEN IN EM
Overcoming obstacles and becoming a successful leader - YEMD Session
Moderators: Marco BONSANO (UK), Basak YILMAZ (TURKEY)
- Learning to lead. Vimal KRISHNAN (INDIA)
- Young; female; leader? Rachel STEWART (UK)
- Becoming the boss - what now? Riccardo LETO (BELGIUM)
- Women in male-dominated EM. Jona SHKURTI (ALBANIA)

E34
16:10 - 17:40

NURSES/ EUSEN
Emergency Nursing research
Moderators: Una CRONIN (IRELAND), Yves MAULE (BELGIUM)
- Hot topics in emergency nursing research. Jochen BERGS (BELGIUM)
- Transforming psychiatric care delivery in the emergency department: one hospital’s journey. Frans DE VOEGHT (THE NETHERLANDS)

F34
16:10 - 17:40

FREE PAPER 10
Toxicology / Trauma
Moderators: Blair GRAHAM (UK), Suzanne MASON (UK)
- #15490 - FP082 Attitudes towards research among acute toxicology admissions. Ailsa Angharad Jane CAMPBELL (Edinburgh, UK), James DEAR, Rachel O’BRIEN
Tuesday 11 September

- **#15735** - FP083 Patterns of Heroin Exposures Reported to the U.S. Poison Centers. Saumitra REGE (Charlottesville, USA), Anh NGO, Nassima AIT-DAoud TIOURRINE, Justin RIZER, Sana SHARMA, Christopher HOLSTEGE
- **#15797** - FP084 Can hyperbaric oxygen therapy prevent neuropsychic sequelae after carbon monoxide poisoning. Wided DEROUCHE, Sami SOUSSI, Alaa ZAMMITI, Ines CHERMITE (Tunis, TUNISIA), N NAGLA, Saoussen CHIBOUB, Mohamed MGUIDICHE
- **#14559** - FP085 Impact of the relocation of a regional neuroscience service on major trauma patients: retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data. Cyrille CABARET (Brighton, UK), Magnus NELSON, Mansoor FOROUGHI
- **#14808** - FP086 Ubiquitin c-terminal hydrolase-L1 and glial fibrillary acidic protein blood test predicts absence of intracranial injuries with traumatic brain injury: results of the pivotal alert-bti multicenter study. Peter BIBERTHALER (Munich, GERMANY), Viktoria BOGNER-FLATZ, Bernd LEIDEL, Robert WELCH, Lawrence LEWIS, Andras BUKI, Pal BARZO, Andreas UNTERBERG, Jeff BAZARIAN

17:40

- **BG1**
- **RCEM ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLY**
  for Members only

Wednesday 12 September

08:00

- **A40**
  08:00 - 08:30
  **KEYNOTE LECTURE 3**
  Philosophy of Emergency Medicine
  Speaker: David CARR (CANADA)

08:40

- **A41**
  08:40 - 10:10
  **EDUCATION**
  Teaching knowledge that lies between the lines-the hidden curriculum in emergency medicine
  Moderators: Eric DRYVER (SWEDEN), Cornelia HARTEL (SWEDEN)
  Coordinator: Senad TABAKOVIC (SWITZERLAND)
  - Of Horses, Zebras and Chameleons: Diagnostic Reasoning in Emergency Medicine1. Eric DRYVER (SWEDEN)
  - The hidden curriculum in emergency medicine, or how norms, values, and beliefs can shape the future of our specialty. Aristomenis EXADAKTYLOS (SWITZERLAND)
  - Emergency leadership. Ruth BROWN (UK)

- **B41**
  08:40 - 10:10
  **NEUROLOGICAL**
  Headache, spinning and vague symptoms
  Moderators: Christian HOKHENSTEIN (GERMANY), Peter JOHNS (CANADA)
  Coordinator: Christian HOKHENSTEIN (GERMANY)
  - When to worry about a headache: The impact of the Ottawa SAH Rule. Jeff PERRY (CANADA)
  - The Big 3 Diagnoses of Vertigo: Practical tips on performing bedside testing of the dizzy patient. Peter JOHNS (CANADA)
  - Possible Meningitis - LP on vague symptoms and immediate treatment? Annmarie LASSEN (DENMARK)

- **C41**
  08:40 - 10:10
  **NEW TECHNOLOGIES**
  Smart IT and quality registries: lessons from the Nordic countries
  Moderators: Basar CANDAR (TURKEY), Katrin HRUSKA (SWEDEN)
  Coordinator: Rick BODY (UK)
Wednesday 12 September

- Emergency medicine today: Feasibility of evidence-based medicine electronic decision support. Ari PALOMÄKI (FINLAND)
- Workload in emergency department reduced by participating in development of local electronic health software. David THORISSON (ICELAND)
- How to use registries to improve quality of care. Lisa KURLAND (SWEDEN)

08:40 - 10:10

**BEING A BETTER EMERGENCY DOCTOR**
What makes a good EM doc great? Unique tips and tricks for YOU - YEMD Session

**Moderators:** Martynas GEDMINAS (LITHUANIA), Incitier KANKUR (TURKEY)

- Building a culture of quality. Lucas CHARTIER (CANADA)
- Multitasking in the ED. Pieter Jan VAN ASBROECK (BELGIUM)
- Boosting human performance for optimal results. Martynas GEDMINAS (LITHUANIA)
- What makes a great team great. Adan ATRIHAM (MEXICO)

08:40 - 10:10

**RESEARCH Interactive Session**

**Moderators:** Barbra BACKUS (THE NETHERLANDS), Martin MOECKEL (GERMANY)
**Coordinator:** Rick BODY (UK)

- Flash mob research. Said LARIBI (FRANCE)
- European Emergency Medicine registries. Mehmet Akif KARAMERCAN (TURKEY)
- Research dissemination (knowledge translation); academic training. Alasdair GRAY (UK), Said LARIBI (FRANCE), Mehmet Akif KARAMERCAN (TURKEY)

08:40 - 10:10

**FREE PAPER 11 Infectious Disease / Sepsis**

**Moderators:** Colin GRAHAM (HONG KONG), Jason SMITH (UK)

- #14781 - FP091 Prognostic impact of successful immediate intensive care interventions within the emergency department in septic patients. Florian PUNDY (Bemendorf, AUSTRIA), Cornelia HARTEL, Christoph DODT
- #15741 - FP093 Intravenous versus oral paracetamol for acute pain in adults in pre hospital: a prospective randomised trial. Salda SELFANI, Hela MANAI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Yosray RIAHI, Yasmine WALHA, Ous LANDOLSI, Wafa LIMAM, Mounir DAGHFOUS
- #14947 - FP094 Impact of rapid influenza diagnostic tests in the emergency department in patients with influenza-like illness. Ksenija SLANKAMENAC (Zurich, SWITZERLAND), Severin SIMMLER, Lanja SALEN, Dagmar J. KELLER
- #15065 - FP095 The prognostic value of qSOFA: a systematic review. Ronson See Long LO (Hong Kong, HONG KONG), Ling Yan LEUNG, Kevin Koi Ching HUNG, Mikhail BRABRAND, Suet YI CHAN, Chun Yu YEUNG, Colin GRAHAM
- #15116 - FP096 Clinical and cerebrospinal fluid findings of children with suspected central nervous system infection in the emergency department. Ali YURTSEVEN (İzmir, TURKEY), Caner TURAN, Zümreü BAL, Aydemir SABİRE SOHRET, Eylem Ulus SAZ
- #15546 - FP097 Prospective validation of quick Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (qSOFA) for mortality among patients with infection admitted to an emergency department. S M Osama Bin ABDULLAH (Slagelse, DENMARK), Rune Husus SØRENSEN, Lothar WIESE, Ram Benny Christian DESSAU, Safiullah Muhammed Rafid Us SATTAR, Finn Erland NIELSEN
- #15669 - FP098 sVEGFR2: a new triage biomarker for patient with suspected sepsis upon emergency department admission. Marie-Angélique CAZALIS (marcy l'etoile), Christine VALLEJO, Thomas LAFON, Karim TAZAROURTE, Marion DOUPLAT, Pierre-François LATERGE, Franck VERSCHUREN, Said LARIBI, Valérie GISSOT, Thomas DAIX, Arnaud DESACHY, Thomas DESMETTE, Anais COLONNA, Maxime MAIGNAN, Mustapha SEBBANE, Jacques REMIZE, Caroline ANNOOT, Agathe PANCHERZ, Khalil TAKUN, Yves LAMBERT, Olivier DUPEUX, Laurence BARBIER, Bruno FRANÇOIS
- #15689 - FP099 Elevated serum PCT in patients with suspected infection can help to predict septic shock evolution at emergency department admission. Marie-Angélique CAZALIS (marcy l'etoile), Christine VALLEJO, Caroline ANNOOT, Laurence BARBIER, Anais COLONNA, Thomas DAIX, Arnaud DESACHY, Thomas DESMETTE, Marion DOUPLAT, Olivier DUPEUX, Valérie GISSOT, Thomas LAFON, Yves LAMBERT, Said LARIBI, Pierre-François LATERGE, Maxime MAIGNAN, Agathe PANCHERZ, Jacques REMIZE, Mustapha SEBBANE, Khalil TAKUN, Karim TAZAROURTE, Franck VERSCHUREN, Bruno FRANÇOIS

10:10

POSTER HIGHLIGHT SESSIONS - VISIT OF THE EXHIBITION - COFFEE

10:15

**SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 6 - SCREEN H10**
SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 6 - SCREEN H3
Pre-hospital / EMS / Out of Hospital

Moderator: Delia NEBUNU (ROMANIA)

- #15745 - PH101 Epidemiology of Naloxone Administration Prior to Poison Center Recommendation. Saumitra REGE (Charlottesville, USA), Anh NGO, Nassima AIT-DAOUD TIOURIRINE, Justin RIZER, Sana SHARMA, Aaron BLACKSHAW, Christopher HOLSTEGE

- #15792 - PH102 Complications associated with the administration of naloxone. Saumitra REGE (Charlottesville, USA), Rob SOLBERG, Lauren MILEY, Evan VERPLANKEN, Christopher HOLSTEGE

- #15948 - PH103 Retrospective observational study evaluating the impact of an acute children’s outreach nursing service on emergency department admissions. Harry APPERLEY, Melanie DIAS (Brighton, UK), Michelle RISKA, Catherine BEVAN

- #16050 - PH104 Pre-hospital management of patients under eighteen years. Ines CHERMITI (Tunis, TUNISIA), Maroua MABROUK, Hajer TOULI, Elyes BOULEIMEN, Najla EL HANI, Mahbouba CHKIR, Hanène GHAZALI, Sami SOUISSI

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 6 - SCREEN H4
Management / ED Organisation

Moderator: Lisanne KOSTEK (GERMANY)

- #15110 - PH105 From RAT to RAD, thinking outside the majors box to improve emergency department patient flow: an interrupted time-series analysis. Gabriel JONES (London, UK)

- #15313 - PH106 Are more experienced clinicians better able to tolerate uncertainty and manage risks? A vignette study of doctors in three NHS emergency departments in England. Rebecca LAWTON, Brad WILSON (Bradford, UK), Suzanne MASON

- #15862 - PH107 Biomarkers’ prognostic role in septic patients. Francesca INNOCENTI, Valerio Teodoro STEFANONE, Marco CIGANA (Florence, ITALY), Federico D’ARGENZIO, Chiara DONNINI, Vittorio PALMIERI, Riccardo PINI

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 6 - SCREEN H6
Trauma

Moderator: Martynas GEDMINAS (LITHUANIA)

- #14706 - PH108 Diagnostic errors of nasal fractures in the emergency department: a monocentric retrospective study. Celeste REBOURS, Romain GLATRE, Jennifer TRUCHOT, Patrick PLAIANCE, Chauvin ANTHONY (Paris)

- #15129 - PH110 Incidence of Traumatic Intracranial Hemorrhage in Patients with Ground Level Falls on Antiplatelet or Anticoagulant Medications. Andrej URUMOV (Phoenix, USA)

- #15564 - PH111 Chronological and comparative study of mortality in a Trauma Centre. Jesus MORENO, Alberto MORENO, Pilar CONDE (SEVILLA, SPAIN)

- #15777 - PH112 Venous thromboembolism risk stratification for patients with non-surgical lower limb trauma requiring immobilization: a consensus help decision making clinical model designed by Delphi method. Delphine DOUILLET (ANGERS), Andrea PENALOZA, Pierre-Marie ROY

SESSION EPOSTERS HIGHLIGHT 6 - SCREEN H9
Pediatrics

Moderator: Jason LONG (UK)

- #15063 - PH113 Impact of the mechanical ventilation weaning protocol in septic patients: a propensity score matching analysis. Tomonori YAMAMOTO (Shijyonawate, JAPAN), Tetsuro Nishimura TETSURO, Maiko ESKI, Kenichiro UCHIDA, Noda TOMOHIRO, Shinichiro KAGA, Yasumitsu MIZOBATA
10:40 - 12:10

**NEUROLOGICAL**

*Neurology without neurology - how to grab with a numb hand*

Moderators: Christian Hohenstein (Germany), Jeff Perry (Canada)
Coordinator: Christian Hohenstein (Germany)

- Who is at high risk for a subsequent stroke following a TIA/non-disabling stroke and how to minimize this risk. [Jeff Perry](#) (Canada)
- You see it, they feel it, few know it: Common vertigo syndromes rarely diagnosed. [Peter Johns](#) (Canada)
- Find the chameleon in the head - the small clot in the cerebral sinuses. [Andy Neill](#) (Ireland)

---

**MEET THE EDITORS**

*Journal editors explain how to get published!*

Moderator: Martin Fandler (Germany)
Coordinator: Christian Hohenstein (Germany)

- Biomarkers. [Martin Moekel](#) (Germany)
- EJEM. [Colin Graham](#) (Hong Kong)
- EMJ. [Ellen Weber](#) (USA)

---

**NEW TECHNOLOGIES**

*Building partnership through innovation*

Moderator: Roma Armstrong (UK)
Coordinator: Alasdair Corfield (UK)

- Innovation for Collaborative Design. [David Lowe](#) (UK)
- Data Driven COPD management. [Chris Carlin](#) (UK)
- iPed - using patients own technologies. [Matthew Reed](#) (UK)

---

**RESEARCH & BEST YOUNG ABSTRACTS**

*All about research and presenting the best young abstracts - YEMD Session*

Moderators: Felix Lorang (Germany), Youri Yordanov (France)

- Research is wasted! [Youri Yordanov](#) (France)
- #15013 - Y01 Pathways of care for adult mental health emergency department attendances – Analysis of routine data. [Suzanne Ablard](#) (Sheffield, UK), Richard Jacques, Colin O'Keeffe, Susan Croft, Suzanne Mason
- #15171 - Y02 Risk of short-term neurologic complications in children who present a post-traumatic seizure following minor head trauma: a systematic review and meta-analysis. [Lorenzo Zanetto](#) (Padova, Italy), Liviana da Dalt, Marco Daverio, Joel Dunning, Anna Chiara Frigo, Lise Nigrovic, Silvia Bressan
- #15915 - Y03 Is prehospital blood transfusion safe and effective? A systematic review and meta-analysis. [Tim Runhout](#) (Nijmegen, The Netherlands)

---

**LEADERSHIP**

*What can we learn from other environments?*

Moderators: Malcolm Gordon (UK), Barbara Hogan (Germany)
Wednesday 12 September

Coordinator: Alasdair CORFIELD (UK)

- Teamwork at the sharp end. Steven SHORT (UK)
- Translating lessons from military leadership? Graham PERCIVAL (UK)
- Running the ED. Adan ATRIHAM (MEXICO)

**FREE PAPER 12**

**Pain Management / Analgesia / Anesthesia**

**Moderators:** Pieter Jan VAN ASBROECK (BELGIUM), James VASSALLO (UK)

- FP100 Is severe lymphopenia a predictive marker of Sepsis in the Emergency Department? Arthur BAISSSE, Ana Catalina HERNANDEZ PADILLA, Thomas DAIX, Robin JEANNET, François DALMAY, Christine VALLEJO, Bruno FRANÇOIS, Philippe VIGNON, Thomas LAFON (Limosges Cedex)
- FP101 The kids are alright: Reporting the differences from a post-hoc analysis of the observational, multi centre, cross-sectional Prescription Of Analgesia in Emergency Medicine study. Sarah WILSON (Slough, UK), Liza KEATING, Sally BEER, Jane QUINLAN, James SHEEHAN, Jack DAINTY, Melanie DARWENT, Martyn EZA
- FP102 Pain scores: a fifth vital sign or a missed vital sign? An observational multicentre study of pain management in emergency departments. Jane QUINLAN, Sarah WILSON, James SHEEHAN, Sally BEER, Jack DAINTY, Melanie DARWENT, Martyn EZRA, Liza KEATING (Reading, UK)
- FP103 ED crowding hurts: results of a multicentre cross sectional observational pain study. James SHEEHAN (Cambridge, UK), Liza KEATING, Sarah WILSON, Jane QUINLAN, Sally BEER, Jack DAINTY, Melanie DARWENT, Martyn EZRA
- FP104 Adequate analgesia in emergency department patients with fractured neck of femur – why are we not doing better? Reporting a post-hoc analysis of the observational, multi centre, cross-sectional prescription of analgesia in emergency medicine study. Melanie DARWENT (OXFORD, UK), Jane QUINLAN, Sarah WILSON, Liza KEATING, James SHEEHAN, Sally BEER, Jack DAINTY, Martyn EZRA
- FP105 Major incident triage and the evaluation of the Triage Sort as a secondary triage method. James VASSALLO (Plymouth, UK), Jason SMITH
- FP106 Observational study for establishment of a predictive score for acute coronary syndrome during regulation of a call to the pre-hospital Emergency Medical Service center for chest pain: SCARE score. Audrey GUERRINEAU (Chambry les Tours),Charlotte GUERIN, Clément ROZELLE, Annabelle POLETTÉ, Elodie SEVESTRE, Nesrine NABLI, Olivier GIOVANNETTI
- FP107 Paramedic views of ethical considerations in ambulance based clinical trials: an interview study. Stephanie ARMSTRONG (Lincoln, UK), Viet-Hai PHUNG, Adele LANGLOIS, A Niroshan SIRIWARDENA
- FP108 Thinking on scene: Using vignettes to assess the accuracy and rationale of paramedic decision making. Jamie MILES (Sheffield, UK), Joanne CORDER, Richard JACQUES

**HOT TOPIC LECTURE**

**Moderator:** Kurt ANSEEUW (BELGIUM)

- Threat by nerve agents: up-date of diagnostic and therapeutic strategies! Horst THIERMANN (GERMANY)

**CLOSING CEREMONY**

**Moderator:** Patrick PLAISANCE (FRANCE)

- Best Research Abstract award. Youri YORDANOV (FRANCE)
- Young researcher award. Martin FANDLER (GERMANY)
- Audience Award. Rick BODY (UK)
- EuroSimCup Award. Guillaume BOULLEAU (FRANCE)
- Closing Address: EUSEM ECOC President. Patrick PLAISANCE (FRANCE)
- Best-of video of Glasgow 2018 meeting.
- SCOC and ECOC member.
- Closing Address: EUSEM President. Roberta PETRINO (ITALY), Luis GARCIA-CASTRILLO (SPAIN)
- From Glasgow to Praga. Jana SEBLOVA (CZECH REPUBLIC), Jason LONG (UK)
- The Final picture with all attendees, and other surprises!